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" 
llllen I think back to all those late nights at the agency, brainstorming, 

putting out one fire after the next, my head starts to hurt. !twas me, my Mac® 

and my five-by-nine cell ... / mean office. My Zip® drive finally sprung me. 

Now, I can save all my jobs on a few Zip® disks, stick 'em in a bag and 

take my work home. Best gift I ever gave myself. And for maximum security, 

QuikSync™ software gives me on-the-fly backup. Ahh, sweet freedom!" 

Copy·r~ht §2001 !omega Corporti!ion. AU Rights Rescr\~~. IClfnf-0.1. ti~ s~1HzW ·'1" IG\JO and Zip are regi::te:fa1 t1ademruks or trddemark.s o! !omi:-ga in Um U.S. and utflef countries. 
Mic is a <Biii~ere<i 1r<!l!erNOi o! App'e Comp,:er. loc. 
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20 Ready, Set, Game! 

Welcome to MacAddict's ultimate 
guide to Mac gaming. If it's 
about games, it's in here-from 

our picks of the top 33 titles to 
advice on picking the right controller. 

Whether you're a hard-core gamer or 
just getting started, we'll help you get the 
most gaming goodness from your Mac. 

22 Why Play Games? 
Why, indeed? Well, how about improved 
graphics, better games, and Mac OS X? 
And, of course, they're fun. 

by Narasu Rebbapragada 

24 Top Games 
Find out what Mac games you should be 

playing right now-or at least as soon as 

you finish reading. 

by the MacAddict Staff 

30 Give New Life 
to Old Games 
Can't afford every new game that comes out? 

Don't despair. Squeeze more juice from your 

old games-for free. by Patrick Baggatta 

34 Take Control 
of Your Games 
Gamepads, joysticks, mice. Find out 
what your options are and which 
controllers best suit your gaming 
needs. by Carrie Shepherd 

38 The Graphic Details 
on Graphics Cards 
Should you invest in 
a new 3D card ? 
Read about our 
foray into the tricky 
world of video 
cards, and you'll 
know. by Cathy Lu 

Oh, what a 
beautiful morning! 

84 Hack Your Games 
(and Other Apps} 
Wh ether you're a hard-core gamer or curious about 
code, or you simply want to customize a game, we 
provide some cool tweaks that will let you stamp you r 
own personality on any game with hackable resource 
files. Turn your own likeness into a game charac:ter, - -
swap out any music soundtrack with your own CD 

collection , change the text blurbs in balloons, replace 
spoken dialogue with your own words, and more. 
by Jason Whong and Kevin Savetz 
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ever month 
8 Editor's Note 
Play games? Great! Don't play? You should . 

10 Letters 
Readers duel over the Dual-processor 

Power Mac and celebrate ethnicity. 

Did somebody 
say iPodAddict? 

12 Get Info------
Find out why the iPod iRocks and why audiophiles should 

upgrade to Mac OS X. Read how Mac OS X boosts your email 

Ployllsts 
Feuorttes 

Per1yMlH 
Rood Trip 
Tops &reek-UP songs 
Wort.out Tunes 

options and how you can see Apple's 1984 commercial while playing Duke Nukem. 

Plus, dress up as your favorite game hero or villain to win up to 30 top games. 

18 Scrapbook 
As The Jackson 5 would say if they were singing about liquid crystal displays, "LCDs! It's 

as easy as one-two-three! As simple as do-re-mi!" Let us show you what it's all about. 

40 Reviews 
40 LightWave 3D 7.0 Design & Graphics 

42 Toshiba PDR-M71 Hardware 

44 Commotion Pro 4.0 Multimedia 

46 HALion 1.1 Audio 

48 Mavica CD300 Hardware 

49 Epson Stylus C80 Hardware 

50 iShock II Hardware 

50 Yamaha CRW2200FXZ Hardware 

52 DynaMO 1300FE Hardware 

52 Philips Brilliance 180P Hardware 

55 X73 Multifunction Printer Hardware 

55 Visor Pro Hardware 

56 QueFire CD-RW Hardware 

56 QueM3 UllraSlim 80GB FireWire Hard Drive Hardware 

57 DiskWarrior 2.1 Utilities 

57 Stufflt Deluxe 6.5 Utilities 

58 Optical Mini Mouse Roundup Hardware 

60 Storm 1.5 Audio 

54 Aliens versus Predator Gold Edition Fun & Games 

82 PowerplaY-----~ 
Guess what games we're currently playing? Wrong. Actually, we 

had the privilege of taking a few upcoming games (in their 

beta state) out for a test drive. Don't be jealous (OK, maybe 

just a little), because we'll play nice and share our first 

looks at GraphSim's Red Faction, Aspyr's Otto Matic, and 

MacSoft's Vampire: The Masquerade-Redemption, coming 

soon to store shelves near you . We also bugged a few game 

developers to find out their plans for 2002 . 

78 Ask Us 
You need to read a Word document but you're too cheap to buy 
the application? Can't open your Mac's CD tray from that non

Apple keyboard? Want to turn your ancient cassette collection 
into shiny new CDs? Starved for Mac OS X apps? You ask, we 
answer-'nuff said . 

98 Shut Down----
You can read all about which games were the 
picks of the litter in our cover feature, but what 

about the runts? Here are our picks for the top 
three bow-wows of the century. 

Your fly is down, Steve. 
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weve made it so fast, 
nobody will catch you using it. 

~ 
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Built on NT Technology 

We know you don't want to spend any more time 
running Windows® than you have to. 

That's why we've worked so hard to make Virtual PC 4 deliver true PC 

compatibility at speeds up to twice as fast as the previous version. Virtual 
PC enables you to install and run multiple operating systems on one Mac; 

Windows 2000, 98, Me, PC-DOS -it even supports XP! Now you can run 

countless Windows applications, access PC networks and share files with 

PC-based colleagues quickly and easily. 

Connectix For more information visit www.connectix.com or call 1-800-395-1804 

• Virtual PC Test Drive for OS X is available to registered Virtual PC 4 users via the Connectix web site. 
© Copyright Connectix Corporation. Connectix and Connectix Virtual PC are trademarks of Connecti x Corporation. All other trademarks are property of their respective holders. 



Not playing games? You should be. 

I f, when you saw the cover of this 
month's issue, your first thought was, 
"Games? Great!" then you can skip 

this page and jump right into our 
exploration of the rapidly expanding 
universe of Mac gaming. If, however, you 
thought, "Games? Bummer. There's 
nothing in this issue for me," read on. 

If you're not playing games on your 
Mac, you're not taking advantage of alt your 
Mac can do to improve your life. "Improve 
my life?" you're now thinking, "How can 
blasting bad guys with fantasy weaponry 
be considered life-improving?" Two 
answers: Rrst, when you think "game," 
don't just think "bang!" There's a tot more 
to gaming than testosterone-fueled shoot-
' em-ups. Second, fun is good. 

Let's tackle that second point first: 
Many of us were raised to believe that 
mindless fun is, welt, mindless. Have you 
ever felt a twinge of embarrassment when a 
friend or partner caught you playing a game 
on your Mac? If so, you know what I mean. 
There you are, using a high-powered 
computer to do something other than 
high-powered work. Can't be right. 

But it is. There's more to life than Excel, 
Photoshop, Word, and Dreamweaver. There 
are flights of fancy, adrenaline rushes, 
mind-bending puzzle solving, and pure 
escapism. There's creating a fantasy 
civilization and setting history in motion. 
There's getting a group offriends together 
and laughing your butts off at You Don't 
Know Jack's wiseacre emcee. Your Mac is 
an inventive, insanely clever buddy who 
wants to play with you; let it. Calvinism is 
so passe-if it feels good, boot it. 

And there are so many different ways to 
play. As I mentioned above, today's games 
include much more than mere bang-bang
you're-dead splatterfests. Plus, the pace of 
Mac game development is more feverish 
today than at any other time since the first 
crude but charming HyperCard-based 
games first appeared back in the 1980s. 

If you're new to Mac gaming, you might 
start with a straightforward title, such as 
Ambrosia Software's perennial favorite, 
Maelstrom. It takes, oh, about 30 seconds 
to learn how to maneuver your cute lit' 
rocket ship and defend it from aggressive 
space junk, and it's a great introduction to 
how non productivity can make you smite. 

61 MacAddict IJAN/02 

While playing with his brand-new iPod, Rik 
mysteriously morphed into his favorite retired 
game .character, Cosmic Osmo. 

If even arcade-style games such as 
Maelstrom cause anxiety attacks, try 
playing God-or at least a dictator or an 
avaricious capitalist piggy. Create a family 
of Sims, rule a Caribbean island in Tropico, 
or command a corporate empire in Railroad 
Tycoon II. Each allows you to play at your 
own pace, but provides enough challenges 
to keep your synapses firing. 

If simulation games are stilt too much 
of a leap from your real-life board-game 
experiences, how about a nice game of 
chess? Chessmaster 6000 can either 
boost your ego by playing dumb, or crush 
it like an overripe fig when you dial it up to 
levels that'd make Boris Spassky feet like 
Boris Badenov. 

Football fan? Madden NFL 2000. Golfer? 
Links LS 2000. Pilot? The Fly series. 
Gambler? Hoyle Casino. Puzzle master? 
Myst. Skateboarder? Tony Hawk's Pro 
Skater 2. Dungeons and Dragons addict? 
Batdur's Gate II-but if you're a D and D 
junkie, you already knew that. 

Or maybe you simply want to jump 
headfirst into virtual mayhem. If so, 
you've got plenty of choices, like Unreal 
Tournament, Quake Ill: Arena, or Rogue 
Spear. Go ahead, blast away. 

One final note: There's been plenty of 
dime-store sociology that berates violent 
computer games. I won't try to refute those 
critics, but I believe today's game players 
know the difference between onscreen 
fantasy and flesh-and-blood reality-and if 
they don't, no amount of censorship can 
teach them the difference. I can only speak 
from personal experience: My teenage 
daughter enjoys a hearty fragging session 
as much as the next kid, but in real life her 
shooting is limited to fall-away three
pointers at the buzzer.-Rik Myslewski 

Staff Rants 
Director of Mirth and Libation 
Q. If a Mac game were 
created about your life, what 
would it be like? 
A. It'd be a tot like Beer 
Hunter, where you violently 
shake one can of a sixer, 
then open each can in 

succession until you get wet. 
Q. What superpowers would your character have? 
A. Imaginary friends to play with, unquenchable 
thirst, impeccable judgment. Just the real-life stuff. 

were created about 
- your life, whatwould 

it be like? 
A. "Where in the 

Rebbapragada?" would be a sim-adventure game, 
where you manage my basic needs (money, 
health, and a constant desire to eat) white I travel 
the world to battle evildoers. 
Q. What superpowers would your character have? 
A. I would have psychic powers to anticipate 
villains' next moves and superb kickboxing skills 
to whup their asses. 

were created about 
yourlife, what would 
it be like? 
A. It would be a 
fairly boring first

person puzzle game, the only fun being 
found in laughing at (rather than with) me as I 
attempt to work too much, play terrible music, 
and fail to impress the opposite sex. Think 
young Homer Simpson. 
Q. What superpowers would your 
character have? 
A. In my impotent arsenal would be items 
such as "The Terrible Chord," "The Woody 
Allen Effect," and "Eyes of Ludicrous and 
Unsubstantiated Optimism." 
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From classics to the latest releases, our gold
medal-winning games are on this month's Disc. 

Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 2: It's rare to be able to skate 
without an audience! Only in a virtual world, my friend. 

Diablo II: Is that all ya got? I'll take on all of you! 

Starcraft: Where's the darned drop-ship? Heeeelp! 

Unreal Tournament: You're dead meat, pansy boy in blue! 

8 j MacAddict j JAN/02 . 

~ Tony Hawk's Pro 
Skater 2 Demo \ , , 
Wanna be a skater? Or maybe just play one on your \ 
Mac? In Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 2, you can embody ~ 
the legendary skater himself! Ollie and grind like you ~ 
wish you could in real life-and you don't even have to 
worry about getting hurt. 

~ Diablo II Demo 
When you put yourself in the shoes ofa barbarian in Diablo II, 
you can't help but get sadistic satisfaction from bashing the 
crap out of toxic zombies, needle-spitting rodents, and voodoo 
critters. This demo lets you experience the power, and you're 
sure to get hooked. 

~ Starcralt Demo 
Arguably one of the most addictive games ever made, Starcraft 
combines the strategy of resource management with 
the twitch element of real-time battle 
and a compelling storyline. You 
command the armies of three 
different races. This demo gives 
you a taste of the gameplay by 
taking you through several levels. 

~ Unreal Tournament Demo 

I 

This game is da bomb. Unreal Tournament is not just 
your run-of-the-mill first-person shooter. It's an undying 
phenomenon in multi player gaming, with a fanatic following 
around the globe. In addition to the built-in deathmatch 
and capture-the-flag modes, new maps and skins-created 
by the game's fans-expand the Unreal Tournament world into 
a limitless universe. 

Exclusives! 
Kickin' off 2002 

with January 
Nitrozac comics and 
"Best of Mac Show 

Live," volume 7. 

Get a sneak preview of the most 
special-effects-packed, high-concept 
stall video ever! We couldn't Iii ii on 
this month's CD because we wanted 
to include as many games as we 
could, but next month, look for the 
video, behind-the-scenes footage, 
and even video how-tos. 

If you don't receive The Disc with your copy of MacAdd1ct, you might want to consider upgrading! Each monthly 
Disc has cool demos, useful shareware and freeware, and the irnm1tab\e MacAddtct staff video. To get 12 issues of 
MacAddtct that include this value packed Disc with your subscription {prorated 1f necessary) for iust $10 more, call 
888·771·6222-the operatorw1!1 take care of everything 
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From the mouths of babes. 

WRITE TO US: MacAddict, 
150 North Hill Dr., Brisbane, CA 94005 
or letters@macaddict.com. 
FOR CD PROBLEMS: Go to 
https://secure.imaginemedia.com/disc. 
FOR SUBSCRIPTION QUERIES: 
Call (toll-free) 888-771-6222. 

MOVE OVER, CHUCK WOOLERY 
Recently I discovered Photoshop 6 Actions. I 
showed one to a girl, and now we are going 
out on a date. She thought it took hours to 
make a certain Action, but it only took a 
couple of minutes.-Justin Conn-Powers 

A SITE WE LOVE TO HATE 
lhateapple.com banned me for hitting too 
close to home. I put a link to the Windows RG 
preview page (a movie spoof of Windows) on 
lhateapple.com's main forum and suffered 
two personal attacks for it. I was banned 
after defending the Mac and myself. Thanks 
for putting lhateapple's URL in the mag ("The 
Best and Worst of Everything Mac," Sep/01, 
p22) . Mac addicts have since swamped the 
site.-D. Smith 

lhateapple.com 

Access Denied or Bo11rd Error 

Emnwu: l'ouhavt b1tnb&1J1ad. 

P1eua not• tll•t ocuMndly 1omt osu 111ay bt btontd 1ccu1t1 
d\i4: to 1banou•omtciutb1uqlb1 1am.1ISP. 

Pln uc01Uac.tlhafOl\lllltdto:inifytruful thiJUthtuu. 

Being denied never felt so good. 

MAC HOME ON THE RANGE 
In 1983, I bought a Lisa. I was so impressed 
that I bought a 128K Macintosh in 1984. A 
few years later, I bought a Mac SE. When 
Steve Jobs left Apple, I stopped buying 
Macintosh computers, although in 1993 my 
employer reluctantly allowed me to 
purchase a 650 Quadra. I came back to 
Apple when it came out with the iMac. I 
recently purchased a G4/733 for my office, 
and a G4/533 and G4 Cube for my home. 
The two Macs at home are actually in a 
video studio in my airplane hanger on my 
farm in Central Texas. There are many folks 
in the market like me-age 49, not too savvy 
about computers, but devoted to their 
Macs.-Sterling Brooks 

No need to ask, he's a smooth operator ... 

DUEL OVER DUAL 
MacAddict apparently tested the Dual 
G4/8oo only on Mac OS 9.2.1 and not at all 
on Mac OS X (Reviews, Nov/01, p46). I can 
tell you that dual processor is the way to go 
with Mac OS X-granted, my Dual 800 is 
maxed out with RAM. For MacAddict to test 
a cutting-edge machine using what is 
essentially yesterday's OS does a disservice 
to its readers.-Ralph Fontcuberta 
This was a tough review to do, but we stand 
by our overall message. The Dual 64/ 800 is a 
solid machine that needs Carbonized apps 
and a we/I-tuned OS (like 10.1) before it will 
show its true potential. We were careful to 
include tests for Photoshop (still a Classic 
opp), specifically optimized to use the second 
processor, and we didn't see that much 
improvement. One culprit is that Photoshop 
needs a boatload of RAM to work effectively, 
and we only review stock off-the-shelf 
systems. We look forward to running the same 
Photoshop tests using the Carbonized opp on 
OS 10.1.-Ed. 

SIZE MATTERS 
I was sitting down to read your article 
"MiniDV Goes Prime Time" (Get Info, 
Nov/01, p14) and to my surprise, in the "DV 
Demystified" section, your writer made a 
horrific mistake. There are in fact two types 
of DVCam media: Mini and Full Sized. Full 
Sized is what we in the industry actually call 
DVCam. We hardly ever use Mini DVCam. 
While Mini DVCam will work in your 
standard miniDV camcorder, Full Sized 
DVCam will not. Unless your readers are in 
the 'market for a $30,000 camera, they 
won't want DVCam. Other than that, I liked 
the article-keep on cranking them out. 
-W. Gaughen 

POLISH SENSITIVITIES 
I am outraged that you decided to include 
an ethnic slur in the caption of your picture 
in Editor's Note (Nov/01, p8). I do not 
support Rik Myslewski's use of the words 

"100 percent Polack" to describe himself. 
My grandparents came to this country for a 
better life and for freedom, not to be 
ridiculed or treated with insensitivity. I am 
very proud of their accomplishments and 
with the accomplishments of my family and 
the Polish people in America. Your use of 
the word Polack is not only insensitive, it is 
downright un-American.-Ed Wojciechowski 
Our editor in chief, Ryszard Eugenusz 
Zukowska-Myslewski, tells us that when his 
dad, Edzu Casimir, and mother, Julianna 
Joanna, were growing up in a Pennsylvania 
coal-mining town, they were always amused 
when people tried to denigrate them by 
calling them "Po/acks" because "Polak" is 
simply the Polish word for Pole. Dumb 
Anglos.-Ed. 

AN UNABASHED PC BASHER 
On the November 2001 Disc, the staff video 
about ways to destroy a PC was, without a 
doubt, the most boring yet. Where was the 
creativity? What about explosives? Fire? 
Dropping the PC in a swimming pool while it 
booted up? What about deploying vehicles 
(recreational or otherwise)? Even stealing an 
idea from Northern Exposure and tossing 
the machine with a catapult would have 
been an improvement. Come on, guys
when you get a good concept, develop it! 
-Tim Donohoe 
Ah, yes, more PC-euthanasia creativity 
would've been nice, but there's nothing 
like straightforward c/obberin' to get the 
adrenaline flowing.-Ed. 

ONE VOTE FOR LAUGHTER 
I just want to voice my opinion that I'd like 
MacAddictto be more fun and less serious. I 
laughed harder than I ever had at the PCI card 
troubleshooting spoof two months ago (Shut 
Down, Sep/01, p96) . All the "serious folks" 
out there can read dry old Macwor/d to get 
their reprinted press releases and reviews. 
MacAddict is all about laughing over our love 
for Macs.-Chris Paveglio 



WHERE PCS ARE RARE AND 
MACS WELL DONE 
In November 2001's staff video on destroying 
PCs, you really needed to pour lighter fluid on 
the PCs and then have yourselves a BBQ! 
-Ben Snyder 

LIVE, NUDE MACS 
I'm a 15-year-old Mac addict who collects 
pamphlets of Mac products. I hang them on 
the walls of my bedroom. Since my family 
jokes that I should have nude women on my 
walls (they even offered to get me a Playboy), I 
thought you should start putting centerfold 
pictures of Macs in every issue to satisfy the 
Mac addicts around the world with larger-than
life pictures of "nude" Macs to hang on our 
walls.-Kevin Henry 

We're sure our attorney would prohibit our 

printing nude hardware of any kind.-Ed. 

BAD TIMING 
I'm hoping the November issue went to print 
before the September 11 tragedy at the World 
Trade Center. While reading "Alternate Covers, 
Uncovered," (Shut Down, p96) I saw a striking 
similarity between your "Be Free!" cover and a 
picture in last week's Newsweek of people 
jumping from the towers. But I know you 

IOUIDost!ijii 11 I 

wouldn't take a joke too far.-Tom Bober 

We regret publication of the image in light of 

recent events. As is the case with most print 

magazines, we print issues well in advance of 

the dates you receive them. We didn't know 

the image would have such significance at the 

time we printed it.-Ed. 

SWINE SEPARATED AT BIRTH 
In your review of the PowerShot S110 
(Reviews, Sep/01, p57), is that a picture of the 
"killer pig" in Cincinnati?-MarkMan 

No. It's part of a pig exhibition in the state of 
Washington.-Ed . 

Pork, the other killer whale. 

HONOR THY NEIGHBOR'S MAIL 
Your fine magazine has always made it to my 
mailbox-until this month. Much to my 
surprise, I received a call from another 
MacAddict subscriber in my town. He said my 
issue stuck to his issue and would he like me 
to have him deliver it to my house. What 
camaraderie! What a guy! What a magazine! 
This just shows how close the MacAddict 

community is and how we take care of each 
other. Special thanks to that masked man 
from Manheim, Pennsylvan ia, who was so 
thoughtful, and special thanks to MacAddict 

for keeping a close-knit Mac community stuck 
(literally) together! If you ever see a car with a 
Pennsylvania license plate that reads "Buy a 
Mac," honk. That's me!-Dave Solon 

MULTIANGLE DREAMS 
I want to give a huge thanks to Jason Whang for 
his informative article, "How to Edit a Multiple
Angle Scene in iMovie" (Nov/01, p70). Though I 
do not own any of the equipment required for 
making my own movies at this time, I plan to 
create a blockbuster with my friends as soon as 
we get some money to purchase the hardware. 
I have been busy thinking about how to set up 
multiple-angle scenes, and this article was a 
welcome surprise.-Nevada Dave 

~g Come see us at 
Macworld Expo SF 
Booth #2107 

Go Wireless with Macsense Aero Products 
Free yourself from the tangle and expense of wires with the XRouter Aero 

and AeroCard . Share your Internet your way, without wires. Now all 

PowerBooks can go wireless! 

The XRouter Aero is an AirPort-compatible Base Station that offers 

many more features. A 4-port 10/1 OOMbps switch connects any "wired" 

Macs PCs to the wireless network. Web-based configuration provides 

quick and easy setup. The built-in firewall protects your data from 

outside intruders but allows you to host servers and play Internet 

games without security worries! 

AeroCard is a wireless PCMCIA card designed for older 
PowerBooks* that are not AirPort equipped. With the 

AeroCard, every PowerBook user can enjoy the benefits of the 

wireless revolution . Let Freedom Ring! 

~w 
Macsense® 

• AeroCard is compatible with PowerBooks 2400, 
3400, and G3s with a PCMCIA slot. 

Sign up to win a 
free RF wireless 

AeroMouse 

MacConnection CluhMacr MacMal ~~~9 .. g~~: 
www.xsense.com 
(800)642-8860 

(a $69 value)! 
http://www.xsense.com/free/ 



The iPod Is Apple's First Genuine Gadget Since the Newton 

T he iPod is supermodel chic. This 

beautiful FireWire-ready portable 

music player holds 5GB of tunes 

and fits in your pocket. Its simple user 

interface lets you access any song in 

seconds, and it doubles as a portable 

Fi reWire drive. 

That said, the iPod is expensive. At 

$399. it costs $too more than Creative's 

6GB Nomad Jukebox and $t50 more than 

Archos Technology's 6GB Jukebox 6000 

MP3 Player and Hard Drive-both of which 

are USB devices. 

Nevertheless, the wow factor of Apple's 
first consumer gadget since the Newton will 

make those who don't own an iPod Grinch

green with envy. 

The iPod is stylish. Its cool white front 

matches the iBook's (see "Understanding 

the iPod," below, for specs). The stainless

steel back, engraved with the word "iPod," 

looks like it comes straight from Tiffany's. 

The FireWire port, headphone jack, and 

hold button fit compactly on top. 

The iPod stores 5GB of music-about 

1,000 MP3s encoded at 160 Kbps. The 

FireWire connection lets you download all 

these tunes from your Mac in a matter of 

minutes. The iPod also doubles as a 

portable FireWire drive that can store both 

data files and music. 

We've often complained that carrying 

around 1,000 MP3s is cool in theory, but 

locating the music through the device 

display is difficult in practice. Apple has 

cleverly addressed the navigation 

bugaboo with a crisp 2-inch backlit 

LCD and a unique scroll wheel, 

which lets you sort music by playlist, 

artist, and song. 
Apple engineered this ease of 

use by garnering control over the 

hardware and software. iPod 

works with-and only 

with-iTunes 2 (see 

"Take 2," below.). 

iPod grabs the tunes 

and Playlist structure from 

iTunes 2 on your desktop. If you 

add music or change around your 

playlists, the next time you sync the iPod to 

your Mac, the device will update its files as 

well. One annoyance: iTunes can only sync 

with one iTunes 2 library. If you wantto 

download someone else's music, you'll 

have to erase what's already on your iPod. 

(That's Apple's way of keeping you honest.) 

Consumer electronics are notorious 
for burning through batteries. In response, 

Apple encloses a rechargeable lithium

polymer battery, which, when fully 

charged, gives you about 10 hours of 

continuous music. You can recharge the 

iPod through the FireWire connection to 

your Mac or with the included stylish 

power adapter. 

Apple enters the competitive world of 

consumer electronics with a powerful 

contender. Unlike the Newton, the iPod is 

not a new concept. It's simply a more 

Playlists M 
Fauorites > 

Party MiH > 
Road Trip > 
Top 5 Break-Up Songs > 
Workout Tunes > 

/ 

0 

MP3 jukebox will turn you 
into a pod person. 

) 

advanced iteration of a gadget the public 

already craves. Instead of being ahead of its 

time, these days Apple's ahead of the curve. 

And that's the perfect place to be.-NR 

Take 2 
I t's free. It's new. It's iTunes 2, and 

it's better than the original iTunes. 

MP3 CD Burning Burn your MP3 

Playlists right onto CD. 

Crossfading Avoid awkward pauses 

between tracks. 

Equalizer iTunes comes with a 

ten-band EQ with 22 presets. 

Faster Burning Apple says iTunes 2 

cuts burning time in half. 

Understanding the iPOd I Product Specs You can Make sense at 
Weight Storage Capacity Battery Life Display Specs Hidden Treasure 

2-inch backlit LCD Breakout game 
Description Size (in inches) 
Dimension 4.02 by 2.43 by 0.78 
Real-World About the size of a 

6.5 ounces 
About the weight 
of a large banana 

5GB hard disk space 
About 1,000 
160-Kbps MP3 songs 

1 O hours playtime 
Enough for a 
60-mile jog 

Big enough to play a Press the center button 
Spec deck of cards 

Mac Gaming 
Trivia 

So you think you're the Alex Trebek of the Mac 
gaming world? We bet you didn't know these juicy 
tidbits. We asked some Mac gaming veterans to 
reveal a few little-known facts about your favorite 
Mac games. Here's what they told us. 
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secret Breakout game while in the About screen 

A Bug's Life 
At Macworld Expo New York 2000, former 
Ambrosia representative Jason Whang fulfilled 
his promise to eat one insect for every bug in 
the software his company shipped that year. 

I 
•IJ. •.·.•·1··~; .·.,,; ... 

/t 

Now, that's 
dedication 
to your job. 



The Spectacular Mac Gamino Contest 
Become Your Favorite Game Character and Win up to 30 Mac Games 

I n the spirit of our Mac Gaming Spectacular, MacAddict has teamed up with the industry's 
elite to bring you more than 50 games and peripherals-all yours forthe winning. 

How to Win 
All you have to do is dress up as your favorite 
Mac gaming character and take a picture of 
yourself. The more creative you are, the better. 
We certainly won't penalize you for digital 
enhancement, but the judges frown upon 
simply pasting your head on a screenshot 
body. That's not very creative. 

Send us your picture by snail mail or email 
along with the information requested on the 
entry form below. Our esteemed panel of 
judges will pick the winner and a few runners
up to win fabulous Mac gaming prizes. 

Deadline for Entry: We must receive all entries 
by February 1, 2002 . We will announce the 
winners in the May 2002 issue of MacAddict. 

Only one entry per contestant. 

The Spectacular Mac Gaming Contest Entry Form 

Full Name, Age: ·----------------- ------------------
Address 1: 

Address 2: 

----~--------

§ame Your Character t.ppears In: ----------------------------·--

Personal Statement: 
c..:.c:=c.:.=-=c=~~------------------------·---- ---------

Snail-Mail Contest Entries 
Send a high-resolution photo (at least 4 by 6 inches) to: 
Games Contest 
MacAddict magazine 
150 North Hill Dr., Brisbane, CA 94005 I 

Email Contest Entries 
Send a compressed high-resolution 
(300-dpi) image to: 
contest@macaddicl.com 
Subject Line: Game Contest 

No phone calls. Deadline for entry: February 1, 2002. 

---------------------------------Contest Rules 
The MacAddict editors will judge all entries and choose the winner based on the following criteria: concept originality, costume creativity, and quality of 
execution. One entry per individual. All entries must be received no later than February 1, 2002, with the winner announced on or around May 2002. Each 
of the judging criteria (originality, creativity, and execution) will be weighed equally. By entering this contest you agree that Imagine Media may use your 
name, likeness, and Web site for promotional purposes without further payment. All prizes will be awarded and no minimum number of entries is 
required. Prizes won by minors will be awarded to their parents or legal guardians. Imagine Media is not responsible for damages or expenses the 
winners might incur as a result of the contest or the receipt of a prize, and winners are responsible for income taxes based on the value of the prize 
received. A list of winners may also be obtained by sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Imagine Media, Inc., c/o MacAddict contest, 150 
North Hill Or. , Brisbane, CA 94005. This contest is limited to residents of the United States. No purchase necessary; void in Arizona, Maryland, Vermont, 
Puerto Rico, and where prohibited by law. 
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droolWORTHY 
Sexy Stuff We Can't Wait to Get Our Mitts On 

Treo 
I Handspring I www.handspring.com I $399 1 

W hile driving down the highway, you whip out your cell phone to make a call but 
realize you need your handheld organizer to find the number. Before you know 

it, you've got ten fingers on your gadgets and no hands on the wheel. To avoid disaster, 
try the Handspring Treo. This all-in-one PDA, cell phone, text-messaging, and wireless
browsing device runs the Palm OS, contains 16MB of memory, and has a 
flip lid that doubles as your earpiece. A keyboard is included with the 
Treo 180; you must use Palm's Graffiti for data input with the Treo 
18og. A color version of the Treo is due out in midyear.-CL 

XHub 7 Plus 
I Adaptec I www .adaptec.com I $139 1 

For now, you must use VoiceStream or 
Cingular wireless service providers. 
AT&T should support the Treo soon. 

T he XHub 7 Plus is a really beautiful, semiexpensive, fully functional USB hub. Once the 
Mac drivers are available, however, this futuristic device will become your ticket to USB 2.0 

with speeds that rival FireWire's. XHub 7 Plus comes with seven ports, cool snap-on cable 
management, and a photo frame (aw, how cute) . Of course, you' ll need to install a USB 2.0 PCl 
card to use the hub, but the future is here, and it's worthy enough for drool.-NR 

II seven USB ports just aren't enough, the XHub 7 
can stack on top of other XHubs. 

Shareware Pick ol the Month 
AID4.l PRICE: $29.95 (download) 

URL: www.e igroove.com 
E11d Om lo J12&/0 1 I t 11d n ,,.o toa135 p"' I 

Tot lR•1wlo1 I Ja1d1 l l l 

Mut. 01 J [2J fitld 0 '•!ltd j 11uo rv • $ U w1 0 
E11> ollS.11t ['1) !0lf2'1/0 1 \ I Trukh19 • j ·~ 

Hurd F1om QJ jo1n1101 I 

b,. s elling celebrity toothbrushes over eBay isn't weird anymore, and 
~ thanks to AID (Auction Information Database) 4.1 by Epigroove, it 

d•~ 'o l C•U!S lQJ I Top ald [OtsO.OCI I 
S ol11 Tu l J{il $hlppl119 / f4:1,00 I 
M/Jc,Fn l _!J_Tou1 l f 2~~ 

MOMV .... 1 ..... [l) \ 02/01/01 f---i PtVfMlltTyp1 j P 1 ~P tl 

lttm S.M [l} !O'l/OUO I H ShlHl~f Moth~d !UPS: 

Fu dbt<~Olu~ [l) jol/O t/01 r4 Fudbod Typ1 IP 011dv t 

llt t ur11 rud~ od [1J jo2/19/0 I H r .. dbotl< Typ1 !Puitiv1 

Find AID isn't hard either. 
4.1.1 on 
Tiie Disc. 

AID helps you manage the data from your eBay auctions, including 
the auction description, end date and time, current or final top bidder's 
user name and email address, and final sale price of your item. You can 
send autogenerated emails to the top bidder once you close an auction, 
and you can upload new auctions without logging on to eBay's Web site. 

The newest version of AID includes a major speed increase, better 
support for eBay Motor and Stores, and an improved way to get the 
names of top bidders. The free demo only lets you download your most 
recently conducted auctions. The full version works on Mac OS 8.6 and 
later, but it is not yet Carbonized for Mac OS X.-Whitney Hess 

Top& lddo jJo h11~u j~ 

Emt lt lJ• ~ndot1fdom 1 l n,com j~ 
Ro! Hu1t !J•~~Du !~ 

C1~4thnd.IL 60000 
".:14ru• 1l ::t:JM1h&•ll•v• Or. I 

p~.,, . 1 I 11w~, 1 ~01 I 

Forget clicking through multiple screens to find a bidder's email address. 
With AID, it's all right there. 



Tips and Tricks for 
Photosho & 
From the Authors of The 
Photoshop 6 Wow! Book 

Adobe Photoshop 6 is the most robust image
editing program out there, but gaining the 

skills to unleash all that power can frustrate even 
the most tech-savvy designers. Here are a few tips 
from The Photoshop 6 Wow! Book ($49.99, Peach pit 
Press)-some are easy timesavers, others are more 
advanced techniques, but we've designed them all 
to help you get the most out of Photoshop. 
-Linnea Dayton and Jack Davis 

Tip 1 When editing colors on selected areas of 
objects, use shortcuts to fill color faster. 

Read this book, then wow your friends with 

•To fill a selection with a chosen foreground color, press Option-Delete. 
•To fill a selection with the background color, press Control-Command-Delete. 
•To open the Fill dialog Box, press Shift-Delete. 
•To fill a transparent layer with transparency or to fill a background layer with 

background color, press Delete. 

Tip 2 Use Adjustment layers for risk-free image editing. 
Adjustment layers let you correct the tone and color of an image without risking 

the integrity of your original image. Create Adjustment layers by pressing the black-and-white 
Create New Fill/Adjustment Layer button. To change the settings of an Adjustment layer, 
double-click the layer's thumbnail in the Layers palette to bring up a formatting dialog box. 

Tip 3 Import decorative type using Shape Layers. 
You can use Adobe Illustrator's extensive options for setting and tweaking type, 

and then import your type into Photoshop 6 as a Shape layer. First, in Illustrator, set and 
customize your type, convert the type to outlines, then copy it to your Mac's clipboard. Next, 
in Photoshop, choose Paste from the Edit menu and click Shape Layer from the ensuing 
Paste As dialog box to import the outlined type from Illustrator. As a Shape Layer, your type 
will retain the vector-based curves you created in Illustrator. 

Tip 4 Use Scale Effects to 
finesse Layer Styles. 

Layer Styles provide an ideal way to apply 
color, pattern, and dimensional effects 
with quality, speed, and flexibility. The 
easiest way to apply a preset style to a 
layer is to select the layer in the Layers 
palette, then click one of the style 
thumbnails in the Styles palette to apply 
that style to the layer. Most likely the 
style's default formatting will not suit the 
element you're designing, so you should 
scale the style to fit the layer. To scale a 
Layer Style, choose Scale Effects from the 
Layer Style submenu of the Layer Menu. 
Click the arrow in the Scale Effects dialog 
box and watch your image change as you 
adjust the scale slider. 
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X-itlNTERVIEWS Developers Discuss 
Their Mac OS X Apps 

Steve Berkley 
CEO of Bias (800-775-2427, www.bias-inc.com) 
Mac OS X products: Deck 3.1 and Peak 3.0 
Availability: The public beta is available, and the 
final release should be available by the time you 
read this. 

W hen Bias announced OS X versions of 
Peak, a two-track digital-audio editing 

and processing program, and Deck, a 
multitrack recording and editing app, it became 
one of the first audio-software developers to 
release products for the new OS.- NR 

MA: What were some of the problems when you 
were first developing for Mac OS X? 
SB: The main development platform, 

Metrowerks CodeWarrior, was still in beta. 
When debugging, it took s seconds to go 
from one line of code to another. We were 
fortunate enough to get a prerelease of Puma 
[the code name for Mac OS 10.1) . It's a good 
thing we got [Puma) because it created some 
problems-mostly graphical user interface 
drawing problems. 

MA: What can Mac OS X bring to an audio app 
that Mac OS 9 can't? 
SB: You used to have to integrate other 
companies' standards [such as Mark of the 
Unicorn's MAS, Digidesign's DAE, and 
Steinberg's ASIO) into your product. All that 
goes away with Mac OS X's Core Audio [an 
OS-level feature that eliminates the need for 

Bias CEO Steve Berkley is optimistic that audio 
software and hardware companies will jump on 
the Mac OS X bandwagon. 

third-party MIDI and audio protocols). We 
also get multichannel audio for recording 
and playback at higher sample rates and 
bit depths, as well as incredible latency
timing performance. 

MA: How long will we have to wait for our 
existing audio hardware to run on Mac OS X? 
SB: Not long. Companies like Magic 
and Roland are working on Mac OS X 
drivers for their USB MIDI interfaces. 

You've Got Optionsl I Mac as x Email Applications 

Y ou're in Mac OS X and you want to check email, but which email 
application is right for you? While Apple's Mail program is 

bundled free with the OS, third-party email programs like Eudora offer 

Email App Mail Eudora 5.1 Powermail 3.0 
Sponsored (beta) 

Company Apple, Qualcomm, CTM Development, 
and Cost www.apple.com, www.eudora.com, www.ctmdev.com, 

free free (Sponsored $49 
mode displays ads) 

Interface Three panels Three panels 
(mailbox, message Old school, with (mailbox, message 
list, and message multiple one- or list, and message 
text) in one window two-panel windows text) in one window 

Multiple Yes Yes Yes 
Accounts 

Spell Check Yes Yes No 

Filtering One search criteria Two search criteria Unlimited search 
per filter, up to five per filter, up to five criteria per filter, 
actions per filter actions per filter actions per filter 

Message No Yes Yes 
Labeling 

Search High-speed search Yes High-speed 
Function with built-in indexing using 

indexing Sherlock search 
technology 

What's The Dock displays Highly customizable Has the best 
Unique the number of new search functions filtering and is 

email messages AppleScriptable 

better filtering and customization for the same price-free. To help you 
out, we dissected six OS X email apps into their major components. 
Pick the features that are right for you.-Rob McNair-Huff 

Netscape X 6.1 Mulberry 2.1 SweetMail 2.09 Entourage X for Mac 

Netscape, Cyrusoft, lchise, Microsoft, www 
www.netscape.com, www.cyrusoft.com www2.ttcn.ne.jp .microsoft.com/mac, 
free /mulberry, $36 /-sweet/mail, bundled with $499 

$28 Office v. X for Mac 

Three panels Customizable one- or A one- or two- Three panels 
(mailbox, message two-panel interface panel interface, (mailbox, message 
list, and message with separate with a separate list, and message 
text) in one window mailbox window mailbox list text) in one window 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

No Yes Yes Yes 

Unlimited criteria Unlimited search Up to two criteria Seven search criteria 
per filter, up to four criteria per filter and per filter, one per filter, unlimited 
actions per filter actions per filter action per filter actions per filter 

No No Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Fast, complex 
category-based 
searches 

Bundled with a Mac Highly scalable for Offers threaded Contact and calendar 
OS X Web browser Linux, Windows, and messages, app comes bundled 
and chat client OS X users grouped by topic with Microsoft Office 





ThoseLusciousLCDs 
by Narasu Rebbapragada 

L iquid crystal displays (LCDs) are sexier, thinner, and more energy efficient than cathode-ray tube (C_RD monitors. We talked to Herb 
Berkwits, senior manager at Viewsonic, to learn how they work and why most (but not all) of you will want one for your desktop Mac. 

1 Backlighting 
The backlight consumes 95 percent of the 
energy required to power the LCD. This gives 
the display its thin form factor and makes it 
energy efficient. 

3 Glass Plates 
Two glass plates sandwich the liquid crystal 
material. The glass plate near the backlight 
is divided into a fixed number of pixels, 
giving an LCD monitor only a single native 
resolution, as opposed to a CRT monitor, 
which offers many resolutions. Each pixel is 
divided into three (red, green, and blue) 
subpixels. So a 1,024-by-768-pixel monitor 
has 786,432 pixels and therefore 2.36 
million subpixels. 

5 Spacer 
The spacer physically creates a uniform 
distance between the two glass plates. 

B Liquid Crystals 
At the heart of LCD technology is the liquid 
crystal material. The molecules within this 
material can bend light waves. These 
molecules rest in a twisted state, which 
bends light waves 90 degrees (see 
''Alignment Layers," right). An electric 
current from the thin film transistors (TFTs) 
hits these molecules, untwists them, and 
lets the light waves pass through unbent. 
This bending and unbending of light waves 
determines how many of them pass 
through the lines in the front polarizing filter 
(at bottom) to brighten the pixels of the 
image onscreen. When all the light waves 
are bent in the same direction as the lines of 
the polarizing filter, they all pass through 
and the pixels are brightest. When no light 
waves are bent in the same direction as the 
lines of the front polarizing filter, they can't 
pass through and the pixels are darkest. 
There are 256 intermediate stages between 
full voltage on and voltage off, resulting in 
various intensities of light. These variations 
give you grayscale and millions of shades 
of colors. 
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2 Polarizing Filter 
Two polarizing filters, which filter the incoming 
and outgoing light waves, are attached to the 
outside of each glass plate (see "Glass Plates," 
left). They contain a series of superthin parallel 
lines that work similarly to Venetian blinds. 
This back-side filter lets through only those light 
waves oriented in the same direction as its lines. 
The front filter only lets out light waves oriented 
in the same direction as its lines. Light waves 
that make it through both filters compose the 
image on the LCD screen. The polarizing filters 
can be arranged so that the lines on each 
filter are oriented parallel or perpendicular to 
each other. 

4 Thin Film Transistor (TA) 
and Electrodes 
A grid (rows and columns) of tiny transistors 
affixed to the back-side glass plate physically 
divides the glass panel into pixels. Each 
transistor controls one subpixel. A processor on 
the monitor talks to each transistor, which turns 
an electric field on and off to determine how 
brightly to illuminate a subpixel. The precise 
shape and position of each subpixel creates a 
sharper picture than a CRT can provide. 

7 Alignment Layers 
Submicroscopic grooves in the Alignment layers 
anchor the molecules at the ends of the liquid 
crystal material, causing the molecules to rest in 
a twisted state. Two sets of grooves (one on 
each plate) are positioned at 90 degrees to each 
other. This means the ends of the molecular 
chain are also positioned at 90 degrees to each 
other, which creates a twist in the chain. 

8 Color Filter 
The light waves that make it out of the liquid 
crystal are still white. Next, they go through red, 
blue, and green color filters to form the color 
building blocks of your image. Although LCD 
technology is rapidly approaching parity, it has a 
narrower color range than CRT technology. 
Graphic prepress and video folks will want to 
stay with CRT for now. 



The LaCie electronblue Ill monitor. Built on aperture grille 

technology with a naturally 100% flat screen, this monitor 

combines high resolution and outstanding color accuracy so 

what you see on the screen is what you'll see on the page . 1'1.til• Made for ideas. 

lacie.com The laCie logo is a trademark of LaCie, Ltd. Patent pending. ©200 1 laCie, ltd. All rights reserved. Other product and brand names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of thei r respective owners. 







''a hall we play a game?" The smooth-
'1 talking artificial intelligence (Al) of a 

Defense Department mainframe posed this 
challenge to Matthew Broderick, a teenage 
hacker who wanted to play a computer game 

called Global Thermonuclear War. 
That was 1983, and the movie was 

WarGames. Back then, gamers were pimply

faced kids who played games like Asteroids 
and Lode Runner on an Atari 2600 or Apple 
lie (Macs didn't exist yet). Using keypads or 

joysticks, they zigzagged tiny bitmapped 
heroes around flat-colored graphics to a 

cacophony of blips and bleeps. 
Fast-forward to the year 2002. A 

supercomputer can fit into an 8-inch cube. 
Your grandmother can play Who Wants to Be 

a Millionaire on a hot-pink iMac. And you? 

You can use a 3D gaming glove to frag a 
beautifully detailed demon at 60 frames per 

second. If you're not already a gamer, you're 
missing a lot. 

There has never been a bette r time to be a 
Mac gamer. Games are better than ever. 
Graphics are better than ever. And the Mac is 
better than ever. But Mac gaming wasn't 

always healthy. In the mid-199os, the 
industry was approaching dead-fish status; 

there were few Mac games and even fewer 

Mac developers. According to Corey Tamas, 
editor in chief of Macgamer.com, the return of 

Steve Jobs in conjunction with the 1998 
launch of the first iMac revived both Apple 

and Mac gaming. Industry leaders point to a 
few other factors. 

"Games in general are maturing a lot," says 

PeterTamte, who founded MacSoft in 1993 
and Destineer last year. (See "Who's Who," 

left, for more info on Mac game companies.) 
Game developers these days are better at 

making more complex and intelligent games. 

For example, Tamte explains, if you can win 

battles using a particular weapon all the time, 
the game is not balanced or challenging. 

There is also a greater range of high
quality games on the Mac right now-and not 
all of them are shooters. Games like Aspyr's 
The Sims (a simulation game in which you 
control people) and MacSoft's Tropico (a 
simulation game in which you rule over an 

island) are exciting because they transcend 
traditional action-adventure genres and draw 

in new gamers. These games don't require 
superfast fingers and top-notch hand-eye 

coordination for success-people can easily 
get into them and still have fun because they 

involve smart decision-making skills. 

According to NPD Intellect market 
research, The Sims series of games, including 

the original game and the House Party and 
Livin' Large expansion packs, were the th ree 

top-selling Mac games in August 2001. Tropico 

was number four. 

Better Graphics Cards 
A new generation of 3D graphics cards like 
ATl's Radeon series and nVidia's GeForce 
series render beautiful graphics at incredibly 

fast speeds (see "The Graphic Details on 

Graphics Cards," p38). And graphics cards are 
now advanced enough to handle the burden 

of processing graphics, which frees up room 
on your Mac's CPU to process the game's Al. 

In other words, developers no longer need to 
sacrifice graphics for gameplay. 

Mac osx 
A tagline on Apple's Web site says, "Mac OS X 
version 10.1: The OS for Games. Period." With 

Mac OS 10.1's automatic memory allocation 
(aka fewer crashes), integrated OpenGL (aka 

faster and more-stunning 3D graphics), and 
overall stability (aka happier users), games 
should have fewer problems running and be 



more fun to play. In fact, MacPlay is so 

committed to Mac OS X that it produced 

Giants: Citizen Kabuto, an action and real

time strategy game, for Mac OS X only
just to take advantage of the new system's 

enhanced graphics and performance. 

Apple is counting on Mac OS X to draw 

in game developers. "Mac OS X has allowed 

us to create a renewed interest in the 

gaming community," says Bard Williams, 

Apple's senior manager of worldwide 

markets. Not only does OpenGL appeal to 

developers, but Mac OS Xis an open

architecture platform. "It means that, in 

some cases, actually writing games for the 

Mac and porting games from other 

platforms is less of an issue," Williams says. 

Great Shareware 
"It' s a labor of love," says Colin Lynch 

Smith, vice president of Freeverse 

Software, about shareware games. 

Shareware's indie feel has traditionally 

appealed to diehard Mac fans, and the low 

try-before-you-buy price appeals to just 

about everyone . Industry insiders have 

varying perspectives on where shareware 

is headed, though. Smith says the high 

cost of creating graphically rich games 

is prohibitive for some shareware 

developers. On the other hand, according 

to Williams, Mac OS X's powerful developer 

tools and Unix underpinnings are enticing 

new shareware authors to enter the 

scene-especially Unix programmers. He 

adds that Apple has already noticed an 

explosion in shareware for Mac OS X since 

the OS's release. 

It's clear that Mac gaming is here to 

stay-and to flourish . So perhaps this 

decade's Matthew Broderick, battling this 

decade's Al villain, will do so on a Titanium 

PowerBook G4. 
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SHOOTERS 
First-person games that require you to run around like a mad person 

shooting everything in sight. No plot necessary. 

Unreal Tournament has 
everything we want in a game: 
powerful, versatile weapons; 
maps that are epic and worldly 
yet easy to master; and a 
community of fanatics creating 
new maps and mods. True to the 
genre, if you can aim and shoot, 
you're in, but when you get good 
and take your game on line, 
there's no end of better Unreal 
Tournament players to keep the 
game challenging and fresh. 
Bottom line: This game came out 

Why settle for one rocket when you can fire off a spread of five 
of them simultaneously? 

in early 2000, and almost two years later, it's still costing us sleep. Barrier to Entry: Medium 

Quake Ill: Arena 
ActiVision (www.activislon.com), $19.99 

,, 
Who needs a plot when you've got the best 
eye candy? Certainly not us. Quake Ill's 
animated blood and gore, rich atmosphere, 
vivid effects, and awesome deathmatch 
action raised the bar for Mac shooters when 
it came out approximately two years ago. 
Quake Ill would certainly be at the top of the 
shooter heap if not for Unreal Tournament, 
which offers more levels and more-complex 
gameplay. Barrier to Entry: Medium 

Rogue Spear is a game of contradictions, as 

Quake Ill brings cartoon violence to a whole new level. 

chaotic. Lead a squad of elite counterterrorists , · 
against-you guessed it-terrorists. Multiple 
missions mean a detailed and compelling game 
for single players, but the squad-based combat 
becomes even more addictive as an online 
multi player game. Although the graphics in 
Rogue Spear aren't as technically sophisticated 
as those in Quake Ill or Unreal Tournament, the 
storyline and missions more than make up for it. 
Barrier to Entry: Medium 



ROLE-PLAYING GAMES 
Games in which players assume the role of an individual or group and 
interact with other characters on their journey. Think D&D. 

Diablo/Diablo II 
OlimPd fll!Brlainment 
(WWW.bfllllll'd.com), $29.95 
In the Uberpopular 

Diablo series, you play a 

hero on a quest to 

defeat the Prime Evils. 

Traditional RPGs require 

careful strategy and 

resource management, 

which can intimidate 

some players. Diablo All right, you crazy kids, settle downl 
eases first-timers into 

gamep\ay, a\\owing them to learn quickly about balancing gold, 

weapons, armor, magic, and abilities. The more powerful you become, 

the more time you'll spend glued to the computer. Barrier to entry: Low 

Fallout ® 
lnte~Jay (WWW.interplay.com) 
Role-playing games often feel 

stilted and forced, with the 

game's interface and time 

demands getting in the way of 

good fun. Not so with Fallout, 

second only to Diab lo in its 

ability to keep the action going 
and allow a sense of freedom This wouldn't be so fun in real life. 

with its nonlinear gameplay. In a postapocalyptic future, your mission 

is to save the other residents of your fallout shelter. Fallout presents 

an inspired look and feel with a biting, satirical sense of humor-it's 

great to play for that alone. Barrier to Entry: Medilln 

Baldur's Gate II: 
Shadows or Arnn 
MacPlay (www.macplay.com), $49.99 
Baldur's Gate II is a massive, 

nonlinear affair that manages to 

capture much of the feel of dice

and-paper RPG play. The game 

may be difficult for newbies 

because it incorporates a large 
chunk of the rule set of Advanced 

Baldur's Gate II is a party and a hall. 

Dungeons and Dragons, one of the most popular RPGs. If you haven't 

played D&D before, you may feel lost. But experienced gamers will 
appreciate the game's attention to detail. Barrier to Entry: High 

favorite games from the past 

Games that simulate an actual sport (as if you couldn't figure that out). 

Tony Hawk's 
Pro Skater 2 
AspyrMedia 
(WWW.BSPVl'.COffi), $44.95 
OK, so you're not a 

real gamer, you've 
never ridden a 

skateboard, and 

you're about as 

Xtreme as Al Gore. 

Even then, you are not 
excused from playing Tony does Philadelphia. 

Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 2. This game is so exceptionally fun that it 

should appeal to anyone who has a pulse, even if you aren't a 

skateboarder or a hard-core gamer. The goal is to perform adrenaline

pumping tricks and accomplish a set of goals in eight skateboarding 

venues. It's the thrill of skateboarding with none of the bruises. What 

could be better? Barrier to Entry: Medium 

Madden NR 2000 
Aspyr Media, $19.95 
The Madden NFL football series 

is one of the most popular, best- ''I 
selling, best-designed video

game legacies in history, 

regardless of platform. When 

Aspyr first brought Madden 2000 

to the Mac, the game far 

outstripped any other sports title That's the stuff. 
available on our platform at that time. Unfortunately, the 2000 version 

is starting to show its age, making it vulnerable to getting bumped from 

the gold medal spot in sports. Barrier to Entry: Medium 

Links LS 2000 
MacSott, $49.95 
It may not get your pulse rate up, 

but one thing we can say about 

Links is that it comes closer than 
any other Mac sports game to 

being exactly like the sport it's 

based on. In fact, in many ways 

Links is every bit as fun as actually 
playing golf (how much that says No green fees or allergies ... 

about Links and how much that says about golf is an issue we'll leave 

alone). Rich scenery and an easy-to-play, smooth game dynamics make 

Links a first-class sports game. Barrier to Entry: Low 



ACTION AND ADVENTURE 
Games (usually third-person) that feature fighting, shooting, climbing 
and follow some sort of storyline (no matter how lame). 

Deus Ex 
Aspyr Media, $29.95 
Deus Ex has a couple 
of minor drawbacks 
that prevent it from 
attaining gaming 
godhood, but it gets 
close. For one thing, the 
system requirements 
are as high as those of 
any Mac game ever, and 
for another, the game's That high-powered sniper rifle ls a llnle much for 
many features might these close quarters. 
intimidate neophytes. That said, the rewarding mixture of stealth, 
tactical espionage, and all-out blasting makes this first-person action 
game the best of its class and a game you can play in an infinite 
number of ways. Think of it as Unreal Tournament the game meets 
Mission: Impossible the movie. Barrier to Entl'Y: High 

Oni 
Bungle (www.bung·e.com) anti GodGames 
(http://oni.godgames.co ), $39.95 
Overshadowed in publicity by ' 
Bungie's other child, Halo, Oni 
is still a brilliantly addictive 
shooter with adventure 
elements. On i's fast-paced 
third-person gameplay makes 

for an experience more akin to What? Nobody else wants to play with 
a console game, a nice change Konoko anymore? 
for Mac users. Controlling 
Konoko, the lead protagonist, becomes a task every bit as absorbing 
as the game's puzzles and exploration challenges. An enjoyable 
tutorial at the beginning makes the game easy to learn and get into. 
Barrier to Enll'y: Low 

American McGee's Alice 
Aspyr Media, $49.95 
Based on the Lewis Carroll 
classic, American McGee's Alice 
is a great action-adventure game. 
Macabre versions of the Cheshire 
Cat and the Mad Hatter greet Alice 
as she fights, swings, riddles, and 
swims her way through The Caterpillar offers Alice advice on 
Wonderland's nine regions. The how to save Wonderland. 

game requires wit for guiding Alice through psychedelic mazes and 
solving cryptic riddles, as well as brawn for destroying the evil 
Centipede and cannibalistic Duchess. Warning: The gorgeous graphics 
and spooky music can induce nightmares. Barrier to Entry: MedlUm 

the Spectre series, in 
• I I ~ 

Games in which you control and manage a group or a mission and are 
responsible for everything from the deployment of troops to resource 
management. 

StarCralt 
BllIZ8rd Enterlalnment $9.95 
StarCraft is a real-time 
strategy game set in 
space. You control your 
armies ofTerran, Zerg, 
and Protoss races to do 
battle, while defending 
your forces' territory. As 
you build up your army 

In a moment reminiscent of Starship Troopers, 
with an offensive, you 
have to make sure your hundreds of enemy Zerg swarm your Terran 

defensive strategy will army, forcing a retreat. 

keep the enemy from kicking your butt. The constant masterminding of 
combat plus resource management is a challenge, but once you get the 
hang of it, you will be addicted. Warning: If you want to be productive, 
do not keep StarCraft near your Mac. Barrier to Entry: Medium 

Civilization II 
MacSott, $19.99 
Civilization II is an awesome 
game for all of you who want to 
pursue your goals of world 
domination. Based in history 
(sometimes loosely), Civilization 
11 allows players to choose a 
group such as the Chinese, 
American Indians, or Vikings and 
do their best to use diplomatic, 
technological, economic, and 

Early Viking civilization is developing 
quite nicely, thanks to a couple of 
borrowed Russian cities. 

military tactics to win out over other factions. The game is brilliant but 
does get stale over time-certainly more quickly than StarCraft, which 
has a plot and episodes to keep things moving. Barrier to Entry: Medium 

Myth II ® 
Bungle 
The folks at Bungie had a 
brainstorm one day-take the 
resource-management aspects 
out of real-time strategy games and 
see what happens. The result? Myth 
II (the follow-up to Myth), a real-time 
fantasy game that's about tactics 
more than anything else. In Myth II, 
players control a group of warriors, 
archers, dwarves, and other magical 
types in a quest to save the world 

Just about everything in Myth II, 
including these pumpkins and 
melons, is a target for this 
explosive-wielding dwarf. 

from impending evil. The control system, with its orbiting camera, is 
brilliant, but it takes a little getting used to. Barrier to Entry: Low 
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SIM AND GOD 
Games that simulate fictionalized real-life situations, allowing 
players to build cities, empires, or neighborhoods and then 
micromanage their day-to-day happenings. 

The Sims 
A8JJYI' Media, $49.95 
The Sims is simply 

one of the most 

entertaining games 

we've ever played in 

our lives-perhaps 

because you get to 

control other 
people's lives. In The 

Sims, you create and 

control a person, Sims need to dance and be merry in order to 
household, or keep their Fun and Social levels up. 
neighborhood of people, making sure they eat when they're 

hungry, sleep when they're tired, and pee when the need arises. 

You can even decorate your Sims' houses with the bacon they bring 

home from their jobs. The game is more fun than you can possibly 

imagine. Barrfer to Entry: Low 

Tropico 
MaCSoll, $45 
More intellectual than The 

Sims but more humorous 

than Sim City (the original 

city simulation game), 

Tropico appoints you el 

presidente of a podunk 

Caribbean paradise. You 

manage your people's 

needs for jobs, housing, 

How embarrassing! Your people are 
living in shacks next to your palace. 

social services, and fun. Do a good job, and you end up rich. Screw 

up, and you get ousted. Like any third-world leader, you fix 

elections, kiss a superpower's ass, and pad your Swiss bank 

account-all to a perky Calypso beat. Barrier to Entry: Medium 

Railroad tYcoon II 
GndGames, $19.95 
Railroad Tycoon II combines 

all the elements of a good 

simulation game-it's 

engaging, realistic enough to 

keep you on your toes, and 

complex enough so that you 
don't master it quickly. You Railroad Tycoon II is the perfect way 
assume the role of chair of a to see if you're cut out for the life of a 
major railroad company and railway mogul. 
build a railway empire from the ground up. A variety of difficulty 

levels makes the game surprisingly approachable for novices 

without compromising the game for experts. Barrier to Entry: Mediml 
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BOARD, CARD, AND PARLOR 
Family-style games that range from trivia to casino to board to classic 
game-room games. 

You Don't Know 
Jack Jumbo Pak 
Sierra (WWW.sierra.com), $39.95 
If you've never played You 

Don't Know Jack, you don't 

know jack about what 

you're missing. Not only 

are the questions in this 

trivia game challenging, 
they're also humorous. For The trivia can be a little gruesome, but that's 
instance, one question what we like about this game. 
asks: "If Rocky the Flying Squirrel became a 'Flying Wallenda,' what 

would he be?" (Answer: a gray tightrope walker with a moose pal, but 

you knew that, right?) Factor in one smart-ass emcee, and you have 

simply the best trivia game ever. The Jumbo Pak is a compilation of five 

YDKJ CDs and contains more useless trivia than you can shake a stick at. 

Barrier to Entry: Low 

Chessmaster 6000 
Ubl SOU Entertainment (WWW.lllllsOllCOm), $39.99 
Why buy the Mac version of a game ' 1

• 

you can play with friends in the 

so-called real world? Simple: 

Because your friends aren't as 

smart or as patient as Chessmaster 

6000. This beautifully designed 

game's coaching capabilities

including spoken tips-can make 

you a better player, and you can 

advance your rating by playing 

Replay dozens ol lamous games
surely you recognize the sixth Reykjavik 
match game between Bobby Fisher and 
Boris Spassky. 

against one of its 64 preprogrammed personalities, all with different 
rankings. It can even amuse you-try a game against bottom-feeders 

Clyde or Josie. Barrier to Entry: MedilDll 

Hoyle Casino 
Slel'ra, $Z9.95 
Feed your gambling vice without 

losing your shirt, reeking of 

cigarettes, or having to listen to 

some ol' blue-hair yammer on 

about the dry mashed potatoes in 

the buffet. Hoyle Casino is a virtual 

Vegas venture that packs in more 

value than most games of its kind, 

offering poker, blackjack, pai gow, 

craps, roulette, slots, keno, 

The built-in Face Maker lets you create 
your own character-like our Princess 
Leia, who's winning at the poker table. 

baccarat, horse racing, and more. The animated players ' onscreen banter 
provides an entertaining backdrop, though the humor and theatrics in the 

current version aren't as hilariously over the top as those in previous 

releases. Barrier to Entry: Low to Medium (depending on the game) 



DRIVING AND RACING 
Games that simulate driving, often in a race. 

Star Wars: 
Episode I 
Racer® 
LucasArts Entertainment 
(www.lucasarts.com) 
Strapping a couple 

of jet engines onto a 

small pod hovering 

a few feet off the 

ground makes for 

a heart-pounding 

movie scenario, but It may look cold outside, but we are on fire! 
what makes Episode 

I Racer our racing gold medalist is fast action, great graphics, and 

superbly balanced gameplay. Oh, and let's not forget the amazing 

sound, innovative tracks, and bevy of upgrade options that keep 

you returning again and again to earn that last bit of power for 

your ungodly turbo-chariot. Barrier to Entry: Medium 

Driver 
MacSofl,. $29.99 
Driver may not be 
the slickest port job 

MacSoft's ever done, 

but it sure is damn 

fun to play. Hop in a 

muscle-bound, 

petrol-swilling 

meathead of a car 

and submerse 
yourself in the sheer Aww, crap, there goes our hubcap. 

lunacy of a 1970s car-chase movie. Driver doesn't quite maintain 

the consistency of graphics or evenness of play that puts Episode 

I Racer on top, but its 180-degree-sliding, tire-squealing, street
jumping action is still really cool. Barrier to Entry: Medium 

4X4 Evolution 
GodGames, $39.95 
Mud-splattered SUVs 

never look quite as 

pretty in life as they do 

in 4X4 Evolution. Just 

try to sneak in a game 

without drawing a 

crowd to your monitor. 

The gameplay itself is 
Ahh, the end of another perfect day. 

ultrarealistic, making getting started on 4X4 a test of your 

patience (heck, even after you get the hang of these trucks, the 

racing part can drive you to punch things once in a while) . Over 
the long haul, though, this level of physics detail makes 4X4 a 
landmark in Mac racing. Barrier to Entry: Medium 

FLIGHT 
Games that put you in control of any kind of aircraft. 

Falcon ® 
MacSnn 
Falcon ain't no Easy 

Street, but it's a whole 

lotta fun packed onto a 

single disc. In most 

scenarios, aircraft and 

ground forces are trying 

to destroy you . If you're 

willing to tangle with the 

tough learning curve by 

spending solid time on 
the very thorough manual Talk about attitude! Flying sideways is one of many 
and the training basic handling techniques you'll learn in Falcon. 

missions, your growth as the pilot of an F-16 is only the beginning-you 

can really hone your tactical combat skills. The realism is excellent, and 

though you're permanently stuck in the Korean skies, the scenery is 

terrific. Barrier to Entry: High 

FIY Series 
MacSolt, $39.99 
Fly makes the experience of 

flying palpable. Less action

oriented than combat sims 

like Falcon, Fly is especially 

useful for amateur pilots, 

taking realism to a new 

level-for example, the moon, 

stars, and lighting effects 

adjust automatically to the 

time and date on your system 

clock. For true-to-life weather 

If only we had some wine and roses as we flew 
over the Eiffel Tower ... but alas, the flight deck is 
no place for romance. 

conditions, you can download the current METAR aviation weather report 

from the Web. The aircraft range from trainers to helicopters, the scenery is 

spectacular, the options for flight planning are endless, and you have 

airports worldwide at your fingertips. Barrier to Entry: IDgh 

F/A· 18 Korea I' 
Graphic Simulations (www.graphslm.com), $29.95 
Set in a fictional time when the U.S. 

and North Korea are involved in a 

military skirmish, F/A-18 Korea puts 

you in the cockpit of a multi role 

combat aircraft with several 

missions to choose from : shoot 

down enemy planes, bomb targets, 
and so on. The hardest part about Always wanted to join the Air Force? 
F/A-18, besides dropping a nuclear Here's your chance. 
bomb and living through the shockwave to tell about it, is learning the 

avionics of a combat aircraft. However, for fans of air-combat simulation, 
this game is a must-play. Barrier to Entry: High 

combined amazing action 



ARCADE 
Simple action games or games that simulate old arcade games; usually 
high on fast-paced, repetitive action and low on storyline. 

Maelstrom 
Amlll'llSla Soltware (WWW 
.amDroslasw.cum), $15 '' I 
Based on the massively 
popular arcade game, 
Asteroids, Maelstrom adds 
kitsch appeal with its 
colorfully cute and curvy 3D 
graphics and old-school 
sounds. Fly your chubby 
toylike spaceship through 
the vast darkness, shooting Who's got time to learn contusing key 
asteroids, flying saucers, combinations? Maelstrom brings pure, simple 
metal balls, and spiky entertainment lo the desktop. 'Nutt said. 

mines that become increasingly aggressive as you blaze through levels. 
Though you can argue that the gameplay is prehistoric compared to 
today's 3D-rendered games (the game was released in 1992), Maelstrom is 
mindless entertainment at its very best. Barrter to Entry: Low 

Apelron 
Amllrasla SO!twllre, 815 
Even raging tendonitis, 
caused by hours of furious 
mouse clicking, couldn't 
stop us from playing this 
insanely addictive game. 
Best described as Centipede 
rambling through the looking 
glass of Oz, Apeiron has 
you shoot off your plasma 
cannon to decimate 
animated sneaker-wearin' 
Pentipedes, dive-bombing 

Shooting a dividing Pentipede will get you 
ahead-or two or three heads-in the game. 

fleas, a bouncing scorpion, wayward UFOs, and more, all while navigating 
through a funkadelic mushroom patch and trying to gobble up a menu of 
yummies (secret powers hidden in coins). Got it? Barrier to Entry: Low 

Battle-Girl (I 
Gre .n Draaun Creatt ns (www.greelllrauoo.com), $25 ~ 
Times are tough in the Great Machine. 
Terminus, Weapon of Chaos, has come 
to undo the programs that maintain 
order. Your mission as Battle-Girl is to 
destroy his nefarious programmers. If 
you don't, big, bad Terminus will come 
to liquidate you, assisted by a series of Battle-Girl's ship is trapped! The aptly 
fighter escorts of escalating ferocity. named Terminus moves in for the kill. 
The game has a style reminiscent of old vector-graphics arcade games, but 
don't let the retro look fool you-it takes lightning-fast reflexes to survive 
the game's 99-plus levels. Barrier to Entry: Metfllllll 
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POTPOURRI 
Any game that didn't fit neatly into another category. (Hey, give 
us a break!) 

Tetris Max 
Opioicus Mlcrotecb 
(www.kidSdomaln.com 
/down/mac/tetrismax.html), $10 
What can we say about 
Tetris except that it is hands
down one of the simplest 
yet most addictive games in 
the universe? The object is 
to drop puzzle pieces of 
different sizes and shapes 
from the top of the screen to 
form complete lines at the 

The puzzle pieces drop in faster as you 
go through the levels. That's why we're 
starting to suck at this point. 

bottom of the screen. You can find many different flavors ofTetris 
out there, but Tetris Max is one of our favorites. Whether you need 
a 5-minute (gaming!) quickie or a longer diversion, you can't go 
wrong with this classic. Barrier to Entry: Low 

Myst 
Ubl Solt Enterllllnment 39.99 
One of the best-selling 
games of all time, Myst 
pulls you into a strange 
and beautifully rendered 
world of puzzle solving, 
exploration, and 
adventure. There are 
no guns and you cannot 
die. It's a good first game For a game that came out in 1993, Myst 
for the casual gamer still looks darn good, with its beautiful, 
because you can play at photorealistic rendering. 

your own pace, and its point-and-click interface keeps navigation 
simple. Bal'Plel' to Entry: Low 

Burninf Monkey 
Puzzle ab 
Freeverso Sollwal'e 
(www.freeverse.comJ, $19.95 
It's a Tetris-like game with a 
simian twist. You (and a 
support staff of monkeys 
wearing lab coats) rotate and 
arrange falling sets of colored 
orbs in the name of science. Feel the ball. Ommm. Feel the ball. 
You can connect to Zen mode can really calm your nerves. 

Freeverse's game server to play Puzzle Lab with others over the 
Internet. When that becomes a little too much, you can switch the 
game to Zen mode for a more tranquil playing environment. With 
basically just three controls to contend with (two for rotate, one for 
drop), anybody can play this game. Barrier to Entry: low 

The MacAddict staff wishes they could produce a games issue every month. 
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UNREAL TOURNAMENT 
The large collection of clever upgrade mods for Unreal Tournament 
increases firepower, mutates weapons, and generally attempts to take 

this first-person shooter's action to the next level. One of our personal 
favorites is Akimbo Arena, which makes it possible to carry two of 
each weapon at the same time. John Woo would be so proud. 

Other mods offer completely new gameplay models. For example, 
in one mod called Holy Wars, players compete to find a randomly 

placed Halo. Once you find the Halo, you become the "redeemer" in a 
world of sinners. Jerry Falwell would be so offended. 

How to Install Unreal Tournament Mods 
While some games make you jump through hoops to install new 

mods, you can install most Unreal Tournament mods in one easy step. 

The UMOD Installer is a nifty little utility that you can download for 
free (www.westlakeinteractive.com/downloadoo13.html) . Just drag 
any Unreal Tournament mod that ends with a .umod extension onto 



the UMOD installer, and UMOD 
takes care of the rest for you. 
Some of the Unreal Tournament 
mods at the sites listed below 
are not in the .umod format. For 
these you will have to follow the 
specific instructions that come 
with them. 

Where 10 Find Them 
www.utbooty.com 
www.macgamefiles.com 
http://download.cnet.com 
www.planetunreal.com (this site is 
PC-centric, but there's some Mac stuff) 

THE ULTIMATE GAMES GUIDE 
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~IVE NEW LIFE TU Cll[) ~AMES 
QUAKE Ill 
So you've logged hundreds (or is it thousands?) of hours shooting at 
mortal enemies in Quake Ill-it's time to mix it up a little. The best 
addendums to the game are multi player and team mods. Take Quake 
Ill Fortress, for example, which includes team-play elements, 11 new 
weapons, new gameplay rules, and lots of extremely cool new maps 
for multiplayer Quake Ill. (As of this writing, Fortress was still in beta 
form, but we found it more than stable enough to enjoy.) 

There's also Weapons Factory Arena (a follow-up to the immensely 
popular Quake II Weapons Factory mod), which completely reinvents 
Quake Ill 's weapons selection and adds tons of new challenges in the 
form of laser defenses and flying reconnaissance units (for spying on 
enemies) . You may also enjoy some total conversion mods such as 
Urban Terror, an unofficial mod that re-creates the Quake Ill experience 
by bringing realistic urban warfare to your desktop. This baby gives you 
new weapons, scenery, enemies, and lots more sneaking around than 
the original Quake Ill: Arena had. The scenery may have changed, but it's still fun to unload a high-powered rocket 

launcher in Quake Ill Fortress. 
How to Install Quake Ill Mods 
Unfortunately, there is no standard way to install mods in Quake Ill, 
which leaves you at the mercy of the installation instructions that 
usually come with the download. However, here are a few tips. 

Before running any Quake Ill mods, make sure you are running at 
least version 1.27 of Quake Ill: Arena. While it's not too tough to find 
the Mac upgrade (search for Quake Ill Mac update or something 
similar), some versions we downloaded were faulty. Try downloading 
a reliable update from Mac Game Files (www.macgamefiles.com 
/detail.taf?item=10341). If you're running an updated version, you will 
see a Mods menu item on the game's main screen. 

Before unstuffing the files you download, set your Stufflt Expander 
preferences to never convert text files to Macintosh format. Go to the 
File menu, select Preferences, click the Cross Platform icon, and click 
the Never button. Otherwise the unstuffing process may corrupt your 
mod files. 

txpona""J 
(ONVElT lEXI flIES TO MACINTOSH fOJUl-JAT: l'1 

~ 
Joining 

() WHEN A JD.I JS KNOWN TO CONTAIN lEXI 

@ NEVE~ 

Take to the streets in Urban Terror with realistic weaponry and search out your 
soldier opponents. .... -.... Di"r• nt systems use dlffenmt ch•raot•rs to SJX'O ify th• eod of 

a lirot of text . This option conv.rts ttx t f l Its expandtd from 
Cross Platform non-M.c intosh filM into Macintosh format. 
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MARATHON 

If you want to stop the corruption 
(at least in your Quake Ill mods), 
select the Never button. 

Despite the fact that the first game was released in 1994, the Marathon series remains 
popular with some Mac gamers. Of course, even the most loyal fan has surely played each 
of these adventure-shooter games many times over and is ready for an update. Enter 
Marathon Rubicon, a free update that takes the Marathon series to the next level. The best 
part about Rubicon is that you can play even if the original series isn't installed on your 
machine. You can also find a large selection of new maps for both Marathon and Marathon 
2. In a strange crossover, you can even find Marathon maps re-created for play in Unreal 
Tournament. Now that's teamwork. 

How to Install Marathon Mods 
There is no completely standard way of installing mods for the Marathon series (since both 
games were developed before the golden age of the mod really began), but if you've got 
your eye on the Rubicon upgrade, don't worry. Double-clicking its installation icon will take 
care of everything for you. 

Where to Find Them 
www.macgamefiles.com 
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Where to Find Them 
www.planetquake.com 
www.download.com 
www.macgamefiles.com 

As far as graphics or superfast gameplay go, Marathon's 
still no Quake Ill, but the Rubicon update goes a long way 
toward bringing it into the modern age of gaming. 



MYTH II 
When you start searching for add-ons to this mythical-world strategy game, 

you're mostly going to find new multi player maps. This means you can end up 

in feudal Japan; the wild, wild West; or the bloodied fields of a famous WWII 

battle. For instance, the WWII Titans map redraws your Myth II world as a WWII 

battlefield, introducing more-modern soldiers, weaponry, and ... oh yeah, 

tanks. Too much of a departure? You can also find a number of more-familiar 

maps that offer new terrain without straying too far from the original theme. 

Although they're considerably rarer, you can find new single-player 

campaigns to play, such as the aptly named Myth II Solo Campaign, which 

offers several new levels, each with unique enemy forces and strategic 

details. You can also find mods with various weapon upgrades and 

character substitutes. We were particularly impressed with some of the 

WWII heavy artillery additions we came across. 

How to Install Myth II Mods 

THE ULTIMATE GAMES GUIDE 

For most multiplayer Myth II mods, download and unstuffthem, then drag 

them into the Plug-ins folder inside the Myth II folder. Once there, you can 

actiyate your mods in multiplayer mode by clicking the Options button, then 

the Plugins button-you will see the files you installed in the window that 

appears. Move the file names into the Active panel and start a new game to 

play with your new mods. 

Tired of medieval creatures? How about a troop of rifle-toting 
loot soldiers? 

Note: When you install Myth II Solo Campaign, replace the entire Local 

folder in your Myth II folder (but don't throw it away!). To activate the new 

campaign, hold down the Shift key and click the New Game button. This 

replaces the single-player game with the new campaign. When you're 

ready to go back to classic 

acHon, replace the original . 

Local folder. 

Where to Find Them 
www.bungie.net 
www.creationgames.com 
www.insidemacgames.com/features 

/99/myth2/myth2mods.shtml 
www.macgamefiles.com 
www.download.com 

Dark and scary scenery, wolves, and brand-new mission objectives are 
Click the Plugins button to add new multiplayer just a few of the things that make the Solo Campaign mod a whole new 
maps for Myth II. Myth II experience. 

RAINBOW SIX, ROGUE SPEAR 
Are you one of those people who thinks Tom Clancy is a pretty good writer but you 

could create more-intriguing plots and twists? Guess what, you're not alone-and 

many of your fellow would-be novelists are turning to the art of making Rainbow Six 
and Rogue Spear mods as a way to prove their imaginative powers. 

Not quite as prevalent as the Unreal Tournament and Quake mods that litter the 

Web, mods for these first-person shooters typically feature more-realistic updates. 

You'll find many new maps based on real-world locations and scenarios featuring 

realistic tactics, weapons, and soldiers. One of our favorites was a collection of WWII 

scenarios called WWII Weapons for Rogue Spear. Of course, not all the mods are so 

dedicated to realism . One called Steel Skulls reworks the first level in Rainbow Six to 
feature hordes of terrorists. Expect a bloodbath. And for the Web-weary among you, 

Rogue· Spear actually comes with a full conversion mod in the box. 

How to Install Rainbow Six and Rogue Spear Mods The WWII-based Urban Operations add-on comes with the 
There is no standard for installing Rainbow Six mods. You'll encounter everything from boxed copy of Rogue Spear. 
easy double-click icons to strange-sounding files you need to place in just the right 

folder. Most mod downloads come with instructions for installation-read them carefully. 
In Rogue Spear, on the other hand, the process is considerably more streamlined. In the Rogue Spear Data 

folder, you'll find a Mods folder. Drag the mod folders you download into here. Start the game and click the 

Options button on the main screen. Next, click the Mods button and activate the mods listed there. Finally, 

start a new game to see the results. 

Patrick Baggatta is never satisfied with anything, especially the original versions of his games. 

Where to Find Them 
http://roguespear.3dretreat.com 
www.roguespeardatabase.com 
www.download.com 
www.macgamefiles.com 
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• D-PAD A standard eight-way D-pad is a purely digital 
device: It registers a push in one of eight directions. If you push 

left on a D-pad, the character moves 100 percent left. In contrast, 
a proportional D-pad provides the precision of an analog stick, for 

360 degrees of control. Some controllers make you press a Mode button 
to switch between digital and analog control, which can be annoying. 

• ANALOG STICK An analog controller offers more-precise movement 
than a digital D-pad. It allows gradual movement. like a steering wheel: Turn 1 O 
degrees right, and the object you 're controlling moves 1 O degrees right. 

• PROGRAMMABLE BUTTONS There 's a vast array of button setups to choose from. 
A standard number is eight: four under the thumb, and four on the shoulders of the pad. 

• SHIFT BUTTON This allows you to map additional functions to buttons-so if you press the 
Shift button along with another button, the latter will perform a new function. 

• TRIGGERS Sometimes the pad has two triggers instead of shoulder buttons. Usually these are 
analog devices and make great substitutes for gas and brake pedals in driving games. 

• FORCE FEEDBACK Also called rumble, Force Feedback makes the controller vibrate at key 
points in the game, such as when you crash into an opponent in a racing game. 

• TILT Using motion-sensing technology, some gamepads allow you to tilt the controller to move. 
Several companies make such pads for the PC, but they're not available for the Mac-yet (don't worry, 
they're coming ... we think). 

• THROTTLE WHEEL Some pads include a small wheel to increase or decrease throttle, which 
controls the amount of fuel going to the engine in a flight sim. 

Popular Products 
CH Products, www.chproducts.com 
USB Gamepad, $29.95 

lbrusbnaSIBI', www.thrustmaster.com 
Dual Analog Gamepad, $24.99 

Gravis, www.gravls.com 
Eliminator AfterShock Rumble Gamepad, $39.99 
Eliminator GamePad Pro, $29.99 
Xterminator Force Feedback Gamepad, $69.99 
Gamepad Pro USB, $19.99 

Looltech, www.IOgltech.com 
WingMan Gamepad Extreme, $39.95 
WingMan Precision USB, $9.95 

Macally Pel'lphel'als, www.macaDy.com (shown) 
iShock II, $39 (see Reviews, this issue, p50) 

Mlerosott, www.mlerOS11tt.com/shlewinder 
SideWinder Game Pad USB, $24.95 
SideWinder Game Pad Pro, $34.95 

Sattek, www.sailellllsa.com 
P150 USB Action Pad, $14.95 
P750 Digital Gamepad, $29.95 



Popular Products 
CH Products 
F16 CombatStick USB, $74.95 

Tllrustmastw 
Top Gun Fox 2 Pro USB Joystick, $29.99 
Top Gun AfterBurner, $59.99 

GraviS 
Destroyer Aftershock, $29.99 

Logitech 
WingMan Extreme Digital 3D, $39.95 
WingMan Attack 2, $19.95 

Matally Pel'lpherals 
AirStick, $49 
iStick, $49 

Mltroson 
SideWinder, $34.95 
SideWinder Precision 2, $54.95 

Sattek 
Cyborg 3D USB Gold, $39.95 (shown) 
Cyborg 3D Force Stick, $49.95 
X45 Digital Joystick and Throttle, $79.95 

Features and Options 
• TRIGGER Most joysticks feature a trigger conveniently placed under your index finger on the 

front of the stick-great for firing missiles at enemy base camps. 
• HAT SWITCH In addition to several programmable buttons, most joysticks have at least one 

small four- or eight-way mini-joystick on the back or top, called a hat switch. Use these for switching 
views on the fly with your thumb, or aiming a laser-guided bomb. 

• THROTTLE CONTROL This allows you to control incremental actions such as thrust, 
throttle, and altitude. Some sticks have a small wheel or slider on the base for throttle control. Others, 
such as Saitek's X45, have a joystick-size throttle controller with its own buttons and hat switch. 

• ADJUSTABILITY Unlike the cramp-inducing Atari sticks of old, today's best joysticks allow 
you to move different components around for total hand comfort (for lefties and righties alike!) . Some 
sticks allow you to adjust the sensitivity of movement. 

• TWISTING HANDLE Some sticks, such as Microsoft's SideWinder Precision 2, twist in 
addition to moving forward, back, left, and right. It's another vector of control that you can use for 
rudder control in flight sims, among other things. 

• SHIFT BUTTON The Shift button allows you to map additional functions onto buttons. 
• MOTION SENSING Motion-sensing sticks, such as the Macally AirStick, can sense 

movement even in the air, making them ideal for those who don't have lots of desk space, since 
there's no clunky base to find room for. 

• FORCE FEEDBACK Some sticks can use this technology to simulate resistance, such as 
turbulence in a flight sim. Unfortunately, most current Mac games don't support Force Feedback. 
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• BUTTONS Most wheels come with a 
few buttons (or even a D-pad) along the 
perimeter, or in the center where the horn 
should be. You can use these to select in
game options or you can program them. 

•GEAR-SHIFT PADDLES OR 
STICK SHIFTER Wheels either 
have shifting paddles on the sides of the 
wheel, like Formula 1 cars, or an inline stick 
shifter on the base for a more realistic feel. 
Thrustmaster's NASCAR Pro Digital 2 
offers both. 

• FORCE FEEDBACK Some 
wheels have Force Feedback that lets you 
feel the virtual friction of wheel against 
road. (Unfortunately, virtually no Mac 
games right now support Force Feedback.) 

• PEDALS Most wheels come with 
pedals that allow you to gas or brake. CH 
Products' Pro Pedals (sold separately) go 
the extra mile-not only do they press 
down like car pedals, but they also pivot to 
allow differential braking (toe brakes). The 
sliding heel-toe motion gives rudder input 
for the yaw axis in flight sims. 

Pro Pedals USB, $149.95 

111PUSIDl8Slel' (shown) 
NASCAR Pro Digital 2, $59.99 

l.Ogllech 

' WingMan Formula GP (USB), 
$49.95 

R100 Sports Wheel, $39.95 
R220 Plug-and-Play Wheel, 
$39.95 
R440 Force Feedback Wheel, 
$79.95 



•SCROLL WHEELS In shooters, these allow you to select weapons. 
• PROGRAMMABLE BUTTONS You can program some mice so one click performs the 

same function as a series of keyboard presses-essential for fast-paced games. 
•OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY Rather than transmitting the motion of a ball at the bottom of the 

mouse into movement onscreen (a quaint analog-technology holdover from the 1960s, when Douglas 
Englebart invented the mouse), today's slickest modern mice use digital technology. A special LED 
shoots red light under the mouse, and a reader uses the light to judge the mouse's position and speed 
with much more accuracy-and fewer skips-than would be possible with an old-fashioned mouse. 
Optical mice have better tracking speed, so they can keep up with the speed at which you move your 
hand. Mousepad not required. 

•WIRELESS When you're in the heat of battle, the last thing you want to do is get hung up on wires! 

Carrie Shepherd still giggles every time she hears the word joystick. 

Cordless MouseMan Optical, $69.95 
Optical Mouse, $19.95 
MouseMan Dual Optical, $49.95 
Cordless Optical Mouse, $49.95 

Macally Peripherals 
iOptiNet, $39 
MicroMouse, $39 

M"u:rosett. www.microsolLC881/hardWare 
lntelliMouse Optical, $44.95 
lntelliMouse Explorer, $54.95 
Wireless lntelliMouse Explorer, 
$74.95 (shown) 

118nslngton, www.kenslngt0n.C8BI 
Mouse in a Box Optical Pro, $39.99 
Mouse in a Box Optical, $24.99 
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Why spend hundreds of dollars on a brand-new graphics card 
when your Mac already ships with a perfectly good one? 

Because it'll make your games smoother than Billy Dee Williams. 
A higher-end 3D graphics card means enhanced graphics 

capabilities and improved performance in your games. Sound 
awesome? It is, but before you run out to buy yourself a brand
shiny-new card, there are a few things you need to know. 

Better Graphics and Performance 
First, to get the enhanced graphics capabilities a 3D card offers, 
developers need to write games so they take advantage of that card's 
special features. For example, just because the GeForce3 card (as of 
press time, the hottest video card on the Mac market) supports high
end features like pixel shading (a technology for making pixel-based 
effects react in real time to a game's action) doesn't mean that every 
game running on the GeForce3 will utilize pixel shading. If it's killer 
graphics effects you want, make sure the games you plan to play 
support the specific effects that card offers before you upgrade. 

But even if a high-end card doesn 't make a difference graphically, 
performance-wise it will. A better 3D card will allow you to play games 
at a higher resolution and bit depth, as well as a faster frame rate. So 
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even if Quake Ill doesn't look that much better running on a GeForce3 
than on a lower-end card, the gameplay will be faster and smoother, 
making fragging your enemies that much more enjoyable. 

Some Mac owners, sadly, are excluded from the upgrade club. 
You can't upgrade the 3D graphics acceleration in the iMac, Cube, 
PowerBook, or iBook because the video chips are soldered to the 
motherboards. You can, however, upgrade the graphics card in any Mac 
tower. All current G4S ship with nVidia's 32MB GeForce2 MX card, except 
the 8ooMHz Dual G4, which ships with a 64MB nVidia GeForce2 MX 
TwinView card that supports two monitors: one attached to its digital 
ADC port and one to its analog VGA port. Every G4 released prior to 2001 
(as well as the low-end G4 that came out at the beginning of 2001) 
shipped with either an ATI Rage 128 or Rage 128 Pro. 

AGP versus PCI 
In July 2000, Apple started shipping G4S with an AGP 2X expansion slot 
instead of the older PCI standard. In January 2001, Apple moved to AGP 
4X. If that just went in one brain lobe and out another, here's the deal: 
Graphics cards fit into one of three slots-PC!, AGP 2X, and AGP 4X. PCI 
is the old standard and moves data at a maximum of 133 MBps. Several 
years ago, AGP arrived as a high-bandwidth expansion slot solely for 



graphics cards. How much faster is AGP than PCI? Quite a bit: 
AGP 2X moves data between the graphics chip and system 
memory at a maximum of about 533 MBps and AGP 4X maxes 
out at approximately 1,066 MBps. What this means for games 
is that your system can move higher-res graphics more quickly 
between the graphics chip and your Mac's RAM. Translation: 
better performance for graphically intensive games. 

If you're in the market for a video card, you should note 
that nVidia's line of Ge Force cards only works in AGP slots, 
and the GeForce3 is only supported in Macs that have AGP 4X 
(see "Upgrade Options," right) . However, if you want to 
upgrade an older card like the Rage 128 Pro, you can go for the 
ATI Radeon card, which comes in both PCI and AGP 2X flavors. 
Also, since nVidia provides chip technology and not actual 
graphics boards, you need to buy your card from Apple. On 
that note, the only board that Apple sells separately (as 
opposed to offering it as part of a whole system) is the 
GeForce3. Also of note is the fact that ATI is coming out with 
what it hopes will be its GeForce3 killer, the Radeon 8500 
card, at some point in the very near future. So stay tuned for 
what promises to be a beautiful future for game addicts. 

Cathy Lu wishes a new card could improve the way she looks and performs. JAN/02 I MacAddict 39 



reviews 
Contents may be habit-forming. 

Li htWave 30 7 .0 
design & graphics 
Company: NewTek 

Contact: 800-862-7837 or 210-370-8000, 

www.newtek.com 

Price: $2,495 (SRP); $495 upgrade 

__ === . 

Requirements: Power Mac (G4 recommended), Mac OS 9 

or later (Mac OS X recommended) , 384MB RAM for Mac OS 

9 or 128MB RAM for Mac OS X, 32MB free hard disk space, 

800 by 600 display, CD-ROM drive 

Walk this way: LightWave's Graph Editor makes short work of animating big 30 scenes. 

FREAKIN' 
AWESOME! 

The mosl valuable 
producls, lhe 

coolest gizmos. 

SPIFFY 
A solid offering. 
Overall a good 

inveslment. 

YEAH, 
WHATEVER 

Neilher 
recommended nor 
rejected. Some 
might like this, 
but we weren'I 

impressed. 

BLECHI 
Give us back lhe 
lime we spent 
tesling this. 

L ightWave has long been a must
have for many 30 artists, and 
version 7.0 reaffirms NewTek's 

position as one of the premier 30 modeling 
and animation software developers. This 
version includes many new high-end 
features, plus subtle enhancements for the 
professional 30 artist. LightWave 7.0 
reinforces the program's already rock-solid 
foundation, giving you an almost dizzying 
number of options with which to play. 

At its core, LightWave 7.0 hasn't changed 
much from previous versions: the user 
controls are organized in the same way and · 
the modeling environment is still removed 
from the animation tools. LightWave uses 
two separate but symbiotic pieces of 
software (Modeler and Layout). This setup 
may seem unusual, but it encourages users 
to focus on the task at hand-great when 
you're building complex 30 scenes. 

Most projects begin in LightWave 
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Modeler, where you can create models of all 
shapes and sizes, from primitives (boxes, 
spheres, cones, text, and so forth) to highly 
complex organic shapes. The list of tools in 
Modeler remains huge. If you want to move, 
twist, turn, rotate, bend, stretch, color, 
texture, or even dissect your models, all the 
tools you need are here. The user interface is 
clean, customizable, and easy to use. Some 
of the more advanced modification tools 
such as taper, vortex, and magnet can be 
difficult to master, but LightWave displays a 
real-time, shaded version of your model as 
you build it, which helps you learn the tools. 

Layers are a vital part of model creation. 
You can use this feature to isolate (and save) 
model parts on up to ten separate layers
invaluable when you're performing detail 
work on a specific part of your model. You 
also need to work in separate layers to do 
any kind ofBoolean dissections (a method 
of subtracting the volume of one 30 shape 
from another) . 

One of Modeler's best tricks is creating 
Skelegons, which are, as the name implies, 

As you create 
your model, you 
can view real
time shaded 
and/or wire-frame 
results in any 
combination you 
require-it's 
much faster than 
rendering 
the scene. 

a mix of skeleton bones and polygons. 
This feature lets you build a skeletal system 
along with your models, which you can use 
later to easily create complex model 
deformations like walking. Before animating 
Skelegons, you must first convert 
them to bones (in Layout), but this is a 
simple procedure. 

LightWave Layout is where you put 
models into action; it's also where most 
of LightWave's new features reside. 
Whether you're performing simple motion 
animations with the rotate and move tools, 
or more-complex organic movement with 
bones and deformations, Layout (almost 
literally) brings your models to life. Layout is 
also where you apply environmental effects 
such as smoke, clouds, and fluids (see 
"Smokin' Effects," p41) . Through the use of 
HyperVoxels (which consist of computed 
mass-for example, a drop of maple syrup
as opposed to modeled shapes), LightWave 
creates realistic volumetric effects that are 
impossible to model with polygons. You can 
also add forces such as gravity and wind to 
your effects, making them behave as they 
would in the real world (or in some other, 
more surreal world if that's your goal). You 

Baby Steps 
I fyou're not ready for such an 

expensive and potentially 
overwhelming piece of software, you 
may want to check out LightWave's light 
version, Inspire 30. It offers many 
LightWave basics for a fraction of the 
cost ($495). However, the current 
version of Inspire 30 is based on a pretty 
old LightWave engine (version 5.0, circa 
1996), so you are missing out on several 
years' worth of advancements. 



When you're finally done with your model or 
scene, LightWave generates last, high-quality 
rendered images. 

can even preview them in real time, which means 
less rendering. 

One of the most important Layout tools is the 
Graph Editor, which lets you map out complex 
motion paths for models, lights, and cameras in 
graph form-making the process of animating 3D 
models and scenes infinitely easier. If you need to 
create a lovely head of hair, you can use the new 
Sasquatch Lite. This handy tool makes creating 
hair, grass, and other wispy what-nots very 
manageable. Also new to Layout are rendering 
options (such as the Big Eyes Small Mouth cartoon 
shader), spline-based deformations, and collision
event features, which help create realistic 
interaction between the models in your scene. The 
list of other new and improved Layout features 
goes on. Rest assured: If it's available anywhere in 
the 3D animation world (think Maya: see Reviews, 
12/01, p40), it's probably in LightWave 7.0. 

When you're done modeling and animating 
your scene, LightWave 7.0 provides an impressive 
list of rendering options, including separate 
modes for realistic, quick-shaded, and wire-frame 
renders; ray-traced shadows, reflections, 
refractions, and transparencies; volumetric 
lighting; and multiple levels of antialiasing to 
smooth out rough edges. Rendering times can be 
remarkably fast depending on the power of your 
processor, and the quality of rendered output is 
dependably professional. 

If you currently own LightWave 6.5 and can't 
decide if you should upgrade, take a hard look at 
the new features and decide whether they will 
help you in your specialty areas. If you're new to 
the world of 3D, LightWave may prove a little 
scary. Let's face it, there are more features here 
than you could ever hope to explore completely. 
But like any other piece of high-quality 
professional software, LightWave lets you learn as 
you go, and when you're ready to create complex 
models, animations, and effects, the software will 
be ready for you. -Patrick Baggatta 

good news: Almost unlimited high-end 
teatures. Versatile rendering engine. 
Professional quality at a prosumer price. 
bad news: Big price tag for casual users. 
Can be overwhelming for beginners. 

Smokin' Enects 
C reating volumetric effects with HyperVoxels is one of LightWave 7.o's many advanced 

features. In this example, we create a colored smoke effect in LightWave Layout. 

1 Create a null object in an empty scene 
and name it "hv text." This will be the 

foundation of your smoke effect. 

2 Click the Scene tab and click the 
Volumetrics button underthe Effects 

header to open the Effects window's 
Volumetrics pane. 

3 Click the Add Volumetric button in 
the Volumetric Effects window and 

select HyperVoxels. Double-click the 
HyperVoxels 3.0 listing that appears in 
the list below Add Volumetric. This 
opens the HyperVoxels panel. 

Creating Skelegons in 
Modeler lays the 

foundation for complex 
organic animations. 

Ori9ln.11: -

ltl!t hl~lt:~· 

.\dtl)r.auo11: EJ•. 

~ IEJ·· 

4 Double-click the name of your null 
object (hv test). This will activate your 

HyperVoxel options. Choose Volume from 
the Object Type menu. Click the Shading 
tab and change the color to something in 
the orange family. 

YI PER : HyperYoxels 

5 Click the Viper button in the main 
LightWave menu to see your smoke 

effect in real time. 
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Toshiba PDR-M71 
hardware 
Company: Toshiba America 

Contact: 888-241-5874, www.toshiba.com 

Price: $499 (SRP) 

Requirements: Power Mac with built-in USB port, Mac 

OS 8.1 or higher, 32MB RAM, 70MB free hard disk space, 

CD-ROM drive 

J ust when you thought the market for 
consumer-priced digital cameras 

with 3-plus megapixels was 

saturated, Toshiba shows up with the PDR

M71: a compact, 12-ounce black box that 
rests as comfortably in your hands as it 

does in your coat pocket. Its intuitive 

controls make this an excellent camera 

for novices, and there's plenty here for 

experienced digital photographers as well. 

The 3.2-megapixel PDR-M71 captures 

JPEG images at up to 2,048 by 1,536 pixels. 
You can't save them in the higher-quality 

TIFF format, but you can set the JPEG 

compression ratio for Fine, Normal, or Basic 

quality. The stock 8MB SmartMedia card 

won't hold more than half a dozen images 

at the highest size and quality settings, but 

the camera accommodates cards up to 

128MB. Back at the ranch, the included USB 

cable makes short work of downloading 

images to your Mac, where you can adjust 

them with Sierra lmaging's Image Expert 

(also included). 

The PDR-M71 sports a Canon lens with 

2.8X optical zoom, which equates to a 

35mm to 98mm lens on a 35mm camera. 
Beyond that is a 2.2X digital zoom for extra 

Color choices include Standard, Vivid, 
Monochrome, and the Sepia-Tone used here. 
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The PDR-M71 is easy on the eye, easy on the pocketbook, and pretty easy to use. 

magnification. Note that digital zoom is 

never as high-quality as optical zoom, as it 

zooms in on pixels rather than using optics 

to enlarge the image. 
For novices and those seeking ease 

of use, the PDR-M71's automatic mode 

handles basic focus and exposure settings. 

Our test shots delivered crisp, vivid colors 

with a tendency toward overexposure: 

Highlights were often blown out. 

An excellent manual feature is the 

addition of four fixed-focus settings in 

addition to autofocus: Macro, 1-Meter, 

3-Meter, and Infinity. The Macro setting 
does a great job of capturing objects from 

3 to 28 inches away, but the camera has a 

hard time calculating the correct exposure. 

Asserting some manual exposure control 

helped us salvage our Macro close-ups. 

Control freaks can have a ball with 

the camera's manual settings. Besides 

wielding full control over the aperture and 

shutter speed, you can also select spot or 

multimetering, set the ISO (100, 200, 400), 

pick from six white-balance modes, allot for 

exposure compensation (-2 to +2 EV), and 

adjust the flash (on, off, red-eye reduction). 

Pros and amateurs alike will love the 

histogram that appears in the viewfinder (in 

manual mode). The histogram is a simple 

visual interpretation of the exposure 

Toshiba's automatic white balance left our still 
life a bit jaundiced. 

settings that illustrates the overall tonal 

range of the shot, showing beforehand any 

impending over- or underexposure-this 

helped us forgive the camera's penchant 

for overexposure. 

Following the latest trend in consumer 

digital cameras, the PDR-M71 also captures 

movie clips at up to 320 by 240 pixels, 

and sound. 

The PDR-M71's most glaring fault is its 

lack of external flash support (a standard 

feature on many cameras in its class) . This 

means it's impossible to plug in a strobe for 

a studio setting or add a flash for event 

photography, among other things. The 

built-in flash is sufficient for everyday use, 

provided you use red-eye reduction when 

photographing people. 

All told, the PDR-M71 is a handy camera 

with enough goodies to appease most 

hobbyist shutterbugs, especially those on a 

$soo budget. Once you spend some time 

getting to know its manual controls, this is a 

solid choice for the casual digital 

photographer.-Leigh Webber 

good news: Intuitive and compact. 
Good features for the price. 
Histogram. bad news: No external 
Hash option. Only saves files as JPEGs. 
Flaky autoexposure. 

The PDR-M71's mackin' Macro mode gets you 
up close and personal. 



YES, IT IS THIS EASY. 

At REAL Software, we like it simple. Take our award-winning product, REALbasic, for example. People 

call it the powerful, easy-to-use tool for creating their own software. We call it a problem solver. You've 

probably said, "Wouldn't it be great if there was a little application that ... . " REALbasic fills that blank. 

Using a single, simple design, REALbasic compiles native applications for Macintosh, Mac OS X and 

Windows without platform-specific adjustments. Each version of your software looks and works just as 

it should in each environment. 

And new features in REALbasic 3.5 make creating applications even easier. Add 3D graphics with Rb3D. Create 

custom solutions for Microsoft Office by controlling every aspect of Office documents. Execute modifiable 

code on-the-fly with RbScript. And use our DataControl to create database front-ends in minutes - with 

no programming. We've even added one of the most complete Regular Expressions engines anywhere. 

Experiment, explore, learn and innovate. Create prototypes or professional applications . Just drag and 

drop interface elements while REALbasic handles the details . You concentrate on what makes your stuff 

great - your ideas! Complex problems shouldn't require complex solutions. The answer is REALbasic. 

REALbasic3.5 
Download a free demo. www.realbasic.com 
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Commotion Pro 4.0 
multimedia 
Company: Pinnacle Systems 

Contact: 800-401-0009, www.commotionpro.com 

Price: $995 (SRP) 

Requirements: Power Mac, Mac OS 8.6-9.x, 128MB RAM 

(256MB recommended) , accelerated graphics card 

Y ou may know Commotion's 

professional painting and 

rotoscoping effects from Hollywood 

films such as Star Wars Episode I: The 
Phantom Menace and Driven. Version 4 brings 

speed improvements to paint, compositing, 

and rotoscoping operations, as well as some 

workflow optimizations and enhanced control 

over parameters. What's lacking is a cool 

$1,ooo from the (previously $1.995) price tag. 

On the downside, version 4.0 has a much 

smaller manual than previous editions offered. 

Commotion's core functionality hasn't 

changed much. The painting feature, for 

example, is still an essential part of 

Commotion, useful for painting traditional, 

eel animation-style brush strokes and for 

utilitarian tasks such as wire removal. The 
paint engine's retooled algorithms provide 

a 200 percent speed boost. Rotoscoping 

and compositing functions also run more 

quickly, speeding up Commotion's already 

fast work environment. 

Two welcome additions to Commotion's 

toolkit are grouping control and the Timeline 

Browser. With grouping, you can combine 

several layers into a single group (similar to 

layer grouping in Photos hop 6) and apply 

effects (such as tint) or properties (such as 

scale) en masse. The Timeline Browser is a 

new minibrowser that resides next to the 

Timeline, displaying the groups and their 

nested layers in an easy-to-read list. Double
clicking a folder (group) in the Timeline 

Browser will show only that group's layers in 
the timeline, giving you a cleaner working 

environment. In comps that have a multitude 

of layers, this enhancement makes for a 

much more manageable workflow. 

Commotion Pro's new trick is time 
remapping: This effect alters the sense of 

time in a single pass. Using the Curve Editor, 

you can accelerate or decelerate the scene 
and even make the action move backward in 

time. Creating this effect with Commotion is 

as easy as dragging points on a curve. 
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Commotion Pro made our muzzles flash and our guns smoke in next month's staff video. 

With all the improvements to an excellent 

program, not to mention the fact that it no 

longer requires a hardware key to run, it's sad 

to see that the documentation has taken a 

step back (the printed manual has no index, 

but the PDF version is searchable) . The tutorial 

section is also smaller, but Pinnacle Systems 

says it will soon post more tutorials online. 

What can you say about an already 

excellent program when it improves-and 

drops $1,ooo in price? Even with a less 

substantial manual and no OS X version 

(Pinnacle's working on one), Commotion 

Pro's unmatched abilities make it a 

Freakin' Awesome tool. 

-Andrew Tokuda 

good news: No more dongle. Hall the 
price of previous version. bad news: 
Quality of manual has taken a nosedive. 

When Is Analog Better Than Digital? 
K eying is the process of creating a matte around a subject by separating the subject 

from a uniformly colored background. Commotion's Primatte Keyer samples the 

background and makes that color transparent, allowing you to place the subject in front of 

a different, separately shot background. Despite its apparently superior quality compared to 

analog-video formats, digital video uses a compression codec that wreaks havoc on keying 

work. The solution? Use a high-quality analog-capture card when importing DV footage to 

eliminate the effects of DV compression. 

Notice the blocky edges? 
Those are DV compression 

artifacts-unacceptable 
for keying work. 

We captured this 
smooth-edged, Motion 

JPEG-i:ompressed 
clip via analog. 

With the green keyed out, the analog-captured composite is cleaner than DV. This is the reality DV 
camera owners must accept if they want to end up with good keying work. 
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HALion 1.1 
audio 
Company: Steinberg 

Contact: 818-678-5100, www.us.steinberg.net 

Price: $399 (SRP), $299 (street) 

Requirements: 250MHz Power Mac or faster (G3 

recommended), 128MB RAM (512MB recommended), 

Mac OS 9.x, Cubase VST 5.0, Nuendo 1.5 or other 

VST-compatible host software 

S oftware that emulates its hardware 

counterpart, especially music 

production software, is clearly the 

wave of the future. Steinberg's HALion fits 

that model: It's a solid, feature-packed, and 
versatile software sampler with only a few 

minor dings. 

HALion uses the same VST plug-in 

architecture as several digital audio 

applications, including Cu base VST and 

Logic Audio. For the uninitiated, a sampler 

plays back audio waveforms you can map 

out across the range of a MIDI keyboard. 

HALion supports six stereo channels and 

three mono-channel VST outputs, so you 

can, say, apply reverb to the snare drum 

without affecting the rest of the drum kit. 

In Macro mode HALion works (and looks) 

like a synthesizer. To access the guts of 

HALion, press one of the six view buttons: 

Chan/Prag for assigning programs; Keyzone 

for mapping samples across MIDI keys; 

Waveloop for ed iting a sample's start, end, 

and loop points; Env/Filter for envelopes and 

HALion may look like a $40 Casiotone, but it works like a $1,500 sampling powerhouse. 

filters; Mod/Tune for modulating sounds and 

tuning; and Options for general settings. 

Chan / Prag view is where you assign 
programs (instruments) to your MIDI 

channels. We had difficulty loading some files 

from the four CDs of extra instruments HALion 

included-the program couldn't find some of 

the necessary audio files. Loading files via 

drag and drop (instead of using the Load 

command) solved that problem. 

In Keyzone view, you can map samples 

intuitively to the MIDI keys. The process 

involves dragging a sample (characterized as 

a block with control handles) to the graph, 

where adjusting the horizontal controls sets 

the key span- for instance, C3, or middle C, 

to A#3-and adjusting the vertical length sets 

the sample's velocity so samples play back 

differently depending on how hard you press 

a key on a MIDI keyboard. 

The Options view has several functions. 

One of the most important is memory 

settings, where you control how HALion uses 

samples-specifically, how much of a sample 

it loads into RAM. The rest of the sample 

plays directly from the hard drive, so you can 

load more sounds than is possible with a 

sampler based only on RAM. 

From the Options view, you can also 

import samples from most commercial 

sample CDs, including Akai, E-mu, and 

Sound Font formats. Initially, HALion couldn't 

import half the samples in our collection. 

Cubase.net's forums quickly revealed an easy 

solution : replacing Apple's CD-ROM and DVD 

t.4.x driver with an older (1.3.5) version. 

Another home remedy solved HALion's 

curiously slow File functions (Open and 

Save); saving our test song took up to a 

minute, even with a minimal song 

arrangement, but turning off Cu base's 

autosave feature eased that annoyance. 

Bottom line: At $399 list, HALion costs 

half what a hardware sampler does. It's more 

versatile, and it's certainly more convenient. 

-Andrew Tokuda 

good news: Low latency. Good signal 
routing. Could potentially replace 
hardware samplers. bad news: Slow 
loading and saving. Minor incompatibility 
with Apple CD-ROM driver. 

Click, drag, and tweak your sample mapping. It's so easy, even an amateur 
can figure it out. 

A sampler isn't a sampler if you can't import sounds from commercial 
sample CDs. With HALion, you can. 
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Mavica CD300 
hardware 
Company: Sony Electronics 

Contact: 800-222-7669 

Price: $999.95 (SRP) 
Requirements: 150MHz 604 or faster, Mac OS 7.6.1 

or later, CO-ROM drive 

T here's no shortage of digital cameras 
in the consumer marketplace, and 
thanks to the ubiquity of USB, most 

even work with our Macs. Still, Sony's CD
burning Mavica CD300 incorporates some 
innovative technology any Mac gear-head 
can appreciate. 

The Mavica CD300 addresses two 
significant concerns for the would-be 
digital-camera owner: the cost of media for 
capturing and storing digital images, and 
the hassle of transferring those images to a 
Mac-not to mention archiving them. The 
CD300 resolves these issues by capturing 
images directly to compact disc, via its 
on board mini CD recorder. And Sony has 
accomplished this in a camera that isn't 
substantially larger or heavier than its 
competition, though it is a bit pricier. 

The Mavica uses 8cm CDs, both CD-R 
and CD-RW. These discs are inexpensive 
(generally $1 and $4, respectively) and 
hold approximately 150MB of images; they 
instantly archive your images and fit handily 
in most CD trays (the camera comes with an 
adapter for slot-loading Macs) Sony supplies 
a driver so Macs can mount and read the 
Mavica's UDF (Universal Disk Format) 
standard, and also includes MGI PhotoSuite 
SE for basic image editing_ 

Is that a CD burner in your 
pocket or ... oh, never mind. 

In-camera CD burning has its drawbacks: 
Before using a new disc, you have to initialize 
it in the camera, but this is a relatively quick 
and painless process. Also, you must hold 
the camera still when you're initializing a 
disk and when you're recording images to 
it-in practice, this is less inconvenient than 
it sounds. 

As you would expect of a camera with 
a $1,ooo price tag, the Mavica CD3oo is 
loaded with features, though this is a mixed 
blessing. While the camera's menus and 
controls are relatively well organized, the 
overabundance of settings and information 
displayed can intimidate even an 
experienced photographer. Exacerbating 
this situation is a poorly written manual that 
jumps back and forth between instructions 
for Mac and PC users, and is sometimes 
downright incomprehensible (apparently 
due to poor Japanese-to-English translation). 

The CD300 is by no means a point-and
shoot camera, but once set up, it provides 
plenty offlexibility for most nonprofessional 
photographers: a bright, clear, and large 
2.5-inch LCD display (there's also an optional 
optical viewfinder); a 3.3-megapixel CCD; a 
Zeiss zoom lens; an infrared autofocusing 
mechanism; a variety of exposure modes; the 

ability to capture short movies and sound 
clips; auto bracketing of exposures; a choice 
of either center-weighted or spot metering; 
and other advanced features. Prosumer 
gadget geeks, this camera is right up your 
alley. One limitation the CD300 shares with 
most digital cameras is that it can 't display 
depth-of-field focusing-so you can't preview 
how much of the foreground and background 
are in focus. 

Another limitation plaguing many 
digital cameras is that they don't capture 
as much image information as their 35mm 
counterparts. Translation: Image quality and 
color fidelity are sometimes suboptimal. In 
our test shots, the Mavica CD300 provided 
relatively high-quality, true-color images. 

If you can afford to spend close to $1,ooo 
for a nonprofessional camera, the Mavica 
CD3oo is an excellent choice: It produces 
high-quality pictures, and using CDs as film 
(instant archives!) saves both time and 
money.-Steve Becker 

good news: CD-as-film is 
convenient and cheaper than other 
media. Full featured. Good picture 
quality. bad news: Expensive. 
Poor documentation. 

Ignoring the Mavica's multitudinous controls, we snapped this awesome 
sunset in wide-angle, autoexposure mode. 

Even at maximum zoom, the Mavica fares well compared to other 3.3-
megapixel digital cameras. 
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Epson Stylus CBO 
hardware 
Company: Epson 

Contact: 800-873-7766, www.epson.com 

Price: $179 (SRP) 

Requirements: G3 or faster Mac, Mac OS 8.5.1-9.2, 32MB 

RAM, 1 OOMB free hard disk space, USB port, CD-ROM drive 

T here's no point in crying over spilt 

milk-especially if you printed your 

document on an Epson Stylus C8o. 

Loaded with DuraBrite waterproof pigment 

ink, the C8o claims to put an end to the 

smear campaign that inevitably starts the 

minute you get an inkjet print wet. But are 

waterproof inks worth the expense when 

other comparable Epson printers are priced 

well below the C8o's $179? We say yes, but 

with reservations. 

The C8o is a capable, all-purpose printer 

that pumps out good-quality prints-even 

on plain paper. In_ addition to its waterproof 

ink, the C8o also features four individual 

ink cartridges (no more tossing out half

used four-color cartridges), 2,880-by-720-

dpi resolution, fast print speeds, and 

whisper-quiet operation. 

Epson doesn't provide the necessary 

Water Torture 

The CBO's prints can take 
a licking and keep your 

tongue from turning black. 

USB cable or any bundled software, but the 

included driver offers a few controls for 

setting the included color profiles with 

ColorSync, making manual color 

adjustments, smoothing edges, and 

completely altering a photo's coloring 

(making colors more vivid, sepia toned, or 

black and white, among other options) . 

However, Epson's profile for its Premium 

Semi-Gloss Photo Paper is a little off-this 

caused a slight magenta color cast in our 

prints, including a photo printed only with 

black ink (possibly due to a reaction 

between the ink and paper) . 

Color illustrations and graphics print 

nicely, displaying good tonal range, no 

dithering, and undetectable ink droplets 

when printed at the maximum 2,880-dpi 

setting on Epson premium paper. Text also 

prints cleanly and incredibly fast (12 pages in 

1 minute and 42 seconds), though on closer 

inspection we noticed some rough edges. 

Photo quality is a mixed bag. Images 

printed on Epson's premium papers are 

somewhat dark with noticeable color shifts; 

strangely, our plain-paper prints displayed 

more-accurate colors and good tonal range. 

Though prints display clean and clear detail 

in well-lit areas of an image, all detail 

disappears in the shadows. Print times 
were also quick-an 8-by-10-inch high-res 

photo printed on Premium Semi-Gloss 

Photo Paper in 6 minutes and 19 seconds. 

While the C8o isn't the best printer 

for its price, its waterproof inks, high

resolution print quality, and speed give it 

just enough oomph to snag a SpiffY 
rating.-Kris Fong 

good news: Waterproof inks. Good 
print quality. Accurate color in plain
paper prints. Fast. bad news: Weak 
shadow detail. Color inaccuracies in 
prints on premium photo paper. Pricey. 

W e've had bad experiences with waterproof products

our so-called waterproof watch resembles a half-filled 

snowglobe. So we thought we'd test the waterproofness of Epson's 

DuraBrite inks with our own thoroughly unscientific method. 

We let our goldfish (printed on Epson 

Premium Semi-Gloss Photo Paper) 

swim around in a glass of water for a 
couple of hours. Though he still won't 

eat, he certainly shows no signs of 

withering away. 

Return to sender? Not even. Our address 

(printed on a plain-paper envelope) took a 

5-minute shower and didn't wash down the 
drain, assuring us th at the USPS can still 

deliver our letter through rain, sleet, and 

snow-even a torrential downpour. 

We tipped our glass on two identical 

photos-one printed on the C8o (top) 

and one from an Epson Stylus Photo 870 
(bottom). Both inks held fast, but our 

messy spill drowned an HP DeskWriter 

document, which bled profusely. 
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iShock II 
hardware 
Company: Macally 

Contact: 626-338-8787, www.macally.com 

Price: $39 (SRP) 

Requirements: Power Mac, USB port, Mac OS 8.6 or later 

T hanks to the ubiquity of USB, it's 
easy to find a console-style 
gamepad that works on a Mac. That 

means in those innumerable hours you 
spend playing games, you can enjoy finer 
control and quicker response, and do less 
hunching over a keyboard . 

Unlike other pads, the iShock II utilizes 
Force Feedback, which ostensibly makes 
games more engaging; two motors in the 
handles rotate and shake the controller 
when your spaceship collides with an 
asteroid or when you receive a particularly 
mighty knock in the chops. 

You can configure iShock's plentiful 

This bad boy's ready to rumble .. .il only there were 
more Force Feedback- enabled games available. 

buttons and directional pads for any game
even activating the feedback motors 
manually-via the iShock Manager Control 
Panel, but true Force Feedback depends on 
the willingness of game developers to create 
custom drivers. Not many Mac games provide 
Force Feedback-those that do include 
Pangea's Cro-Mag Rally, Ambrosia's Aperion 
and Ferazel's Wand, and Tony Hawk's Pro 
Skater 2 from Aspyr. And what about Force 
Feedback in Mac OS X games? As of this 
writing, the iShock doesn't work at all in OS X. 

In action, the iShock is responsive and 
the buttons are positioned appropriately for 
our adult-size hands-so those with kid-size 
hands may find it unwieldy. We would have 
appreciated a little more texture on the 

directional pad, since our thumbs can get 
sweaty and slip off when we're under 
enemy fire. 

Ultimately, iShock's success depends on 
how well developers implement the Force 
Feedback features, since it's the first Mac
friendly controller to lay claim to them. In all 
other aspects, the iShock is a worthy 
addition to a gamer's repertoire-but not 
remarkable enough to displace your favorite 
gamepad unless you' re hell-bent 
on rumbling.-Pau/ Yoon 

good news: Solid design. Force 
Feedback. Versatile. 
bad news: Limited applications. 
Chunky for small hands. 

Yamaha CRW2200FXZ 
hardware 
Company: Yamaha 

Contact: 888-926-2426, www.yamaha.com 

Price: $300 (street) 

Requirements: Mac OS 8.6 or later, RreWire port 

0 nee again, Yamaha pushes the 
limits of CD burning as the first to 
break the 20X burn speed barrier. 

Yamaha claims the CRW2200FXZ burns at 
20X (10X rewrite), and tops out at 40X when 
reading data and ripping audio CDs. As they 
say in Detroit, your mileage may vary-ours 
did, in a bad way. 

The CRW22ooseries comes with 
NeroMax CD-mastering software by Ahead 
Software. Promptly toss this program out 
the window. Buy a copy of Roxio's Toast 
(www.roxio.com) and install that instead. 
Why? For starters, NeroMax is very finicky 
in that you must optimize your drive with 
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We wouldn't mind the plain-
Jane looks if Yamaha had bothered to 
dress up this drive with decent software. 

Norton Utilities' Speed Disc before burning 
cross-platform data CDs. We optimized, and 
it still took nearly 12 minutes to burn a full 
(650MB) data CD, and 7 minutes to dupe 45 
airy minutes of Enya. At the drive's claimed 
speeds, those times would be more like 4 
minutes and under 2 minutes, respectively. 
One thing NeroMax can 't foil is Yamaha's 
Optimum Write Speed Control and industry
leading 8MB buffer memory-we didn't 
lose a single disc to buffer underrun, even 
when we inadvertently used a disc rated for 
16X burning. 

That said, the Yamaha runs fairly well 
using Toast. Granted, we only reached 16X 
burn-speed for data CDs, but that resulted 

in a burn of less than 6 minutes for the 
aforementioned 650MB CD-R. And Enya
well, even with Toast we couldn't write her 
disc successfully any faster than 12X. 

All and all, this drive disappointed us. 
The prospect of burning CDs at 20X got 
us excited, but the fact that Yamaha 
doesn't live up to its speed claims and 
expects us to use second-rate software 
leaves us feeling burned. 
-Leigh Webber 

good news: Impressive specs. 
No-nonsense design. 
bad news: Sucky software. 20X 
speed is wishful thinking. 
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hardware 
Company: Fujitsu Computer Products 
Contact: 800-626-4686 or 408-432-6333, 

www.fcpa.com 

Price: $399, $20per1.3GB GigaMO disk (in sets of five) 

Requirements: Power Mac G3 or faster, Mac OS 8.5.1 or 

later, RreWire 2.0 or later, FireWire port 

M agneto-optical (MO) storage 
devices have been around for 
years. Over that time, MO devices 

have won praise for their respectable transfer 
rates and extremely durable media. But 
unfortunately, they've always commanded a 
high price, leaving it to other, less-impressive 
technologies to fill the gap. 

With the DynaMO 1300FE, Fujitsu finally 
licks that problem. At $399. the drive 
actually costs less than a Jaz drive with a 
FireWire adapter. The media are substantially 
cheaper-for the cost of a single 2GB Jaz 

The DynaMO won't win any speed races, but it'll 
keep your data safe for the long haul. 

disk, you can buy a five-pack of i.3GB 
GigaMO cartridges-and MO combines the 
best of magnetic (think hard disk) and 
optical (think CD) technologies for 
unmatched longevity and data security. 

The device itself is designed simply and 
well. Disks slide in and out smoothly and 
mount promptly in the Finder. Using the 
DynaMO in Mac 05 Xis a pleasure-you 
don't even need a driver, as the device is 
fully compliant with the FireWire standard. 

Fujitsu claims a peak transfer rate of 5 
MBps. In our testing, the sustained rate 
wasn't even close to that, but the DynaMO 
isn't built for speed-it's an archival device. 
Dust, magnets, and liquid spills (assuming 

Phili s Brilliance 1 BOP 
hardware 
Company: Philips Consumer Electronics 

Contact: 800-835-3506, www.philipsusa.com 

Price: $1, 199 (SRP) 

Requirements: Any Mac with a VGA or DVI port 

B ig-screen LCD: You know you want 
it. The Philips 180P, an 18.1-inch 
LCD display, has a lot going for it. 

lmagewise, it's sharp with very good _ 
contrast, brightness, and color saturation; its 
sturdy base supports a compact tilt-and
swivel stand (or you can wall-mount it for a 
zero footprint), built-in microphone, and 
mini stereo speakers; and its street price is 
among the lowest for any 18.1-inch LCD. 
Unfortunately, some significant shortfalls 
counter these benefits. 

Most significantly, the monitor's Digital 
Video Interface (DVI) connection, which is 
DVl-D, doesn't work properly with ATI cards 
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This baby fits right in with your 
digital lifestyle, provided you have 

the correct flavor of DVI. 

using the slightly different DVl-1 standard
the 180P's preferred 1,280 by 1,024 
resolution isn't available, and the quality of 
visual display suffers noticeably. However, 
this is a non issue unless you really need a 
digital connection. Our DVl-D Rage 128 Pro 
drove the display perfectly, as did a DVl-1 
GeForce 2 (DVl-to-ADC connector required; 
$47-99 atwww.belkin.com). The display's 
VGA connection worked flawlessly with every 
current video card we could find. 

The onscreen display is reasonably 
comprehensive and easy to use thanks to 
its straightforward menu and controls, but 
we'd have gotten more out of it if the 
accompanying documentation weren't 

you dry the disk before using it!) simply 
can't affect the ability of a DynaMO disk to 
retain data. 

With the DynaMO, MO devices are finally 
becoming competitive with magnetic 
media (Zip, Jaz, and so on) in price and 
capacity. We're hoping to see the trend 
continue-we've had enough of tetchy 
archival media (DOA CD-R discs, unspooling 
tapes, and clicks of death) to last us 
a lifetime.-/an Sammis 

good news: Simple, well
implemented device. Extremely 
durable media. 
bad news: Somewhat pricey. 

completely PC-centric. Likewise, several calls 
to Philip's tech support (concerning the ATI 
glitch) didn't lead us to a single individual 
who had a clue about supporting Macs. 

The 180P has a great bang-to-buck ratio, 
especially if you have the right video card 
and/or can settle for a nondigital 0/GA) 
connection. Hopefully, Philips will improve 
its Mac support and resolve the ATI DVl-1 
issue-if so, the 180P will be a great 
buy.-Steve Becker 

good news: Very good image, 
controls, and price. 
bad news: Digital connection doesn't 
work correctly with some video cards. 
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Aliens versus 
Predator Gold Edition 
fun & games 
Company: MacPlay 

Contact: 214-855-5955, www.macplay.com 

Price: $29.95 SRP 

Requirements: 233MHz Power Mac G3 or faster, Mac OS 

8.6 or later, 64MB RAM, 350MB hard disk space, CD-ROM 

drive, OpenGL-compatible 30 acceleration 

V idea games based on movies 
usually suck, but we don't often 
complain because most never 

make it to the Mac anyway. Aliens versus 
Predator Gold Edition not only breaks this 
trend, but manages to be one of the best 
first-person shooters available on this or any 
platform. That's right, kiddies-this one's 
right up there with Marathon. 

The game is set in a xeno-research 
facility run by the infamous Weyland-Yutomi 
corporation. Humans have been conducting 
experiments on captured Aliens and 
Predators; unsurprisingly, the Aliens escape 
to sabotage the humans. Against this 
backdrop, you assume one of three roles: 
an Alien following the Queen's orders to 
assault the humans, a Predator out to rescue 
his captured comrade, or a human Marine 
just trying to survive. 

Each race plays so differently that Aliens 
versus Predator is really like three games in 
one. The Alien sports only three weapons
claws, tail, and teeth-but his gut-twisting 
speed and ability to climb walls make him a 
more than worthy foe. The Predator is self 
reliant, armed to the hooked teeth with self-
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The Predator's lour 
view modes 

highlight different 
terrain leatures

and enemies. 

powered weapons, a medical computer, 
and a cloaking device that renders him 
invisible to humans. The Marine plays 
like a standard FPS hero-grabbing ammo, 
weapons, and health wherever he 
finds it-and remains very much the 
underdog although he totes the biggest 
guns. Finishing each race's five solo 
missions unlocks two to five bonus 
missions, depending on the level of 
difficulty completed. 

The game may be a work of fiction , but 
it's amazingly realistic. Rather than 
pumping shot after shot into demons that 
just won't die, you can take down a foe with 
a short burst of gunfire or a single shot from 
the Predator's spear gun. Many of the 
game's sounds come directly from the 
movie, and the cramped levels perfectly 
capture its dark, uneasy atmosphere. The 
partially deformable terrain acquires scars 
from weapons fire. The fanatically detailed 
textures become discolored with blood 
splatters. Shooting out dynamic light 
sources plunges the claustrophobic 
hallways into terrifying darkness. This is 
virtual reality at its finest. 

Since the game has been 
available on Windows for a 
few years, a wealth of 
mods-add-on sounds, 
skins, and levels-already 
exists on the Internet, and 
using them couldn't be 
easier. Just drop them in the 
folder labeled "Put new data 
here" and the game 
automatically installs them. 

In a dark, spooky cavern, the 
Alien moves in for a lethal 
head bite. 

Up to eight players can compete in a 
network game, over the Internet via 
GameRanger or over a LAN via TCP/IP. 
Foolhardy players can also brave a network 
level as a lone Marine or Predator against a 
horde of Aliens. 

Make no mistake, this game will scare the 
crap out of you, and parents of impressionable 
youngsters should definitely take the demo for 
a test drive (on The Disc, 12/01). The rest of 
you-put down this magazine and go buy the 
game. Now.-Rich Pizor 

good news: Addictive. Easily 
expandable. Incredibly detailed. Gentle 
system requirements. bad news: 
Addictive. May be too gory for some. 
Alien can Induce motion sickness. 

~~ 
~ t·) 
~ 

freakin' 
awesome! 

Deathmatch Dilemma 
E ach species is different-to survive 

an interracial deathmatch, you have 
to pay close attention to your race's 
specific skills and advantages. 

Alien You can go places the others can't. 
Stick to the rafters and jump down for 
quick kills. Remember that you regain 
health by biting off opponents' heads. 

Predator Your weapons kill quickly and 
you can zoom your vision at any time. This 
species was made for camping and 
sniping. Just rememberthat the Alien can 
spot you even when you're cloaked. 

Marine You're only as tough as the 
weapons you pick up. Move constantly, 
lead your target, and above all, remember 
to fire in short, controlled bursts. 



X73 Multifunction Printer 
hardware 
Company: Lexmark 

Contact: 888-539-6275, www.lexmarl<.com 

Price: $149 99 (SRP) 

Requirements: Power Mac, Mac OS 8.6--9.x, USB port 

I n theory, the LexmarkX73 is an 

attractive device: a scanner, fax, copier, 

and printer, rolled into one $149 unit. 

But it has enough shortcomings and 

problems so you'd be about as well off with 

a $15 inkjet printer, a $15 scanner, and the 
free software that comes with both. 

The X73 is beholden to its driver software 

and the included X73 Scan & Copy 

application, meaning you can't use it without 

turning your Mac on. No biggie, but the X73's 

required driver (X73 Monitor) caused one of 

our test Macs to crash repeatedly. 0Ne used 

Mac OS 9.1 for our testing; Mac OS X drivers 

should be available now.) 

Visor Pro 
hardware 
Company: Handspring 

Contact: 888-565-9393 or 650-230-5000, 

www.handspring.com 

Price: $299 (SRP) 

Requirements: PowerPC, Mac OS 8.5 or later. USB port, 

36MB free hard disk space, CO-ROM drive 

I t's not always wise to mess with 

a good thing, as Handspring 
demonstrated with the awkward 

Visor Edge (Reviews, 12/01, p48)-a black 
sheep if ever one carried the Visor name. 

This time, Handspring uses the 
traditional Visor casing (SpringBoard 

expansion slot included) and tweaks its 
inner beauty by doubling the standard 

8MB of memory to a hefty 16MB. That'll 

hold a lot of games and still leave room for 

your productivity apps and documents; also 
new is a rechargeable (Lilon) battery. 

Lexmark's X73: poster child for the old 
adage "You get what you pay for." 

The X73 fared better when we 

hooked it up to a 6ooMHz iMac, printing 

a three-page color document in less 

than 2 minutes. Once we got the 

copy function to behave, the device spit out 

a single medium-quality black-and-white 

photocopy in 4 minutes. 

The X73 boasts 600-by-1,200-dpi 

scanning and print resolutions up to 1,200 

by 2,400 dpi. But even at the highest-quality 

setting, color-copy output was muddy and 

lacked detail. Typical color correspondence 

and printed photos look good, however, 

especially considering that they're coming 

out of a $150 multifunction device. 

For faxing, the X73 simply scans a 
document and feeds it to the Mac's FaxSTF 

application, which is fine for light-volume 

faxing. In fact, that's the verdict forthe X73 

as a whole-if you want an adequate color 

inkjet printer that includes a flatbed scanner 

and can make the occasional copy or fax, 

then the X73 is a low-cost option. Anyone 

with an extra 50 bucks to spend 
should look elsewhere. 

-Todd Stauffer 

good news: Low price. Flatbed 
scanner top. bad news: Buggy 
software. Slow. 

The Visor Pro looks just like its kin, 
but it's got twice the capacity. 

Rechargeability is a good thing, but the 

Visor Pro uses the same lame setup that 

plagues other rechargeable handhelds: 

Instead of plugging directly into the device, 

the charger plugs into the HotSync cradle, 

so recharging on the road requires that you 

bring along the none-too-dainty cradle in 
addition to the power supply. At least this 

rigmarole doesn't require an active USB 

connection, so you can cradle up and 

recharge without having to stay tethered 

to a Mac. 
We can forgive the cradle dependence 

because one charge fueled three weeks' 

worth of extreme-commuter solitaire 

(257 games-or 20-plus hours, if you're 
counting). Less easy to forgive is the 

lack of included software beyond the 

bare essentials (Palm Desktop 2.6.1 

and HotSync Manager 3.1). 
If you're bent on having a color screen, 

the Pro's 16-level grayscale won't cut 

it, but if you consider yourself a Palm OS 

power user who needs the most memory 

available in a snappy $300 rechargeable 

hand held, grab a Visor Pro. 

-Niko Coucouvanis 

good news: Rechargeable battery. 
16MBRAM. 
bad news: Cradle-dependent 
recharger. Stingy software kit 
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uef ire CD-RW 
hardware 
Company: OPS 

Contact: 800-559-4777 or714-692-3588, 

www.qps-inc.com 

Price: $279 (SRP) 

Requirements: 350MHz G3 or faster, Mac OS 9.x or later, 

FireWire port, 128MB RAM, 1 OOMB free hard disk space 

A II peripherals should have 

packaging like the QueFire CD-RW 

drive's. QPS has brilliantly 

eschewed traditional polystyrene in favor of 

a very nontraditional, yet very useful 

leatheresque carrying case, complete with 

storage for the included necessities (an AC 

adapter, a FireWire cable, and even a couple 

of blank CD media-one RW and one plain 

old R), which in our opinion is even better 

than getting batteries with a Game Boy. 

The powerful Toast Lite software 

included with the drive makes backing up 

Rugged good looks and 
speed to burn-would you 

believe there's such a 
thing as too much speed? 

CDs, archiving data, and even making audio 

remix CDs brain-dead simple. You can drag 

and drop audio tracks from another CD 

(placed, of course, in your internal drive), or 

better yet, drag over MP3 files from iTunes 

or any other music management software . 

It's simple, automatic, and intuitive. 

With burn speeds of 24X (CD-R) and 10X 

(CD-RW), the QueFire can be too fast for its 

own good. Despite the roomy 2MB buffer 

cache, the dreaded buffer-underrun error is 

a threat when you're burning CD-Rs at top 

speed; you'll ruin a disk before it finishes 

writing if your Mac can't spew data as fast 

as the CD wants to receive it. Just make sure 

you read the disk label before beginning 

and adjust Toast's burn speed if necessary. 

QueM3 UltraSlim BOGB 
FireWire Hard Drive 
hardware 

The QueFire's functionality is excellent, 

but its ergonomic form deserves a special 

mention. Although you can 't stand the drive 

on its side, it sits perfectly atop a G3 or G4 

with the CD tray just clearing the handle. 

Another bonus: It's color coded to look like 

G4 equipment. 

This iteration of the QueFire is perfect for 

consumers or professionals who need 

a fast, versatile, and portable drive. 

-Frank O'Connor 

good news: Fully portable. Stunning 
ergonomics. Simple, intuitive 
software burns multiple formats. 
bad news: 24X top burn speed 
limited by media and file size. 

Company: OPS Who needs a Ian? The Que!M3 is whisper quiet, lreakin' fast, and tolerably toasty to the touch. 

Contact: 800-559-4777 or 714-692-3588, 

www.qps-inc.com 

Price: $399.99 (SRP), $369.99 (streel) 

Requirements: G3 or faster, Mac OS ~ or later, FireWire port, 

64MB RAM, 1 OOMB free hard disk space, CD-ROM dlive 

L ike its CD-burning QueFire cousin, 

the QueM3 UltraSlim 8oGB FireWire 
Hard Drive packs state-of-the-art 

innards into a svelte casing that 

complements Apple's Graphite-era 

hardware. The M3 also includes QPS's 

customary faux-leather pouch and an 

appropriate field kit: an AC power adapter, 
two FireWire cables (six pin to six pin and 

four pin to six pin), and a driver-software CD. 
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The drive itself is an 8oGB mechanism 

spinning at a speedy poo rpm-just the 

ticket for disk-intensive AV work. What better 
test for an AV hard drive than Cl fat DV 
stream? We tethered the M3 to a 500MHz 

iBook, and it streamed our QuickTime DV file 

at full size (720 by 480) with no dropped 
frames or audio stutter. 

In action, the M3 is barely audible and 

runs like a champ, duplicating an 866MB 

file roughly twice as fast as the iBook's 

internal drive (94 seconds versus 3 
minutes). If you want screaming-fast 

performance, buy several M3 drives and 
create a striped RAID (Redundant Array of 

Independent Disks) with the included 

CharisMac software-the M3'S casing is 

designed for stacking. 

We dig the M3, but its accoutrements are 
weak: The AC power supply is the bulkiest 

we've seen in years, and the included 
FireWire cables are a skimpy 3 feet long. 

Worst of all, it arrived formatted for DOS, 

requiring that we reformat the drive before 

using it. These drawbacks aside, the M3 
offers solid performance and good 

looks.-Niko Coucouvanis 

good news: Sleek and sexy design. 
Quiet. Way portable. 
bad news: Arrives DOS formatted. 
Pricey. Cheapo, bulky cables. 



DiskWarrior 2.1 
utilities 
Company: Alsoft 

Contact: 800-257-6381 , www.alsoft.com 

Price: $69.99 (SRP), $29.95 upgrade 

Requirements: 68020 processor or faster, Mac OS 7.1 or 

later, 16MB RAM, CD-ROM drive 

I t's 11 o'clock-do you know where your 

disk directory is? Sure, it's right on the 

drive where it's supposed to be, but 

without a solid disk-hygiene regimen, it 

could be on its way down the toilet. 

DiskWarrior 2.1 is as solid as disk utilities 

come, isolating and repairing directory 

damage, and even preventing minor disk 

problems from festering into major data

corruption disasters. 

Since we last visited DiskWarrior 

(version 1.0.2; Reviews, Apr/99, p49), Alsoft 

has added a number of useful features. 

Version 2.1 includes a more-detailed 

DiskWarrior's no-nonsense interface 
lets you easily select any mounted 

drive and get medieval on it-as long 
as it's not your startup disk. 

damage reporting system, so you can 

thoroughly preview repairs before 

committing to them. And the new 

DiskShield extension protects your disk 

from corruption caused by errant 

applications improperly writing information 

to the directory. DiskShield also makes sure 

the System Folder is "blessed" (bootable), 

and it checks system and Finder files-even 

wrapper volume system files-for damage. 

And yes, DiskWarrior can repair and 

rebuild Mac OS X disks, with the caveat that 

the disk in question must be pure 

OS X: DiskWarrior can't fix disks housing 

both Mac OS X and Classic installations. We 

only wish that DiskWarrior could fix the 

active startup drive, instead of requiring that 

StuHlt Deluxe 8.5 
utilities 
Company: Aladdin Systems 

Contact: 831-761-6200, www.aladdinsys.com 

Price: $79.95 (SRP), $19.95 (upgrade) 

Requirements: Power Mac, Mac OS 8.6 or later, 6MB of 

RAM, 30MB of free hard disk space 

I fyou haven't heard ofStufflt, this 

probably isn't your magazine. Aladdin 

Systems' venerable file-compression 

and decompression utility has been a staple 
of the Mac OS for years. Some incarnation of 

Stufflt has come preinstalled on every Mac 

since the Classic era (circa 1990). Now Stufflt 

Deluxe 6.5 (Magic Menu included) works in 

Mac OSX. 
Stufflt is more versatile and savvy to file 

formats than ever: It compresses and 
decompresses Palm OS PRC files, Unix 

TARballs, and ZIPs, and even creates (but 

still can't open/extract) self-extracting 

Windows EXE files. Unix hippies might laugh 

There's more to Stufflt Deluxe 6.5 than just a 
pretty, Aquafied icon-it's the ticket to 

multiple Get Info windows in DS X. 

at you for not compressing files in OS X the 

old-fashioned way (command-line voodoo in 

a Terminal window), but you'll have the last 

laugh when you show them Stufflt's Get 

More Info, an option in Magic Menu (Stufflt's 
shortcut icon in the Finder menu) that fixes 

Mac OS X's limitation of only one Get Info 

window. That's right, Stufflt can open 

multiple Get Info windows simultaneously. 

What makes this update from version 6 
more than a bug fix is another little widget 

called Stufflt Express PE: a utility you can use 

to create custom "drop-box" apps. Just drag 
and drop files on these boxes to stuff and 

transmit the items via your email or FTP 

program. It's essentially the same as 

Please choose a disk from the 
menu below and click Rebuild. 

I e Macintosh HD-G4 

•Directory c.ooot IH r ebullt b•e-tus:e this ls Uit stvtop disk . 
• Dinotory cannot bt r~ullt bN1aus:e Dlsk'Warrlor rtsidts on 
this disk . 

we boot off the DiskWarrior CD or another 

hard drive. 

Though other programs such as Norton 

Utilities and TechTool Pro do an adequate 

job, DiskWarrior is among the most thorough 

and robust tools for repairing the disk 

directory. Its diagnostic and repair abilities 

are almost scary, in that good, 

magical way.-Steve Becker 

good news: Thorough disk repair. 
Effective directory protection. 
bad news: Inconvenient CD-booting 
required. A bit pricey. 

e 0 C' 'Ii!! Stufflt Deluxe 

~ 1!'itufflt Oelux_,e.""·----

f General r Permission• l 

The owner nanu:d "n i kbot~ C<tn: 

0 Rood fl!! Write ~ Execute/Run 
Members of g roup .. admfn:" c11 n: 

@ Rood @ w rite f!I Execute/Run 

Everyone else can~ 

f!I Read 0 Write f!I Execme/Run 

It can be very dangerous to give everyone the ability 
to wril.e and t )( ecutc file s. Us. e judgm~nt when 
checkl119 these boxes. 

The current us.t r Is the owner of this fl lc 

recording your actions into a drag-and-drop 

AppleScript applet, only it's more idiot proof. 
If you use Stufflt a lot-and especially if 

you also use Mac OS X-version 6.5 is a 

worthy upgrade. Otherwise, you can stick 

with version 6 until a more earth-shaking 

update comes along to take its 
place.-Niko Coucouvanis 

good news: Get More Into rocks. 
Magic Menu works with OS X. 
bad news: Unix hippies will call you 
a wuss. 
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Optical Mini 
Mouse Roundu 
hardware 

W e could go on for days about 
how Apple's Pro Mouse sucks. 
Instead, we've rounded up 

some alternatives, each with sufficiently long 
tails (er, cords), more than one button, and 
improved speed-adjustment software that 
helps prevent the cursed stuttering-cursor 
effect we've experienced when moving 
optical mice-especially the Pro Mouse-too 
quickly. One warning: none of these mice 
comes with software in the box, but you can 
get the software on line for free (see the 
manufacturers' respective Web sites). 
Though the above-mentioned mouse on 
crack syndrome isn't entirely software 
dependent, the more-precise speed and 
acceleration control provided by software 
definitely helps. 

Optical mice contain a digital signal 
processor (DSP) that constantly scans the 
surface under the mouse and moves the 
cursor accordingly onscreen. Apple claims 
its DSP tracks accurately at mouse speeds 
up to 250 inches per second. If that's the 
case, our top mousing speed must be 
around 350 inches per second. 

The solution? Some mouse mongers are 
graduating to a two-sensor model-one 
being the MouseMan Traveler (see facing 
page), which we couldn't throw off course, 
no matter how much coffee we drank. 

One problem endemic to all opticals is 
that they don't work well on some surfaces: 
Highly reflective or patterned mousepads 
interfere with the reconnaissance of the 
optical sensor(s), resulting in a cursor that 
doesn't seem to know which way is up. 

OS Xpectations 
A ll fourofthese mice work in OSX, 

but only the Kensington provides OS 
X software for programming buttons and 
adjusting tracking speed. The other three 
use OS X's System Preferences, which 
relegates their extra button(s) to Control
clicks (bringing up contextual menus). 
They still track better than Apple's mouse. 
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Kensington's MouseWorks software makes the 
PocketMouse purr. 

PocketMouse 
Company: Kensington 

Contact: 800-235-6708, www.kensington.com 

Price: $29.99 (SRP) 

Requirements: Any Macintosh, Mac OS 8.1 or later, 

USB port 

K ensington's PocketMouse has 
an unfair advantage over other 
mice: the company's tried-and

true MouseWorks software, which provides 
unparalleled mouse control via fine-tuning 
cursor speed and acceleration. MouseWorks 
treats scroll-wheel clicks and chording 
(clicking both main buttons simultaneously) 
as regular buttons, for a net of four 
programmable buttons. On the downside, 
we found the wheel click too sensitive-we 
often pressed it accidentally when scrolling. 

The PocketMouse nestled perfectly 
between our thumb and ring finger, while 
our index and middle fingers rested on the 
amply sized buttons. Our only beef with the 
graphite shell is that only the bottom trim is 
translucent Oust barely), so you can't see 
the cool red glow during normal use. 

Thanks to MouseWorks, the 
PocketMouse is the best tracker in the 
single-sensor crowd . With the right speed 
and acceleration settings, it rivals dual
sensor mice. There's even a MouseWorks 
OS X beta-a remarkably stable beta at 
that, with most of the functionality of 
its Classic predecessors. Add a handy 
drawstring pouch, and this one's a 
a keeper! 

good news: Righteous software. 
OS X support. Suave graphite looks. 
bad news: Suave Is boring. 
Soft wheel button. 

Snap-on colored backs make iOptiJr the most 
tun device of the lot. 

iOptiJr 
Company: Macally 

Contact: 626-338-8787, www.macally.com 

Price: $39 (SRP) 

Requirements: Power Mac, Mac OS 9 or later, USB port 

I fyou're drawn to the red glow of 
Apple's Pro Mouse, the iOptiJr is for 
you. Its completely clear case lets the 

tracking light shine through, even if you snap 
on one of the included color (Blue, Green, or 
Graphite) back plates. 

Like the PocketMouse, iOptiJr is 
essentially a standard model with two 
buttons and a scroll wheel, shrunk down to 
fit the four-finger clutch. Unlike the 
PocketMouse, it has a sufficiently stiff wheel 
button so that ham-handed folks can avoid 
inadvertently clicking the wheel. 

The iOptiJr is terrific, but its software 
is merely adequate. For starters, there's 
no two-button chording. Options for the 
three available buttons include Click, 
Double Click, Click Lock, Keystroke, and 
optional modifier keys (Command, 
Control, Option, Shift, and Lock) . You can 
also set buttons to open your email client, 
Web browser, or any item you specify in 
the Macally control panel. 

As for tracking, the nine increments 
between Fastest and Slowest let you set the 
cursor speed almost precisely enough
somewhere between fast enough to track 
accurately and too fast. But none of the 
speed settings provided quite the 
smooth, stutter-free tracking 
our top rating demands. 

good news: Cool case reflects your 
personal style. bad news: Clear and 
translucent may not be your style. 



This space-age design thinks a little too different 
for our taste. 

MiniProTi 
Company: Contour Design 

Contact: www.contourdesign.com 

Price: $34.95 (SRP) 

Requirements: Any Macintosh, Mac OS 8.5.1 or later, 

USB port 

W e usually think unconventional 

hardware design is a good thing, 

but not so in the case of 

Contour's MiniPro Ti. We never thought of our 

hands as freakishly large until we put them 

on the MiniPro, which fit best between our 

thumb and middle finger, leaving only the 

index finger up top for button duty. Even after 

a week of use, we couldn't stop it from 

drifting to a side angle-thus throwing off our 

basic orientation (up, down, left, right) . 

onscreen. Plus, we couldn't get a grip on the 

button-behind-a-button (as opposed to the 

traditional side-by-side) arrangement. 

The MiniPro uses a Contour-specific 

version of the popular USB Overdrive 
software, providing basic click-action 

assignment and decent speed and 

acceleration settings: Slow, Medium, or Fast, 

each with five increments of acceleration. We 

couldn't quite find the sweet spot, though, 

and the cursor went all herky-jerky with 

relatively little provocation (aka caffeine). 

We love the MiniPro's look and its 
hard plastic carrying case-ideal for on-the

road business types giving simple, push

button presentations on Titanium 

PowerBooks-but it's not so pretty 
in day-to-day use. 

good news: Way small. Elegant 
design. Protective carrying case. 
bad news: Form kills !unction. 
Skittish tracking. 

Logitech must have been reading our minds when 
it designed the svelte Traveler. 

MouseMan Traveler 
Company: Logitech 

Contact: 800-231-7717, www.logitech.com 

Price: $49.95 (SRP) 

Requirements: Any Mac, Mac OS 8.6 or later, USB port 

W e originally planned this review 

as a three-way roundup, but at 

the last minute the MouseMan 

Traveler arrived at the door-and it really 

rang our bell. If ever a mouse earned the 

designation badass, this is the one. 

From a purely functional standpoint, 

Logitech stacked the Traveler's deck with a 

second optical tracker, effectively doubling 

the mouse's tracking ability. We couldn't push 

this one fast enough to produce the onscreen 

cursor spasms that plague other optical mice. 

The Traveler has everything we want in a 

mouse: two buttons (sleekly integrated into 

the mouse body, a la Apple's single-button 

Pro Mouse), a scroll wheel (with a good, stiff 

button you're not likely to move accidentally), 

a perfect-length cord that's thinner than 

average (and you get a 3-foot extender), and 

a handy carrying case made of PVC. 

Freakin' Awesome as it is, the MouseMan 

isn't quite perfect: the software lacks some 

features (namely two-button chording and 

fine acceleration control), and the unit might 
not fit all hands as perfectly as it fit ours. 

Finally, it's not cheap-but it is almost 10 

bucks less than Apple's $s9 Pro Mouse, 
and it's quicker and more responsive than 

any mouse we've seen. 
-Niko Coucouvanis 

good news: Dual optical sensors. 
Comfortable to handle despite its 
puniness. bad news: Doesn't use 
Kensington MouseWorks. 

NEW 
STUFF IT 
DELUXE™ 

6.5 
Stuff It Express™ 

Drop Tar™ 

Palm™ OS Support 

Magic Menu™ 

Is there anything 
Stufflt can't do? 

Stuffit Deluxe 6.5 takes compression 
to the next level with the all-new 
Stuffit Express Personal Edition. 
Now you can create personalized 
drag-and-drop applications that will 
automate all of your file transfer tasks. 

Visit www.stuffit.com to upgrade or 
purchase the new Stuffit Deluxe 6.5. 

Registered users: upgrade for only 
$19.95 until Jan 31st, 2002. 

- -'Aladdin 
~Systems 

© 200 1 Aladdin Sysrems, Inc. www.sruffir.com 
(831) 761-6200 . (831) 761-6206 fux 

Sruffir Deluxe, Smffit Express, Magic Menu, and Drop Tar 
are trademarks of Aladdin Systems, Inc. All other products 

are trademarks of their respective holders. 
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Storm 1.5 
audio 
Company: Arturia 

Contact: www.arturia.com 

Price: $225.00 (SRP) 

Requirements: 300MHz G3 or faster, Mac OS 8.6 or later, 

64MB RAM, 150MB free hard disk space, CO-ROM drive 

C reating professional-quality 
music on the Mac has traditionally 
been a costly and intimidating 

proposition for amateur musicians. Enter 
Arturia Storm-a stand-alone recording 
studio packing virtual synthesizers, 
samplers, drum machines, and a host of 
effects options into a relatively affordable, 
easy-to-learn package. 

After a quick and painless installation, 
Storm launches with a Studio Builder 
window, which you can stock with up to four 
instruments and three effects from onscreen 
palettes (see "Elements of Storm," below). 
Studio also houses transport controls, a 400-

bar sequencer, a mixer (two channels per 
instrument and a stereo master channel), 
and a master transposition module. 

Elements of Storm 
H ere's a list of the goods you get to 

play with in this virtual studio: 

INSTRUMENTS 
Arsenic analog bass synthesizer 
Bass 52 bass guitar synth 
Equinoxe chord synth with oscillators 
and low-pass filter 
EZTrack external audio recorder 
H30plus four-part sample player 
Hork sample-based drum machine 
Meteor drum machine utilizing 
electronic tones 
Orpheus polyphonic synthesizer 
Psion drum machine with electro samples 
Puma percussive drum machine 
(congas, shakers, and so on) 
Scratch sample loop and scratch player 
Tsunami virtual analog drum machine 

You can also experiment with these 
effects: chorus, compressor, distortion, 
dual delay, flanger, low-pass filter, reverb, 
ring modulator, and sequence filter. 
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Nice rack! Storm's Studio looks just like the real, rack-mounted hardware deal. 

Additionally, you can download new 
Studio modules from Arturia's Web site as 
they're developed-so Storm grows with 
you at no extra cost. The Web site also 
offers tutorials, support, and development 
news. Throw in the comprehensive paper 
documentation, and you've got an 
incredibly user-friendly package. 

In use, Storm is versatile, supporting 
real-time and step (non-real-time) 
sequencing. We got our groove on in real 
time: composing patterns by clicking synth 
keys and drum sounds in the relevant 
modules as the sequence played (and we 
listened), and building songs by stringing 
together the patterns linearly. 

You can control Storm's keys, buttons, 
knobs, and faders externally via MIDI input, 
and the software performed well as a VST 
instrument in popular sequencers (we tested 
it with Cubase VST and Emagic Logic). The 
effects quality is impressive- especially 
when we routed effects back to each other to 

~Rudio Format Exportlltion~ 

Select Rudio Formet: 

@JWRU 

0 RIFF 

0 MP3 

Selection to export: 

From Group: 

I.a- :.- ! 
To Group: 

'""~"' ! 

[ Cencel I OK 

Wanna get fancy? Export your track 
via this window, then reimport it as 

create deeply layered sounds. Once the 
song's finished, you can export it as an 
audio file in WAV, AIFF, or MP3 format. 

The biggest downside of Storm is that 
it limits you to only four instruments and 
three effects per Studio session. Also, 
Storm's sample-import option is slow, 
especially with bigger samples; and its 
groove quantization is limited to an 
unimpressive shuffle option. 

Overall, Storm is a great tool, especially 
(but not only) for musicians at the beginning 
of their game or on a limited budget. Storm 
offers flexibility, choice, and growth without 
any major hamstrings-a rare combination 
in its price range.-Andrew Freid 

good ll8WS: Lots of instrument and 
eHects options. Excellent online 
support. Multiple eHects routing. 
bad news: Only lour instruments and 
three eHects available at any one time. 
Slow sample Import. 

a sample and use it as an element Drag and drop whichever modules you fancy into this Studio 
in your next song! Builder window to create a custom rack. 



Photoshop® 
Beginners 
Read this side 
If you're a beginner using Adobe® Photoshop®, 
you're invited to join the National Association 
of Photoshop Professionals (NAPP). The 
NAPP is a worldwide community of Photoshop 
users from 106 different countries who have 
joined together to learn from each other. 

Photoshop education is the core of NAPP, 
and here's how you'll get ahead fast: 

• Learn through your free subscription to 
Photoshop User, NAPP's award-winning 
how-to magazine packed cover to 
cover with step-by-step Photoshop 
tutorials, Q&As, tips, and techniques from 
the best-known names in the business 

• Learn from NAPP's private members-only 
Web site, loaded with tips, tutorials, 
downloads, news, video clips, and more 

• Get free Photoshop tech support from 
our Help Desk and product advice from 
our Advice Desk 

• Get help from other members in our 
on line forums and our "NAPP Network" 

• Get discounts on Adobe Photoshop 
training seminars, training videos, books, 
and more 

• Get special member deals on everything 
from color printers to software upgrades 
to Zip® disks, and everything in between 

• You'll stay in touch with Photoshop 
Update, our monthly e-mail newsletter 

• Plus, you can learn from the best in the 
business at PhotoshopWorld, NAPP's 
annual convention and the largest 
Photoshop event anywhere in the world 

Visit our Web site at www.photoshopuser.com for 
a full list of member benefits. Think of it this way, 
after a year or two in NAPP, you'll be reading the 
column on the right. You can have a voice in the 
Photoshop community.Join NAPP today. 



More than just a shooter, Red Faction requires you 
to put strategy and stealth into your game plan. 

Careful- a dunk in the drink will kill Otto Matic's 
precious circuitry (though we were amazed to see 
that he doesn't sink). 
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First Peeks 
Game Betas Excite Anticipation 

W e love our jobs-especially when 

it means fiddling around with 

new, cool hardware and software, 

sometimes even before a product hits store 

shelves. Lately, it seems we have more game 

betas floating around in our office than 

anything else. Instead of leaving you to stew 

in your own jealousy of us, we thought we'd 

give you a quick peek at some upcoming 

games we're playing.-Kris Fong 

Red Faction 
Company: GraphSim (www.graphsim.com) 
If you like Deus Ex, you're gonna love this 

game! This first-person, action -adventure 

shooter is a painstaking exercise in strategy 

and stealth. As you rebel against the Ultor 

Corporation and wind your way through 

underground mines and labs up to Mars's 

surface, you try to avoid the plague like ... 

well, the plague. Not only can you blow holes 

through the enemy, you can blow holes 

through surrounding walls with a mighty 

assortment of weaponry. Oust make sure it's 
a big hole-we got stuck in one and watched 

helplessly as two guards beat the stuffing 
out of us!) You also get to pilot vehicles such 

as submarines, tanks, and helicopters. 
Graphics and animation are top notch and 

snappy-we can't wait to get our trigger finger 

on the final version! 

Otto Matic 
Company: Aspyr/Pangea (www.pangeasoft.net) 
Pangea-best known for its charismatic 

adventure game, Bugdom-continues in the 
same tongue-in-cheek groove with its latest 

development. In Otto Matic (to be distributed 

by Aspyr), you control a robot who bounces 

Toto, we're not in 
Prague anymore
Vampire: The 
Masquerade's storyline 
spans centuries (and the 
Atlantic) in MacSoft's 
upcoming RPG. 

from planet to planet (and sometimes from 

turtle to turtle) in the effort to save po key 

humans from UFO abduction while shooting 

baddies with a ray gun, among other 

weapons. Gameplay is solid, with great 

graphics and fun sounds. Mixing a little Lost 

in Space with Mars Attacks, Otto Matic's retro

inspired worlds are truly unique and colorful, 

as are the loony characters that inhabit them. 

0Ne love the attack of the killer tomatoes!) If 

you like Bugdom, you'll feel right at home 

with Otto Matic. 

Vampire: The Masquerade-Redemption 
Company: MacSoft/Aclivision 
(www.wizworks.com/macsoft) 
Here's one you can sink your teeth into. In this 

darkly gothic role-playing game (RPG), which 

plays somewhat like Diablo, you assume the 

role of Christof, a vampire seeking revenge on 

an old nemesis. The storyline spans over Boo 
years as you start in Prague and stroll (actually, 

awkwardly lumber) through towns in medieval 

Europe and eventually 

into a punked-out. modern
day New York, complete 
with an assortment of 

mohawked thugs, 

trenchcoat-wearing 

mobsters, and bimbettes 

clad in bad 1980s fashion . 
Navigation is a click-and

follow affair, which we hope gets 

smoothed out in the final 

release. Still, the game makes 
it easy to dive in from the get-go. 

We tried hard, but a bug in Vampire prevented 
Smithy from even acknowledging us. 



The Game Plan 
Developers Talk Game Development 

T he New Year brings goals to mind as we vow to fulfill 
our resolutions (and ditch them one week later) and 
roll out our game plan for the next 12 months. So we 

bugged Pangea Software's Brian Greenstone, Freeverse 
Software's Colin Lynch Smith, Presto Studio's Greg Uhler, and 
MacRun Games' Richard Soberka to tell us what the future 
holds for their respective companies, whether Mac OS X has 
forced them to think different, and how they determine what 
type of games to bring to the Mac. Here are a few of their 
candid remarks.-Kris Fong 

Myst Ill on DVD means no more discus interruptus. 

MA: In what ways will your company contribute to or change Mac gaming in 2002? 
Smith: Freeverse will continue to be one of the few companies concentrating on Mac-first 
and Mac-only games. I think our new game, WingNuts, will make PC gamers insanely 
jealous, because it rocks and because they [Mac users] can only buy it for $824. We bundle 
it with a $199 iMac! 

MA: How has Mac OS X affected your company's development of titles? 
Greenstone: We don't have lnputSprocket support anymore. 
Uhler: Mac OS Xis the future for the Mac and Mac gaming, so we've created an 
OS X-native (optimized for OS X, not just compatible) version of Myst Ill : Exile that 
takes advantage of all OS X has to offer. 
Soberka: Apple has fired some of its own technologies in OS X, like lnputSprocket and 
NetSprocket, so for us it is much more work to enable some features under OS X. 
Smith: Since [Mac OS] 10.1 came out and addressed lots of little issues, it's been pretty 
smooth. There's still a bit more work, making sure a game looks 
and plays well in both 9 and X, but OS Xis so pretty, it's well 
worth it! 

MA: How does your company 
decide what type of game to 
develop or port to the Mac? 

Greenstone: We base it pretty 
much on our customer feedback. 

That tells us what kinds of games 
they like the most. 

Uhler: We tend to look at the Mac 
community and gauge their interest level 
in each product that we create. 

MA: What titles are you planning to bring 
to the Mac in 2002? 

Uhler: Myst Ill: Exile DVD, [which] will 
allow players to explore the worlds of Exile 
without any annoying interruptions due to 

disc swapping. 
Soberka: A new platform game called Djirann 

should be ready in 2002. 

Greenstone: Otto Matic is coming out in December 
via Aspyr. Beyond that, who knows? 

Smith: Some new card games, including a 
Kid's Pack with crazy eights, go fish, 

old maid, and strip poker (OK, 
Djirann steps forward to prove maybe not strip poker). 
that it's not easy being green. 

The Boss shows his true colors as he's taken down in WingNuts. 
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When off-the-rack just won't do. 

Th is stutt's for 
the pros. 

It'll take some 
effort, but you 

can do it. 

The fundamentals, 
if you will. 

Hack Your Games 
he Mac is an awesome platform for 

games. Unfortunately, the average 

narrow-minded developer prefers to 

focus on Windows, leaving it up to Mac

dedicated publishers to port games to the Mac. 

But rather than convert PC data files to Mac 
resource files, developers usually leave the 
original files intact when reprogramming code for 

Mac ports. This is bad news for die-hard Mac 

gamers-due to the lack of Mac resource files, 

they often have to hack through code on a 
peecee if they want to customize games as their 
Wintel counterparts can. 

The good news is, if a game has its Mac 
resource code intact, customization is an open 

road-if you're brave enough to persevere and get 

through the tedious task of hacking file resources 

with ResEdit. If you're looking for a truly unique 

gaming experience, try on these tutorials for size. 
(Note: These hacks won't work in Mac OS X.) 
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Feed your ego by creating an onscreen character in your own image in 
Aspyr's iPuppet Presents Colin's Classic Cards. 

p68 
If you're short on time, get quick gratification by adding your funniest 
one-liners to any iPuppet card game with a simple text hack. 

p71 • • • • 
Afraid of drowning in a pool of file resources? Here's an easy way for anyone 
to hack sounds in iPuppet (or any game with sound resources). 

p71 • • • fe?i1ifiili1TT:1-M1'ftS~Ullt:::ni' 
If you're looking for a way to swap out sounds in games and applications, get 
the pro's method for creating sounds and embedding them into programs. 



Put Yourself in the Game 
by Jason Whang 

~ 
Find MacAddict 

Freeverse Puppet Ktt and 
Adobe Photoshop 6.0 

tryout on the Disc! 

WHAT YOU NEED 
• 30 Spades Deluxe (part of iPuppet 

Presents Colin's Classic Cards) 
• MacAddict Freeverse Puppet Kit 
• Digital camera and tripod 
• Adobe Photoshop 5.0 or later 
• ResEdit 

hareware game mavens Freeverse Software (www.freeverse 
.com) have remained true to the Mac way of programming
anyone with a copy of ResEdit, which is freely available from 

Apple's FTP site (see "ResEdit-Don't Leave App Hacks Without It," 
below, for the URL), can modify any Freeverse-created 3D game to his 
or her heart's content. The current iPuppet release, distributed by 
Aspyr, uses resource files as game plug-ins. 

This proprietary puppet plug-in format enables you to swap out the 
onscreen opponents that appear in any iPuppet game (Spades, Hearts, 
Euchre, and Pitch). It also stores character information, including 
visuals, sounds, and text dialogue, which gives you an opportunity to 
literally put your face on the game itself. With the MacAddict Freeverse 
Puppet Kit, you can create a puppet of yourself to use in any iPuppet 

card game. Here's how to seat your 
own likeness at a Spades card table 
(or at the table of any other iPuppet 
game mentioned above). 

iPuppet characters are created from 
a series of resource photos that you 
can customize with ResEdit. 

CREATE YOUR PUPPET'S SION 
Snap Your 
Mug Shot 
Colin's Classic Cards 

lets you play cards against 
three onscreen opponents 
(puppets) seated around a 
table. Each puppet displays 9 
photo poses, meaning you 
need 27 photos of yourself 
(see "Puppet Poser," p66, 
for the list of poses) to "sit" 
in any of the three chairs. 
(If you're strapped for time, 
snap the required 9 poses for 

Here's one of the poses we shot for the 
use with one chair of your 

left chair. 
choice-just be sure to only 
load this puppet in the appropriate chair when playing the game.) 
If you want your puppet to hold cards, print out a couple copies of 
FreeverseCard.pdf from the Puppet Kit on a color printer, cut out the 
cards, and hold them in your photos. 

Sit forward on a chair in front of a white background and, using a 
tripod-mounted camera, snap pies of yourself, striking all 9 poses for 
the left chair and the center chair. For the right chair, you can save time 
by horizontally reversing the left chair photos in Photoshop. 

Knock Yourself Out (of the Pie) 
Before you add your photos into the puppet resources, you 
have to remove, or knock out, the backgrounds from your 

images or the puppet won't draw correctly. Open one of your pies in 
Photoshop, select the entire image (Command-A), copy it (Command
C), and paste it into a new layer (Command-V). Turn off the Background 
layer visibility (click the eye icon next to the layer name). Select the 
magic wand tool, set the Tolerance option anywhere from 20 to 30, 
and, holding down the Shift key, click all background areas of the new 
layer to select everything but yourself. Then press the Delete key to 
remove the background. Use the eraser tool to remove any extra junk. 
Save the image as a Photoshop document (PSD), naming it by 
chair position and pose (for example, center-normal.psd and left
happy.psd). Repeat with the rest of your images. 

/ 
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13 Anti-•liasod 

13<onliguous Remove the 
background from 
your images by 
selecting everything 
behind you with the 
magic wand tool. 
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hack your games 

Puppet Poser 
T he iPuppet card games use THE CHAIRS 

photos to bring puppets to life. 
You play against three opponents-one 
in the left chair, one across from you in 
the center, and one in the right chair. 
You need 9 photo poses to make a 
puppet, or 27 for all three chairs. 
Capture your butt and upper legs in 
your side shots so the illusion works. 
To speed things up, shoot just the 
center and left poses (18 shots) and 
reverse the left poses in Photoshop. 

THE POSES 

NORMAL Forth is pose, look at 
your cards (if you choose to have 
cards) while facing your adjacent 
opponent. This pose has the most 
onscreen time, so make it a good 
one! This is also the pose from 
which all animations start, so be 
sure to strike a position you can 
comfortably return to during your 
photo shoot. 

HAPPY When something good 
happens in the game, your 
puppet can react. Smile, raise 
your hands, or express joy in 
some way. Look at the camera 
for more dramatic emphasis. 

SAD If your character isn't 
doing so well, your puppet 
may exhibit feelings of 
disappointment. Consider 
frowning, scowling, ortearing 
out your hair while looking at 
the camera. 

l;!!ijOI 

LOOK UP During gameplay, 
if the player moves the 
cursor above your puppet's 
head, the puppet 
responds-consider an 
appropriate reaction, like 
looking up. Don't look at 
the camera for this pose. 

BLINK Use the Normal TALK1 Use the Normal 
pose but shut your eyes. pose but open your 

mouth slightly. 

TALK2 Use the Normal 
pose but open your 
mouth wide. 

FIDGET1, FIDGET2 A three-frame animation 
starts with Normal, continues with Fidget 1, 

reaches Fidget 2, then reverses sequentially. 
This animation occurs before an important 
event, such as revealing your cards. Be creative 
in your movement. 
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Paste Yourself into the Template 
Open the Puppet Kit's Template with Martine.psd in 
Photoshop-toggle the layer visibility icons on and off to get an 

idea of how Freeverse's Martine puppet image is built. (furn off the 
visibility of the bounding box layer and Martine's three image layers 
before working on your own puppet.) Open your Normal pose in 
Photoshop, click the knocked-out layer, select the entire layer 
(Command-A), copy it (Command-C), click the template window, and 
paste your pose into the template (Command-V). In the Layers palette, 
move this photo layer underneath the Table layer. 

If your likeness is disproportionate to the table, resize it. From the 
Edit menu, select Transform, then Scale-a bounding box will surround 
your selection. Holding down the Shift key to retain the size ratio, drag 
one of the box's corner points either inward (to size yourself down) or 
outward (to make yourself bigger). Double-click inside the bounding 
box to make the change. Use the move tool to reposition your image. 
Use the magic wand to remove any parts of the image that lie 
underneath the table-select the Table layer, click the table with the 
magic wand, click the targeted photo layer in the Layers palette, and 
press Delete. Name this layer by chair and pose (for example, center
normal) by double-clicking the layer in the Layers palette and typing 
in a name. 

Make sure your puppet doesn't obstruct any of the black areas on 
the table, which are reserved for the cards. Repeat with your other 
images, adding them all to the template and keeping the image sizes 
the same. To get a better view of your image placement, toggle each 
photo layer's visibility on or off. 

Reuse each of your left chair shots for the right chair by selecting 
one of the left chair layers and dragging the layer onto the copy layer 
icon (a dog-eared sheet). Select this layer copy. From the Edit menu, 
choose Transform and then Flip Horizontal to flip the image-rename 
the layer appropriately for the right chair. Place each pose so it's in 
alignment with your Normal pose-erratic placement will result in 
jerky animation. 
t Filter View Window He.Ip 
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Here is our Happy pose for the center chair as ii appears in the 
Puppet Kit's template. 

ith ma1tine.psd@ 100% (no ;; r:; m;mmmmmm;;;;pg;p;;;;:;m;;mm;;;m;!!n;ummmmmmmmmm;rom 
Action.s ~ 

I> CJ Default Actions 

I> CJ puppet making 

V CJ Steve Tze 's puppet actions 

I> alias 

I> mask 

• • 
lay current selection 

No need to build your own mask-we threw in a Photoshop Action that 
creates one for you. 

Mask Your Identity 
For your puppet to show up properly onscreen, you need to 
create a mask, an attached layer that lets you dictate which 

parts of an image are displayed or concealed for each of your poses. 
Freeverse's Steve Tze was kind enough to create a set of Photoshop 
Actions (in the Puppet Kit), one of which automates masking. 

Click the Actions palette in Photoshop, and then click the options 
triangle in the upper-right corner of the palette. From the drop-down 
menu, select Load Actions, and then navigate to Steve Tze's Puppet 
Actions, click Load, and select Mask from Tze's folder in the Actions 
palette. Next, select one of your photo layers and click the play button at 
the bottom of the Actions palette-a mask layer appears automatically. 
Repeat for each photo layer except Talkt, Talk2, Happy, and Sad. 

Map Your Puppet 
C onfused about which photos go where in ResEdit? Here's a 

simple table that shows which ResEdit PICT ID corresponds 
to which particular photo. 

POSE 
Normal 
Happy/Sad (paired) 
Look Up 
Blink 
Fidget1 
Fidget2 
Talk1/Talk2 (paired) 

LEFT 
5000 
5100 
5200 
5210 
5300 
5310 
5400 

CENTER 
5002 
5102 
5202 
5212 
5302 
5312 
5402 

RIGHT 
5004 
5104 
5204 
5214 
5304 
5314 
5404 

To determine each Mask ID number, add 1 to the PICT ID of its 
corresponding photo. For example, your Normal photo in the left 
chair is 5000-therefore, its mask is 5001. Likewise, your Blink 
shot in the center chair is 5212-its mask is 5213. 
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hack your games 

Even if you really are 
an angel, get rid of 
any halos around your 
puppet by roughing 
up the edges. 

Rough Up Your Photos 
To make your puppet show up properly onscreen, you 
need to roughen up the edges of your photos. Use Tze's 

Alias option from the Actions palette to give some edge to each 
photo layer-select a photo laye·r, select the Alias action, and then 
click the Action palette's play button as in step 4. Repeat for each 
photo layer exceptTalkl, Talk2, Happy, and Sad. 

Keep your hands and arms inside
the white bounding box should 
completely contain all image poses 
for that particular chair. 

Under the Layer menu, select New, Layerto create a new layer. 
Choose white as the foreground color in the tool palette. Turn on 

layer visibility for all image layers. Then select the rectangular marquee 
tool and draw a rectangle around one of the chairs so it completely 
surrounds all the poses. Select the paint bucket tool and click inside the 
rectangular selection to fill it with wh ite. Drag the layer in the Layers 
palette underneath all your photos but above the Background layer. 
Repeat with the other two chairs to create a total of three white 
bounding-box layers. Save the document as a Photoshop file. 

EJY STR "Short Name" ID= SOOfrom Monty Zuma -- E3 
... 

The Stri.ng I Maxi I -

Data $J I 

Double-click ID 500; this resource contains an abbreviated 
name for the puppet. If you're modifying your own puppet, 
type three letters for your name in The String (for example, 

you might shorten Jason to Jay); if not, leave it as is. ID 501 contains 
the puppet's full name-to change it, double-click this resource and 

If you've got a type a new name. 
way with 
words, you can 
rewrite the 
characters' 
dialogue. 

Puppet games feature onscreen characters that engage in witty 
text banter, but you can easily rewrite their dialogue in a jiffy. 

Here's how to change the blurbs that appear in text balloons in 3D 
Spades Deluxe and other iPuppet card games. 

Drag a 3D Spades Deluxe 
character's puppet file 
(choose any from the Plug 

Ins folder or pick your own 
custom-built puppet) onto 
ResEdit. In the window, double
click the STR (text string) icon to 

. 
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open its resource list. This list contains the puppet's entire text 
vocabulary, which occasionally appears in a balloon onscreen-each 
ID number denotes a sentence of dialogue. 
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, STR ID• 5015 from Monty Zuma - 8 

The Stri ng 

I
Ah, you l ose ! You get s tuck wi th I 
the Macworld s ubscri. pti on . .. 

Data 

The other unlabeled IDs contain text sayings your character 
randomly uses throughout the game. You can substitute 
your own one-liners. Double-click any ID. In The String, type 

an appropriate sentence that fits the context of the original. 

0 E\~TEXT/styl "About plug-in text" IOc SOOOfrom Monty Zuma""'"~ 

Ma.x 

Jv1ax is MacAddict magazine's schill of a mascot. Born and raised in Brisbane, CA in 1996. Maz has 
come a long wa.y since his stick figure conceptim1 His famous football -shaped mug has graced the 
covers of MacAddict for years. These days. Ma:·: has totally sold out and has been pimping his 
likeness on t -~lirts. hats. an~ 

Voice: Your opinion 
Art Is a priceless conunodity 
Te:.rt: Is a four-let t~ word 

If you want to add background information about your 
puppet's character (or lack thereof), double-click the Text 
icon and write a short bio for your character in the window. 

When you're fin ished, save your modified puppet file and add 
it to the game's Plug Ins fo lder. 



BUILD YOUR PUPPET'S BACKBONE 
Edit ResEdit 
Before you roll up your sleeves and get to work on the 

guts of your puppet, you need to modify Res Edit so you 

can edit a puppet's RECT (rectangle) resource file. Click your 

ResEdit app once to select it and then make a duplicate copy 

(Command-D) . Drag the ResEdit copy onto the original to open it. 

Then drag the Puppet Kit's RECT_Template.rsrc file onto the 

original ResEdit. In the RECT_Template.rsrc window, double-click 

the TMPL (template) icon and copy the RECT resource (Command

C) from the list. Then, in the Res Edit window (the copy you're 

modifying) , double-click the TMPL (template) icon and paste 

the RECT resource (Command-V) into the list window to add the 

new template to ResEdit. Save the modified ResEdit and increase 

its preferred memory 

size by 10,oooK; 

then quit the 

unmodified ResEdit 

app and set it aside. 

Add Freeverse's 
RECT resource to 

ResEdit's TMPL 
(template) list to hack 

into the puppet files. 
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Find the exact x and y coordinates your puppet spans by holding your 
cursor over opposite corners of a rectangular selection and viewing the 
coordinates displayed in the Info palette. 

Add Image Frames to the 
Resources 
Copy the Chelsea puppet from the Puppet Kit and 

rename the copy with your own name. Drag this new puppet file 

onto the modified version of ResEdit to open it. Go back to your 
Photoshop file and select the bounding-box layer of any chair 

position. Enable the layer visibility of all photos of you seated in 

this chair. Using the rectangular marquee tool, draw a rectangle 

so it tightly contains all of the photos- this keeps they (vertical) 

and x (horizontal) coordinates the same for all poses in that 

chair. Click the Info palette to view they and x screen 

coordinates. Jot down the coordinates of the upper-left corner (y, x) 

and then the lower-right corner (y, x) of the marquee by placing 

your cursor over each of these two corner points-note which chair 

these four coordinates belong to. Keep the coordinates in this 

exact order: upper-lefty, upper-left x, lower-right y, lower-right x. 

Repeat with the remaining two chairs. Important: Whatever you do, 

do not move these boxes once you place them, or your puppet may 

end up missing a couple of limbs. 

Next, turn off the visibility of all layers except fo r the Normal 

pose and corresponding white box for any of the three chairs. Click 

either of the two visible layers, and, with the rectangular selection 

still highlighted, select Copy Merged from the Edit menu to copy the 

isolated graphic. Switch back into ResEdit, double-click the PICT 

icon, and locate the corresponding PICT resource for the Normal 

pose-ID 5000 for the left chair, 5002 for the center, or 5004 for the 

right-and paste (Command-V) your image over the original (for a 

table of which images go where, see "Map Your Puppet," p67) . Do 

the same for the other pictures and then their masks, pairing each 

image or mask with its corresponding white box, except forTalk1, 

Talkz, Happy, and Sad-you'll paste these images together in pairs. 

Add Paired Frames 
to the Resources 
Each chair's Talk1, Talkz, Happy, and Sad poses require a 

pairing to build the image resource. Choose a chair and enable 

layer visibility on the white box and Talk1 of that chair only. Click 

the Talk1 layer and, using the rectangular marquee, trace around 
the white box, then copy the selection (Command-C). Create a new 

document (Command-N) . In the dialog box, multiply the current 

document height by two and type this number in the Height field, 

and then click OK. Paste Talk1 (Command-V) into the new 

document, and use the move tool to place it exactly at the top 

(press the arrow keys to fine-tune its positioning). 

Return to the Photoshop template, click the Talkz layer, enable 

visibility, use the marquee to 

select around its white box, 

and copy the selection . 

Paste it into the new 

document and position it at 

the bottom. Save this new 
document as a Photoshop 

file. Next, perform steps 4 

and 5 to generate the masks 

and roughen the pictures. 

Repeat this entire step for 

Happy and Sad, with Happy 

on the top, and Sad on the 
bottom. Then repeat for the 

other two chair positions. 

Happy and Sad are stacked 
as a paired resource

create a separate Photoshop 
document to build it. 
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Image Size 
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Calculate the y and 
x coordinates of 
the paired image 
from the Image 
Size information. 

0 Get Coordinates for the Pairs 
These new documents containing paired images need 
a different set ofy and x coordinates, called nugget 

coordinates, than the single image files due to the size change. Again, 
you need to jot down the upper-left and lower-right corner coordinates 
in y, x, y, x format (grab your notepad). The top nugget's upper-left 
coordinate is always o, o (y, x)-write this down. Then select Image 
Size from the Image menu to view the paired image's dimensions. To 
determine the lower-righty coordinate, divide the image's height by 
two and subtract one. The lower-right x coordinate is the image's width 
minus one. For example, ourTalk1/Talk2 image has a height of 394 
pixels and a width of199 pixels. Our top nugget's (Talk1) coordinates 
are therefore o, o, 196, 198. 

Determine the bottom nugget's upper-lefty coordinate by 
dividing the paired image's height by two. The upper-left x 
coordinate is o. The lower-right y and x coordinates are the paired 
document's height (y) minus one and width (x) minus one, 
respectively. Therefore, in our image example, our bottom nugget 
(Talk2) coordinates are 197, o, 393, 198. 

Add this paired image to the PICT resources by pasting the image 
and mask as you did in step 8 into the corresponding ID numbers (see 
"Map Your Puppet," p67). Then repeat with the other paired images. 

11 Add Your Character Portrait 
When a player selects the onscreen opponents, each 
puppet has its own 160-by-100-pixel character portrait 

that appears in the selection window. Since this is the shot of you 
players will see before they pick your puppet as an opponent, make 
sure it's a good one! (Open the Chelsea puppet's PICT resources in 
ResEdit, and check out ID 6000 for some portrait ideas.) 

Either snap a new pie of yourself or use one of your posed images. 
Open the image in Photoshop, and crop the image to a head shot. 
Knock out the background as outlined in step 2. For consistency with 
other puppet characters, create a black border around your frame and 
fill in the background with a solid color, though since this is your 

puppet, you can really do whatever you want with this graphic. When 
you're satisfied, select the entire image (Command-A) and select Copy 
Merged from the Edit menu. In your puppet's PICT resources window, 
double-click ID 6000 and paste in (Command-\/) your new mug shot. 
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Your character portrait is 
he image players see when 
choosing opponents, so 
make yourself look good! 

p, ~ IECT"GameTop-Left:bocty,across" ID=50021i'omJason :~ 

Rectangle 

Type each image's y and x coordinates into the corresponding RECT 
window so the game knows where to draw the image onscreen. 

1 Modify the RECT Coordinates 
You know those coordinates you jotted down? The 
format in which you wrote them (y, x, y, x) constitutes 

the RECT (rectangle) coordinates of each chair. These coordinates tell 
the game where to start drawing the graphics onscreen. All of the left 
chair photos have the same RECT coordinates; the same goes for the 
center and right chair photos. The paired images have their own set of 
additional nugget coordinates. 

Open your puppet in the modified ResEdit, and double-click the 
RECT icon to open the list of coordinates. To change coordinates for 
the normal pose in the left chair, double-click ID 5000 to bring up a 
window with four fields. Select the number in the first field and replace 
it with the first number of the four coordinates you wrote down forthe 
left chair (upper-lefty). Select the second field and enterthe next 
number (upper-leftx). Replace the third field with the lower-righty 
coordinate of the left chair and the fourth field with the lower-right x 
coordinate. Close the window to store all four coordinates. 

Enter these exact four coordinates for the remaining left chair 
poses. Then do the same forthe center and right chairs with each of 
those chairs' specific coordinates. Then enter the nugget coordinates 
in the corresponding ID numbers for the paired images. You need only 
worry about the ID numbers listed below. 

HECT COORDINATES 
LEFT CHAIR: 5000 (Normal), 5100 (Happy and Sad), 5200 (Blink and Look 
Up), 5300 (Fidget1 and Fidget2), and 5400 (Talk1 and Talk2) 
CENTER CHAIR: 5002 (Normal), 5102 (Happy and Sad) , 5202 (Blink and 
Look Up), 5302 (Fidget1 and Fidget2), and 5402 (Talk1 and Talk2) 
RIGHT CHAIR: 5004 (Normal) , 5104 (Happy and Sad), 5204 (Blink and 
Look Up), 5304 (Fidget1 and Fidget2), and 5404 (Talk1 and Talk2) 

!NUGGET:COORDINATES , 
:'u'FrcHAIR~61os (Happy) , 6110 (Sad), 6400 (Talk1), and 6410 (Talk2) 
CENTER CHAIR: 6107 (Happy), 6112 (Sad), 6402 (Talk1), and 6412 (Talk2) 

,.Rl~HT ~H,AIR: 6109 (Happy) , 6114 (Sad), 6404 (Talk1), and 6414 (Talk2) 

13 Put Your Puppet to Use 
Save your Puppet (Command-S), quit ResEdit, place 
your puppet file in the iPuppet Plug Ins folder, and 

launch the game. To choose your new puppet as an opponent, select 
Puppets from the Game menu, choose your puppet name from the 
Name drop-down menu, click OK, and admire your game physique. 

Le rt Right --

Nll me~ llln •I ~~-~ 

Slclll: I Eicpert ... j 
Styl e: I Aggressive •I 

Select your new puppet from the Spades Deluxe Puppets window 
to challenge yourself to a game. 



Modify Game Sounds THE EASY wAv 
by Jason Whong 

WHAT YOU NEED 
• 30 Spades Deluxe (part of Aspyr's 

iPuppet Presents Colin's Classic Cards) 
• ResEdit 
• A microphone 

hether or not you create your own game character, a 
unique way to enhance your iPuppet gaming experience 
is to replace a game's original audio tracks with your 

own sounds. Though it may seem intimidating, changing a game's 
audio files is simple. Here, we swap out character dialogue in 3D 
Spades Deluxe. You can replace spoken lines with your own voice 
repeating them word for word or come up with your own clever 
replacements-just keep the original lines' context in mind. 

Select one of the 
original iPuppets 
or your own 

customized puppet, 
make a copy, and then 
open the copy in ResEdit. 
Double-click the SND 

, nte Edit Resource Wl11dow View • lle lp 

snds rrom 

To record a 
replacement, 
make sure your 

Mac's Sound Input is set 
to Built-In Mic, and then 
select Record New Snd 
from the SND menu. Get 
close to your mic, click 
the Record button, say 
your phrase, and click 
Stop. To hear your 
recording, click the Play 
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button. If you like it, click Save; if not, click Cancel and try again. ResEdit will 
save your sound as ID 128 in the resource list unless you record another 
sound before reassigning the ID number. 

Jot down the ID 
number of the line you 
want to replace. Then 

click this line and press Delete. 
Click your new sound (ID 128), 

select Get Resource Info from 
the Resource menu, and type 
the ID number of the original in 
the ID field . In the Name field, 
type your spoken phrase. 
Repeat these steps for any 
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other lines you'd like to replace, and then save the file. To hear your sounds, 
throw your puppet into the game's Plug Ins folder and start the game. 

Hack Your Sounds THE coMPREHENSIVE wAv 
by Kevin Savetz 

WHAT YOU NEED 
• ResEdit 
• Sound Studio ($35, 

www_felttip.com/products/soundstudio) 
• Vortex Next Generation ($35, 

http://homepage.mac.com/feli negames) 

rom the eardrum-melting explosions of a space shoot-'em
up to the happy waka-waka of Pac Man, sounds play a vital 
role in any game. Though most of us think of game sounds 

as enduring, you can easily modify sounds in many Mac games and 
affect the feel of the gameplay dramatically. 

Sound tweaking isn't limited to just games-you can victimize 
any program with a sound resource for your hacking. For example, 
when Toast finishes burning a CD-ROM, you can replace its polite 
little "ding" with strains from Queen's "Bohemian Rhapsody." 
Or replace ICQ's "uh oh" instant message sound with a Homer 
Simpson "D'oh!" 

Most sounds within an application are stored in the resource 
forks, making them easy to alter with Res Edit. Other sounds are in 
external files, which you can hack as long as the sounds are in a 
non proprietary file format. We'll show you how to hack sounds for 

both scenarios. Here's how to alter the sounds in Vortex Next Generation, 
a Breakout-style shareware game, or any other app that contains a SND 
(sound) resource. Feel free to apply these steps to other hackable games 
and apps. 

HACK ANY APP WITH A SND RESOURCE 
Before starting, make a D -Vortex NG El El 
copy of Vortex by clicking <So-- ~E) 

• 101 11 11 1 

~ ~ I the app's icon once and <So·--· ll l l • I UO 

<So--- E)ll'l ., .. _ /1 
pressing Command-D. (If you APPL BM>L cfrg c icn CURS 

make a mistake in ResEdit, you !!) [Ila ~1'1 D O L:JO 
can kill a program-always work ®ll'l ~ -- - ~ --

on a copy.) Drag Vortex onto 
DITL DLOG FR£F icl4 iclS 

ResEdit to open it. ResEdit will LID 
11 10 1 .. 1 

OD OD DD ...... ,. 
~ - -

- llt l • 

display a list of resources that 
<$ .. qi ... <3o·· Hff -

ICN * ,... .,.. ics8 isap 

make up the game. 
0 .. 111 • 1 

~ 
t l 91 U t l 

99U l .. I 

@) 
M l 9 1 .. I 

~ji 
9 1 19 U l 9 9 11 919 19 

9 19 .... 9 - 9 1••-· 

P ICT set I SIZE snd ls.I 

ResEdit displays a list of 
9 19 11101 
M l tlt9 1 

':;: 9 \ !tlt l t ........ 
Vortex's resources, including the 9 1tt- . .,,. .. 
hackable SND (sound) resource. ~ 
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hack your games 

Double-click the SND 

icon to display a list 

of all sounds in the 

0~ ~. sndsfromVortexNG h::.. ~~08 

application . Listen to any 

sound by se lecting it and 

pressing Command-T. Next, 

write down the ID numbers 

and names of all the sounds 

you want to change. Vortex's 

"Explosion" sounds OK, but 

we can do better. 

Vortex features a laundry 
list of sounds- luckily the 

programmer was kind 
enough to name them for us. 

"-
126 
129 
130 
13 1 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
136 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
146 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
156 
159 
160 
161 
162 

... 
1512 

454290 
11304 
7496 
4 130 
3756 

11 508 
20382 
2 1536 

1119568 
1406800 
523650 

19838 
5796 

14 126 
10162 
22864 
40782 

106266 
579 18 

46 10 
12766 
3076 

267 12 
7632 

17288 
15350 

547 !44 
24054 
26536 
24870 
29392 
18784 
25516 
17968 

,_ 
" ttemSelect" 
"Wi nd" 
" Exploslon" 
"Plasma Cannons" 
"BallToBfock" 
"Ba l lToHRlder " 
" Tachyon Bombs Eng ines" 
" Thunder" 
'"Thunder2" 
"Music 1" 
"1"1uslc 2" 
"Menu Music" 
"droneEngine-
"tractorBeam·• 
"AGEB_Slow" 
"AGEB_Catch" 
" Knight Sound" 
"King Sound" 
"Queen Sound" 
"Transformation" 
"Pawn Sound" 
" Exploslon2" 
"Typing" 
"Air Lock" 
"Whoosh" 
"Intro Buttons" 
" LaserB last" 
"Mono logue" 
"AGEBCatch" 
"AGEBDtsrupt'' 
"AGEBRupture'' 
"AGEBSlow" 
"e><pans ion" 
"nuctearGrenade" 
" ptasmaCannon" 

To record a new sound, launch Sound Studio and select 

New from the File menu. In the dialog box, choose 44.1kHz 

for Rate, 16 bits for Bits, and Mono for Channels-these 

settings are compatible with most games. Then click OK. Under the 

Audio menu, choose Sound Input Source. In the window, choose a 

source from which to record your new sound, such as your 

connected mic. Then click OK. 

Sound Input Source 

Device: Source: 
OK I) 

Bullt-ln External Mic 
Internal CD Sound In Cancel 

Internal Modem 
None 

. . - c-
T T 

O Play sound through output device 

Tell Sound Studio where to grab sounds. Just don't use the modem 
as a sound source- it won't be pretty. 

Hack External Sound Files 
I f ResEdit doesn't reveal a SND resource in a game, you' ll have to 

dig elsewhere for sounds. Where? Everywhere-each program is 

different. Look fo r accessible (nonproprietary) sound files in your 

game's data fo lder- Al FF, WAV, MP3, or other aud io formats. Game 
developers may have made these files invisible, so use ResEdit to 

sniff them out. Launch ResEdit and click Cancel in the dialog box 

that appears. Under the File menu, select Get File/Folder Info, and 

inspect all of the game's files and folders using the navigation 
window. Res Edit will reveal all invisible files. If you locate a hidden 

audio file, select it, click Get Info, uncheck the Invisible box, and 

save the file-it will appear as if by magic. If you've ever wanted to 
burn a CD of game soundtracks, this is one way to fi nd those 

elusive audio files. 
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For Lazy Sound Hackers Only 
I f mucking about in ResEdit sounds like too much work, try 

Agent Audio Pro ($29.95, www.clixsounds.com) . This 

shareware app makes it easy to replace sounds in your programs. 

You can copy sounds from one program to another, but you can't 

record your own sounds from within the program. Warning: By 

using Agent Audio, you'll deprive yourself of the pleasant "dirty" 

feeling that comes from spelunking inside ResEdit. 

Agent Audio lets 
you quickly copy 
sounds from one 
game to another
without futzing 
around in ResEdit. 

To begin recording your sound, press the Record button in the 

main window and make some noise (we recorded ourselves 

making a loud explosive sound with our mouth). Keep an eye 

on the Input Levels as you're recording, making sure those pretty green 

lights don't turn red, which ind icates clipping, or distortion. Press the 

Stop button when you're done. To hear your record ing, press the Play 

button. If you want to rerecord your sound, select the entire waveform 

(Command-A), press Delete, and repeat this step. 

·--"' 

...... 
•i.•od 

In the world of sound recording, green is good and red is bad. Keep an eye 
on your Input Levels during recording. 

You can easily ed it or rerecord any sound file with Sound 

Studio by following steps 3 through 6 of "Hack Yo ur Sounds," 

p7i. Just remember to always keep the file format the same 
when you re place externa l sounds- give your new sound 

exactly t he same name and place it in the same location as 
the original. 

For example, we rep laced part of the background music in 

Strange Flavour's game AirBurst ($5, www.strangeflavour.com) by 

tossing out an original MP3 file (abmenutheme.mp3) and rep lacing 

it with an MP3 of Aretha Franklin's "Respect," which we renamed 
"abmenutheme.mp3" and placed in the same fo lder as the 
original. When we launched Ai rBurst, we grooved to Aretha while 

contemp lating the game's main menu. 



Crash and Burn 
I fyour new sounds are a lot larger than the originals, your hacked 

application may run out of memory and crash. If you're having 

memory problems or running into long hangs with any hacked 

application, try allocating more memory to the program. Click the 

application's icon and choose Get Info from the File menu. Select 
Memory from the drop-down menu and increase Preferred Size by 
a few megabytes. 

t1 =s -=-..: 2 Vortex NG Info :._ 

~ lvortexNG 

I 
Show: I Memory -~ I 

Kind: epplicetion progrem 

_ Memory Requiremenb __ 

S09gested Size: 28000 K 

MinimumSize: ~ K 

PreferredSize : ~K 

Note:Thi$ epplicetion mey require 71 OK more memory 
if moffl to anot her herd dl$k or vi rtue l memory 
Is turned off in the Memory control pene l . 

If your new sounds are 
larger than the original 
ones, increase the 
application's memory 
requirements to give it 
more elbow room. 

Sound Studio features some good editing tools and filters to 

make your recording sound perfect. If you need to remove any 

extra noise at a sample's beginning, click and drag to select 

the noise from the start of the waveform to the beginning of the actual 

sound you want to keep. Then press Delete. Repeat with the noise at 

the end. 

Gel rid of the extra noise before and after your sound by drag-selecting the 
undesirable areas and deleting them. 

To give our sound more boom, we lowered the pitch-select 

Pitch Shift from the Audio menu. Then lower the Pitch 

Percentage by about 25 percent in the dialog box, click OK, 

and press Play to hear the results. We also applied an echo effect to 

give our explosion some atmosphere. To add an echo, select Echo 

from the Filter menu. In the dialog box, you can experiment with the 

Echo Delay and Strength settings for your sound-we used a 35ms 

Echo Delay at a strength of 40 percent. When your sound is perfect, 
se lect it (Command-A) and then copy it (Command-CJ. 

11,WOJ'lloslon 

• ~ II ~-.J 
r~~~oo·~};.~""' '.~,oo ~ 

~~ ~~:~ ~!-0 :~:~'"' ® 
Pitch Shirt 

I ' 

To make our explosion boomier, we lowered its pitch in the Pitch Shift window. 

Go back to ResEdit, select the sound resource you want to 

replace (in our case, ID 130 "Explosion") and press Delete. 

Paste in your replacement sound (Command-VJ. ResEdit will 

add it to the bottom of the list as the next successive ID number. 

159 29392 "AGE851ow" 
160 18784 "ex pans I on" 
16 1 25516 "nucl earGrenade" 
162 17968 "p lasmaCannon" 
163 33608 "searchAndDestroy" 
164 20858 "tachyonElomb" 
165 23204 "tractorBeam" 
166 14874 "hasAquired" 
167 33880 "lsFlni shed" 
168 39184 "newHRider" 
169 11474 "playerOne" 
170 10998 " p I ayerT w o" 
171 11 6 10 "p layerThree" 
172 11780 " ptay erFour " 
173 93188 " Porta I Sound" 

When we pasted in our new 
sound, it went to the bottom of 

the list, without a name and 
with the wrong ID number. 174 15708 

I-

Give your new sound a name and the proper ID number by 

selecting it in the list and choosing Get Resource Info from 

the Resource menu. In the window, give the new sound the 

same ID number as the one you're replacing by typing that number in 
the ID field. Then give it the same name as the sound it's replacing 

and close the Info window. Save your changes and quit ResEdit. Now, 

launch the game, hold your breath, and listen for your new aural 

experience. Of course, you probably won't be satisfied with just one 

sound hack, so get yourself a caffeinated beverage and hack away at 

the rest of the sounds! 

EJ ~Info for snd 13 from Vortex NG copy ~El 

Type: snd Size: 91736 

ID: 1130 
Name: 1-Ex_p_l_o_si-or'j-"--------~ 

OWnertype 

owner ID: 

SulJ ID: 
WDEF f§" 
MDEF ~ 

1' 

AttrilJutes: 
D System Heap 
D PurgealJle 

IDRVR ~ 

D locked D Preload 
D Protected D Compressed 

Give your new sound 
the same ID number 
and name as the one 
you 're replacing. 

Download Ready-Made Sounds 
I f you're shy about recording your own sounds, you can download 

ready-made sounds from the Net. Thousands of Web sites serve 

up zillions of sound files, making it easy to populate your games 

with animal noises, eerie Halloween effects, or sound bites from 

The Simpsons or Star Wars. 
Don't limit your sound search to just Mac formats. Many of the 

best sound archives feature Windows-format WAV files. No problem. 

Just download them to your Mac and open the files with Sound 

Studio. Copy the sound to the clipboard and then paste it into a 
ResEdit SND resource-your Mac will convert the sound into the 

proper format. 
For a massive list of Web sites where you can download sounds, 

see http://dmoz.org/ Arts/ Music/Sound_Files/Sam ples_and_Loops. 

Here are some good ones to start with: 

www.bestwavs.com 
www.geocities.com/TimesSquare/Cauldron/7706 

www.catchawav.com 
www.ibiblio.org/pub/multimedia/pc-sounds 

www.wavhounds.com 

www.wavsource.com 

Neither Jason Whong nor Kevin Savetz believe in leading with the two of clubs . 
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to set-up and create desktop movies, or how to join and utilize a Macintosh user group. These sessions are open to all registered attendees. 

• Workshops - Make the most out of your show experience by adding a full-day workshop to your educational agenda. 

BRAND NEW! 
• Birds of a Feather - Network with others that share similar interests, problems and curiosities. These sessions are open 

to all registered attendees. 

Flagship Sponsors 

Macworld Macworld.com Mac central 



as us 
We promise not to laugh. 

Questions? 
Submit technical questions 
or helpful tips directly via email 
(askus@macaddict.com) or c/o 
MacAddicf, 150 North Hill Dr., 
Brisbane, CA 94005. 

The hills are alive with the 
sound of you've got mail! 

Q I'm going on vacation and would love 
to be able to check my email from the 

road. What is the easiest method? 

A Your best bet is to set up your email 
account for Web accessibility. 

Somewhere in your travels, you can surely 
find a Web connection. Some ISPs, like AOL, 
use a Web-based email interface. However, 
most do not. You can create your own Web 
mail system by piggybacking your mail server 
onto a free Web host. Both Hotmail and 
Yahoo feature free email service that also 
allows you to check for other POP mail
simply set up a free email account with either 
host. Then add an additional mail server via 
the Web site and enter your ISP's POP server 
settings. You can then check your email using 
any Web browser around the world. 

Q At my new job, I inherited the duty of 
maintaining an existing AppleShare IP 

server. The person I replaced didn't leave the 
administrator name and password. How can I 
recover this information? 

AWhen you're using AppleShare, 
forgetting the admin password can be a 

real bummer. For the uninitiated, AppleShare 
is Apple's file-serving software for Mac OS 9 
and earlier, and it can turn any Power Mac 
into a file, mail, or Web server in minutes. It's 
also incredibly easy to configure and use. 
Configuring, of course, is moot if you don't 
know the admin name and password. 

You can change the name and password, 
but you need to have access to the Finder on 
the actual server. In the Extensions Manager, 
select Mac OS Base Only and restart. This 
disables all of the serving capabilities of the 
computer and turns it into a simple 
workstation. Once it reboots, open the File 
Sharing control panel (or Sharing Setup in 
older OSs) and change the Owner Name and 
Owner Password. Then open the Extensions 
Manager control panel, set the Extensions 
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back to the previous AppleShare IP set, and 
restart. The admin name and password are 
now the same ones you just set. 

Q I have some old audio cassettes 
that I'd like to turn into CDs. Can 

I do this digitally? 

A You can transfer analog audio to your 
Mac in a number of ways, via your 

Mac's analog audio input (stereo 1/8-inch 
miniplug) or a USB input device like Griffin's 
iMic ($35, www.griffintechnology.com). 
Simply plug your cassette deck into your 
Mac (you may need to buy an adapter for 
stereo RCA to stereo 1/8 inch, depending 
on your deck's audio-out jacks), and 
launch any audio-capture application, like 
Ultra Recorder ($20, http://members.aol 
.com/EJC3), to record the music to your 
hard drive. 
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Digitize your cassettes and vinyl by recording 
your Mac's sound input with Ultra Recorder. 

Q I love my new G4, but I can't open 
the CD tray from my Macally 

keyboard, which I prefer over Apple's. How 
can I open the tray without having to hook 
up the Pro keyboard every time? 

A Apple configured its Pro Keyboard to 
work in conjunction with a Mac, adding 

a CD-eject key and volume controls. The 
problem is that the new G4S lack the manual 

open button present on all CD drive doors 
until now, and third-party keyboards don't 
have an eject key. Fortunately, Apple fores~w 
this problem and included an app called 
Eject, which you can use to open the CD 
drawer. Look for it on your installation CD in 
CD Extras-it's in the Eject Extras folder. Use 
the Keyboard control panel to set up a 
function key that launches the Eject program, 
and you're good to go. 

Q With Mac OS X out, I took the plunge 
and got a new iMac. I figured since 

OS Xis essentially Unix, I could use all the 
Unix software available on the Internet. 
However, most of the programs I've tried 
don't work-what's the story? 

A Although Mac OS X can be considered 
a Unix system, all Unix systems are 

not created equally. Unix is not just one 
operating system; it is a collection of similar 
operating systems. Mac OS Xis based on 
BSD (Berkeley Standard Distribution), just 
one of the many versions of Unix. 

Developers generally write or compile 
each Unix app to a specific version of Unix. 
Although Mac OS X's version of Unix, 
Darwin, may resemble all the Unix versions 
out there in some ways, it differs notably in 
others. Therefore, developers must port, or 
rewrite, any Unix app to make it work under 
Mac OS X. Luckily, Unix versions tend to be 
similar enough so that porting applications 
from one version to another is a fairly 
simple process-one that many ambitious 
end users can accomplish on their own. For 
a quick fix, you can download a number of 
Mac OS X-ported Unix apps directly from 
the Internet-a visit to Softrak (http:// 
softrak.stepwise.com), Mac OS X Apps 
(www.macosxapps.com), or Mac OS X 
Ports (http://macosx.forked.net) will lead 
you to a wealth of native OS X- and Unix
derived applications. 



Q When I boot my Mac using the System 

CD that came with my computer, an 

extension loads with an icon that looks like 
an Nin a circle. What is this? 

A Think of it as Apple's digital version of 

NoDoz forthe Mac. This little proprietary 

Apple extension, called Insomnia, makes sure 

your Mac doesn't go to sleep in the middle of 

a crucial installation. Some folks who use their 

Macs to run servers (which need to be on all 

the time) extract this extension from the 

system CD and install it on their Mac to 

prevent it from sleeping. However, a Mac that 

isn't acting as a dedicated server should be 

allowed to sleep, because this 

cuts down on power usage and 

saves electricity. 

I nso m n i a Digital caffeine for your Mac. 

Q We just installed a new laser printer in 

my office and it's configured with an IP 

address. How can I print to this Internet

enabled printer from my Mac using TCP/IP 

instead of Apple Talk? 

A In a small office, Apple Talk is the easy 

solution for network printing. However, 

not all networks have Apple Talk-enabled 

routers and switches, which is one reason 

why printing via IP (Internet Protocol) may 

be a necessity. IP allows you to output to 

an Internet-enabled printer from anywhere 

in the world, as long as you have an 

Internet connection. 

To get your computer to access the printer, 

you need to set up the Desktop Printer Utility, 

which is located in your Mac's Utilities folder 

(if not, use Sherlock to search for it) . This 

utility lets you create an LPR (Line Printer 

Remote) desktop printer, which enables 

printing via TCP /IP. Launch the utility, select 
the Printer (LPR) option in the New Desktop 

Printer window, and click OK. In the dialog 

box that appears, click Change in the 

Postscript Printer Description (PPD) section 

and select the targeted printer from the 

Printer Descriptions list. Next, click Change in 

the LPR Printer Selection section and enter 
the IP address of the printer in the Internet 

Printer dialog box. Finally, click Create to 

generate your new desktop printer. 

OS X users will find a similar utility app, 
called Print Center in the Utilities folder, that 

functions in the same manner. Simply launch 

Print Center and click Add Printer in the Printer 

List window. Then select LPR Printers Using IP 

from the drop-down menu, enterthe IP 

address in the LPR Printer's Address field, click 
Add, and you're good to go. 

Q I often get sent documents created 

in Microsoft Word. Unfortunately, I 
don't own a copy of Word. Can I open these 

documents without having to buy Word? 

A If you're receiving Word documents often 

(as you say), you should bite the bullet 

and purchase Microsoft Office-it's a great 

productivity package that will justify its price in 

the long run. That said, you do have a few 

alternatives. lfyou;re running Mac OS X, try 

Apple's built-in TextEdit-it does a decent job of 

displaying text from any Word DOC file, though 

embedded graphics will disappear and you 

may have to read through some extra gibberish 

at the beginning and end of the document. 

Another option is to have your senders 

save their Word docs as RTF (Rich Text Format) 

documents before sending them to you. Many 

word-processing programs can open and 

save these files . Finally, if you can cough up 

a measly 20 bucks, try icWord ($19.95, 

www.icword.com), a shareware app that lets 

you open and view Word documents-it even 

runs in Classic mode under OS X. 
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Microsoft phobic? Get icWord, and get the inside 
scoop on any Word document. 

Q Mac OS Xis great, but I miss having 

the ability to turn off the Empty Trash 

warning as I could in OS 9. Is there any way 

to do this? 

A we were also disappointed with the 

warning's disappearance-luckily, it's 

back! Upgrade to Mac OS 10.1 and you'll find 
the long-lost disabler-though it executes a 

bit differently. To disable the Empty Trash 

warning, open the Finder Preferences from 

the Finder menu. In the dialog box, uncheck 

the "Show warning before emptying the 
Trash" check box, and you won't be pestered 

about your garbage habits anymore. 

Q The Mac OS 10.1 update provided me 

with lots of new goodies, but I really 
need the Developer Tools that came with the 

full version of Mac OS X. Is Developer Tools 

available for 10.1? 

A The Mac OS X Developer Tools are really 

not necessary for the average user

even fairly advanced users will probably never 

· have a need for them. But for ambitious 

developers, they do provide the tools 

necessary to start creating applications for 

Mac OS X. For non developers, the biggest 

benefit of these tools is their ability to 
compile Unix applications for your system 

without too much trouble. 

The full retail version of 10.1 includes the 

10.1 Developer Tools-the free 10.1 update 

does not. If you have a fast Internet 

connection, though, you can download the 

Developer Tools from Apple's developer site

log on to http://developer.apple.com and 

click the Join Now link. Fill out the required 

information and choose the Free ADC Online 

program. It costs nothing and gives you access 

to some special developer software, including 

the 10.1 Developer Tools. 

Q Now that I have a broadband Internet 

connection, I'm interested in checking 

out the traffic that passes over my network. 

What are my options for packet analysis in 

MacOSX? 

A Prior to OS X, the only real choice for 

packet sniffing and analysis on the Mac 

was WildPackets' EtherPeek (www.wildpackets 

.com). This amazing utility-with an amazingly 

hefty price of $900-has unlimited features for 

collecting and analyzing network traffic. 

As for Mac OS X, our favorite is a freeware 

app called EtterCap (http://ettercap 
.sourceforge.net). This command-line utility 

may not be as pretty as EtherPeek, but it's 

equally capable. Download the Mac OS X 

package installer from http://macosx.forked 

.net and analyze away. The learning curve is 

tough, but well worth the time. 
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It ain't pretty, but Ettercap is super at sniffing out 
Internet invaders. 

Buz Zoller remains amazed and amused that he has authored this column for two full years-happy anniversary to him! 
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The 99 Best 
Digital DeviCQS 
=~Mac Fanatic 

• Digital Video Camer~s - ==-- --

~;~OA_ Available only on ~o~., ~ 

, ~.ct newsstands 
November 27 -
February 2002 

• Digital Cameras 
~~ 

Comes With a 
CDROM stuffe1 
With 650 MB 
or demos, Hpi 
shareware 
and morel 

•MP3 Players 
• Disc Burners 
• Accessories 



CHECK OUT ... 
These Shoppers Paradise Advertisers. 

eMedia Music .................... Pg.89 
Cd-Rom Guitar Lessons 

Twin Rivers Media Festival .. Pg.90 
"Made on Mac" Multimedia Festival 

Camera Zone ...................... Pg.84-85 
Mail Order Digital Cameras 

Did you know? 
·Mac Addict readers have 2.5 

Macs at home on the average. 

• 813 use their macs for 
graphics production. 

Contact your Ad Manager today! 
Ana Epstein 

Nat'l.Direct Sales-Ad Mgr 
(415) 656-8416 

ana@macaddict.com 

www.inno-tech.com/MacAddict 
877-858-7722 

Advertiser Index 
Advertiser Contact 
Academic Superstore (800) 294-4035 

Aladdin Systems (831) 761-6200 

AppleWorks Users Group (888) 781-AWUG 

APS Technologies (800) 395-5871 

Aspyr Media (512) 708-8100 

BitHeadz Inc. (888) 870-0070 

camera zone (888) 464-1100 

Coast to Coast Memory (800) 4-Memory 

Connectix (650) 571-5100 

Data Memory Systems (800) 662-7466 

Bold by Destineer (952) 697-6000 

Dr. Bott, LLC (877) 611-2688 

DriveSavers Data Recovery, Inc. (800) 440-1904 

eMedia (206) 329-0235 

Formac Electronics (877) Formac 

Griffin Technology (615) 255-0990 

Hardcore Gear (209) 814-8632 

IK Multimedia (866) 243-1718 

In no Tech (877) 858-7722 

Iomega www.iomega.com 

LaCie Limited www.lacie.com 

Leister Productions (717) 697-1378 

Mac Power Sales & Service (888) 275-POWER 

Mac Solutions (800) 873-3RAM 

MACE Group/macally Peripherals (800) 644-1132 

MacMall (800) 965-3282 

Mac Of All Trades (800) 304-4639 

Mac Play (214) 855-5955 

MacResQ (888) 447-3728 

Mac Sales (888) 622-7253 

Macsense (408) 844-0320 

MacSoft (a GT Interactive Company) (800) 229-2714 

MCE Powerbook Products (800) 5000-MAC 

MediaSchool (714) 241-3715 

MegaMacs.com (918) 664-MEGA 

MicroMat Computer Services (800) 829-6227 

Microsoft (425) 882 -8080 

National Assn. of Photoshop Professionals www.photoshopuser.com 

Power Max (800) 441-6922 

PowerON Computer Services (800) 673-6227 

REAL Software (512) 263-1233 

Shreve Systems (800) 227-3971 

Sonnet Technologies (800) 786-6260 

Twin Rivers Media Festival (304) 469-4499 

Wacom Technologies (360) 896-9833 
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Now showing: DVD double feature. 
Designed to provide reliable, high-capacity storage for digital data, video and audio content, APS Tech's pair of high-performance 
combo DVD drives offer convenient rewritability on secure, stable media. The APS DVD/CD Rewritable Drive lets you choose the 
media that best suits your project based on the volume and type of data being stored, as well as the final application. The APS 
DVD-RAM/R Drive combines technologies to offer the random-access performance of a hard drive along with secure, write-once 
capabilities. Access and retrieval of files or video frames is virtually instant, making this drive an 
excellent solution for backup and data recovery. Outstanding performance and a variety of 
options: that's the ticket. Order your DVD drive today. 

$239.95 
• reduced price 

APS CD·RW 24X10x40 FireWire ~ 
• FireWire and USB interfaces 
• Blazing 24X record speed 
• Burn full CD in just three minutes 
• Mac and PC compatible 

APS CD-RW 16x10x40 FireWire Plus $199.95 
APS CD-RW 24x10x40 FireWire Plus 239.95 

APS CD-RW 16x10x40 SCSI 
APS CD-RW 24x10x40 SCSI 

APS CD-RW 16x10x40 use• 
• USB 2.0 ready 

$269.95 
299.95 

$169.95 

~ Drives on these pages are covered by the APS 30-Day IBM Money-Back Guarantee. 

$699.95 
• reduced price 

APS OW/CD Rewritable FireWire 
•Affordable DVD-RW/CD-RW writer in one drive 
• High-speed FireWire interface 
• Records and reads DVD-R/RW and CD-R/RW discs 
• Produce digital content on DVD and CD media 
• Easy connectivity 

$629.95 
APS DVD·RAM/R Drive 
• Combo DVD-RAM/DVD-R in one drive 
• Read compatible with DVD, CD formats 
• Fast FireWire connectivity 

Visit our website for a 
complete listing of products: 

www.apstech.com 

with Retrospect software for Mac and PC 

APS HwerDAT® Ill SCSI 
•Reliable DDS-3 technology 
• 12GB native backup 
• Ideal for entry-level networks 
• Ships with Retrospect for Mac and PC 

Model Price 

APS HyperDAT® Ill (DDS-3) FireWire $799.95 
APS HyperDAT® Ill (DDS-3) SCSI 749.95 
APS HyperDAT® IV (DDS-4) LVD SCSI 999.95 
Ships with Retrospect software for Mac and PC 

$1,499.95 
with Retrospect software for Mac and PC 

APS All+ FireWire 
• 35GB native backup 
• Native SCSI adapted for FireWire 
• Perfect for 3-D graphics workstations 
• 4MB sustained data transfer rate 
• Ships with Retrospect for Mac and PC 

Model 

APS AIT + FireWire 
APS AIT + LVD SCSI 
APS AIT II LVD SCSI 
Ships with Retrospect software for Mac and PC 

Price 

$1,499.95 
1,399.95 
3,099.95 



$369.95 
• reduced price 

APS 12DGB FireWire ~Hard Dnve 
• FireWire and USB interfaces 
•Hot-swappable 
• Ideal for DV storage 
• Share among Macs and PCs 

APS 20GB 7200 RPM FireWire Plus Hard Drive 
APS 40GB 7200 RPM FireWire Plus Hard Drive 
APS 60GB 7200 RPM FireWire Plus Hard Drive 
APS 80GB 7200 RPM FireWire Plus Hard Drive 

$199.95 
229.95 
269.95 
299.95 

APS 120GB 5400 RPM FireWire Plus Hard Drive 369.95 

Model RPM ' Internal External 

APS ST 18GB Ultra160 LVD 7200t $199.95 $279.95 
APS ST 18GB Ultra160 LVD 10,000 $229.95 $349.95 
APS ST 18GB Ultra160 LVD 15,000 $489.95 
APS ST 36GB Ultra160 LVD 7200t $369.95 $449.95 
APS ST 36GB Ultra160 LVD 10,000 399.95 549.95 
APS ST 36GB Ultra160 LVD 15,000 789.95 
APS ST 73GB Ultra160 LVD 10,000 749.95 899.95 
APS ST 180GB Ultra160 LVD 7200 1,789.95 

Drives listed above carry a five-year warranty, except those marked. 
t Marked drives carry a three-year warranty. 

APS ST 18GB Ultra SCSI $199.95 $249.95 
Drives listed above carry a five-year warranty. 

• Internal configuration does not include a mounting 
bracket. Intended as a replacement internal SCSI drive. 

$319.95 
• reduced price 

Lacie 3DGB Pockemrive™ 
• Powerful, pocket-sized hard drive 
• U&I technology- FireWire and USB ports 
• Mac and PC compatible 

,, . ..,, . o e 

LaCie 10GB PocketDrive 4200 $219.95• 
LaCie 20GB PocketDrive 4200 249.95• 
LaCie 30GB PocketDrive 4200 319.95• 
Lacie 40GB PocketDrive 5400 499.95 
LaCie 48GB PocketDrive 5400 669.95• 
*price after $30 mail-in rebate. 

4; $199.95 
APS 40GB USB Hard Drive 
• 5400 rpm hard drive 
• Hot-swappable 
• Convenient USB interface 
•Affordable storage 

APS 40GB USB Hard Drive $199.95 
APS 60GB USB Hard Drive 229.95 

laCie electron22blue Ill 

$999.95 
LaCie electronblue 111 monitors 
• High dot pitch minimizes eye strain 
• Maximum resolution for large layouts 
•Advanced flat-screen technology 

eliminates distortion 
• Color-enhancing blue hood reduces glare 

LaCie electron19blue Ill 
LaCie electron22blue Ill 

19" Diagonal 
22" Diagonal 

$399.95 
999.95 

LaCie Pocket floppy Disk Drive 
• Widely-compatible standard USB interface 
• Plug and play convenience 
• Ultra-thin, portable design 
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AP5 80GB USB Hard Drive 5400 269.95 1~1 
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Power Mac 64-
up to 867MHz and up to 
512MB FREE! 
The new Power Mac"' G4 puts tremen
dous creative resources at your fingertips 
with the revolutionary SuperDrive (DVD
R/ CD-RW) and Apple's digital video 
editing and DVD authoring software. 
Three super models! 

You can choose from three super 
models: the dual processor 800MHz 
Power Mac G4 with SuperDrive, 867MHz 
Power Mac G4 with SuperDrive or the 
733MHz Power Mac G4 with a CD-RW. 
Redefine speed! 
• Up to 867MHz PowerPC G4 processor; or 

dual 800MHz PowerPC G4 processor 

• Up to 80GB hard drive • 56K V.90 
• 128MB or 256MB of PC133 SDRAM; 

two available slots for up to l.5GB 
• SuperDrive or CD-RW drive 
• 10/100/lOOOBT Ethernet 
• Two USB ports and two FireWire ports 
• AirPort Card'" slot 

iBook 63 &OOMHz with 
up to 256MB RAM FREE! 
Designed to fit your life! 
The first thing you'll notice is that the 
iBook'" weighs just 4.9 pounds, almost 2 
pounds lighter than befo:e, and is. appre
ciably smaller-just 11.2 mches wide, 9.1 
inches deep and 1.35 inches thick. 

And now you can choose an iBook 
with a CD-ROM drive, a DVD-ROM drive, 
or a Combo drive (CD-RW/DVD-ROM). 
Power and performance to go! 
• Up to 600MHz PPC'" G3 processor 
• Up to 20GB hard drive 
• 56Kmodem 

• 128MB of PClOO SDRAM; one available 
slot for up to 640MB 

• 24X CD-ROM, 6X DVD-ROM, or 
CD-RW/DVD-ROM Combo 

• 10/lOOBT ready for DSL/cabJe modem 
• One FireWire® port, two USB ports 
• AirPort Card slot 
• Up to 5 hours of run time 

Titanium PowerBook 64 
w/up 256MB RAM FREE! 
All-Inclusive Big-Screen 
The Titanium PowerBook G4Th' redefines 
portable computing. With a titanium 
exterior, one of the lightest and most 
durable metals, the PowerBook G4 is 
only 1 inch thin and weighs just 5.3 
pounds. It offers powerful features, . 
including a slot loading DVD-ROM dnve 
and a stunning 15.2 inch display. 
Revolutionary design! 
• Up to 667MHz PowerPC™ G4 processor 

with Velocity Engine'" 
• Up to 30GB hard drive • 56K modem 
• 128MB or 256MB of PClOO SDRAM; one 

available slot for up to lGB 
• Slot-loading DVD-ROM drive 
• 10/lOOBASE-T Ethernet 
• Two Fire Wire® ports, two USB ports 
• AirPort Card slot 
• Up to 5 hours of run time 

PowerBook 64 Accessories 
PowerBook G4/iBook 2001 AC Adapter 169 
PowerBook G4 additional Battery 1129 
Apple Pro Keyboard 159 
Apple Pro Mouse 159 

Only at MacMall! 
Purchase Final Cut Pro 2 and 
get the Contour ShuttlePRO 
Multimedia Jog Controller 
FREE! 
both 
for only 
$1U'Jl/:f. """""' 
:I~. #96322 



• Aud1rnized Reseller 

At MacMall, get up to 
512MB offree extra RAM 
to use with your Mac 
running Mac OS XI 

New Power Mac 64 starling at 

$1,694! 
The iBook, PowerBook G4 and the Power Mac G4 
all ship with Mac OS XI 

Display sold separately. 

Low prices, top 
perfonnance! 

MacMall has Apple's latest and 
most powerful performing machines 

~~~~~1fi~;~J~r~fu~~e~s~~sto · $2194' 512MB of RAM free! 

NEW Powerllook 64 starting at ' e 

**Own a Titanium PowerBook G4 for as low as $62/month with the New MacMall EZ Payment Plan! 

*Professional installation fee of $30 required for all free MacMall RAM offers. 
-0wn an iBook 500MHz for as low as $37/month with the New MacMall EZ Payment Plan! Call for details. 

Promotional offers cannot be combined. Please check individual promotion details for ending date and other restrictions or call your Account Executive for more information. Prices, specifications and 
promotional offers are subject to change without notice. Limited to stock on hand. While we do our best to check errors, mistakes may occur-mil to verily pricing. 

MacMall Jingle 
Bundle! 
#964533 Includes: ¥ 
Canon BJC-2110 ~!!!!I'S 
Inkjet Printer, -· 
canoscan D646U 
Scanner, 4-Port USB 
Hub, Tomb Raider II, 
lntellinews, 6-0utlet 'lll!!~l!!o"~
Surge Pro\ec\io11, $ 
6' USB Cable only 

IPod ti 
#964598 ....,.,, .... 
Carry over 1,000 
songs and a 
1 0-hour battery 
in a stunning 
6.5oz. case. Download i~ 
music at blazing speed. 

oni/394/ 

Adobe r~~
lllustrator 1 0 Adobe 
#963236 

Microsoft 
Office v. X 
#208616 

- - · Miclosoft· 
upgrade 

$24999! 
Price reflects $20 MacMall mail-in 
rebate. Price before rebate 
$269.99. Offer expires 11/30/01. 

elivery! Order today-get it tomorrow! can ror details. 1-800-965-3282 P1i01ity Code: ZMAD2J J 



C-3040 
'204Bx1536 Pixels 
'3.34 Megapixels CCD 
'3x Optical zoom 
'2.5 Digital zoom 
'16Mb Smart Media card 
'Optical view finder 

C-700 

'LCD Monitor 
'3X Optical Zoom 
·uss (Mac/PC) 
'2.11 Mega Pixels 
*1600X1200 Resolutions 
'Easy To Use 

E-1 OORS 

Call Toll Fr e 1-888-596-4715 
24 HOUR FAX:718-491-4418 

Local: 718-491-4408 
Company Hours 

' 3.3-6.0 Million pixels 
' 35MM-210MM 6X Zoom 
•5 Frame burst mode 

.,......,,.,..""''" 'Manual focus ring 
'Playback LCD 

• 6.1 Megapixel Digital 
SLR 
• Exclusive Super CCD 
Technology 
• 5 Exposure modes 
• Histogram display 
• 2" LCD Color screen 

'3x Optical Zoom 
'3.34 Million Pixel CCD 
'BMB Memory Stick 
'HQ Movie Mode 
'2" Color Led 
'Spot Metering 
'Variable ISO 

MVC-FD97 
• 1 OX Optical Zoom 
Lens 
• 2.1 Megapixel 
Resolution 
'39-390MM Zoom 
'Stores Pictures on Disc 

• 1280 x 960 Pixels 
'1.3 Megapixel CCD 
• 3X Digital zoom 
• 2X Optical zoom 
'B Mb internal memory 

DX-3500 
' 1 BOO x 1200 Pixels 
• 2.3 Megapixel CCD 
'3Bmm 
• 3X Digital zoom 
'BMb Internal Memory 

~\.~ 'Optical view finder 

~ DX-3600 
• 2.2 Megapixel 
• BMB Internal Memory 
• Optical Viewfinder 
• 2XZoom 
• Fixed Focusing 
• Auto Exposure 

Sunday 10am - 6:00 pm 
Monday-Thursday 9am-8pm 

Friday 9am-5:00pm 
Saturday Closed 

'3.11 Million Pixel Resolution SLR 
'3 Frames Per Second 
'Histogram Displayed w/Each 
Shot '13 Custom Function 
' Easy Controls 
' High Quality Still Images 



rrnrw~ 
10x Optical I 400x Digital zoom 
J"LCD Color Monitor 
Image stabilizer 
680,000 Pixel CCD 
Night Alive I Special Effects 
Still Mode I Video Light Analog 
Input 
16MB Multimedia Card 

·2080x720 DPI Premiere Photo Printer. Quick 
Drying Inks for Stunning Prints to 13"x19". 
Border Free Printing. 6 color Inks and 
Panoramas up to 44". 4 Picoliter dot 
size . Includes Qbeo Photo Genetics & 
Epson Film Factory 

-----. .... ,....:...;.:..:.""'""'"'- ...... 1 1ox Optical, 

680k Pixel CCD, 
20x Hi-Definition 300x Digital 
zoom, Electronic Image 
Stabilization, Digital Stills on 
multimedia cards 
PV-DV201 : 2.5" LCD 
PV-DV401 : 3" LCD, Color 
Viewfinder, Magic VU JR Filter 
PV-DV601: 3" LCD, Color 
Viewfinder, Analog-In, Built in light 
PV-DV701: 3.25" LCD Screen 

'Progressive scan CCD, 
' 12x Optical, 48x Digital 
Zoom, ' Optional Laser Link 
Capability, 'Digital Still 
Picture Capability 

DCR-TRV 17/30 

TRV17: ·10x Optical 
'120X Digital 
'Steadyshot Stabilization 
'Analog Recording Capability 
' USB Connection 
' Laserlink Wireless Connection 
TRV30: 1.5 Mega Pixel lmager, 
'1360x1020 Digital Still Images, 
' Intelligent Pop Up Flash 

200x Digital zoom, 
Image stabilization, 2.5" Color 
LCD, Long time recording, 
Still digital photo mode 
ZR-25MC: Digital Still images 
on multimedia card 
ZR-30MC: Digital Stills, 
Advanced accessory shoe er 

'1/4" CCD 1,070k Pixels, 
' 18x Optical 500 DigitalZoom, 
Super steadyshot stabilization, 
12 biV16 bit PCM Digital stereo 
TRV830: Also comes with 
portable Dye-Sub Color Printer 

1/6" CCD 460k Pixels, 25x Optical Zoom, 
700x Digital, 12 BiV16 Bit PCM Digital 
Stereo 
TRV230: 2.5" LCD, 61k Pixels 
TRV330: 2.5" LCD, 61k Pixels, Digital 
Still w/Memory Stick 
TRV530: 3.5" LCD, 123k Pixels, Digital 
Still w/ Memory Stick 

Coolscan 4000ED 
*Multiple film format (120/220, • 4000 DPI film scanner with fast 38 

second scan time! 4.2 Dynamic range 
highest of any desktop scanner • 
Multi Scari Feature produces Drum 
Scanner Quality. ' Firewire IEEE 1394 

•---~!Ji"!''l 35mm, 16mm, and Microscope) 
*NEW! 4,000 dpi Optical Resolution 
with fast scan times. 'NEW! IEEE 
1394 Interface. *NEW! Tri-linear 
CCD with a total of 30,000 pixels. 

. *High-quality 48-bit images at file 
sizes up to 790 MB. *NEW! Applied Science Fictions 
Digital ICE3 (TM) Image Enhancement *Technology 
incorporating Digital ICE(TM), Digital ROC(TM) and 
Digital GEM(TM) 

Dimage Scan Multi Pro 

(*New* ) 
'Digital Ice (Image correc
tion and enhancement) 
' Digital Foe (Reconstruction 
of color) 
'Digital Gem (Grain equaliza
tion and management) 
'4800 DPI (Max) Super high 
resolution 
' 16-Bit AID Conversion 

~ 
1 

interface. 'Color management sys-
tem. 'Digital ICE, ROG, and GEM 

image enhancement 
technology. 'Uses RGB, CMYK and Lab Color 
spaces. 
'Includes full version of Altamira Genuine Fractals 
Software 

Dimage Scan 
Scans 35mm 
sleeves and mounted, positive and negative films 
in color and B/W Optional Aps adapter is available, 
2,820 dpi optical resolution, 3.6 wide dynamic 
range, 12-bit producing 36-bit color, Digital ICE cor
rection Enhancement, Adobe Photoshop LE 
included, Available for Mac and Windows 

Scan Dual II ... .In Stock Scan Multi II .• .In Stock 

'New affordable 4000 DPI film scanner. Uses Xenon lamp light source. 
USB and SCSI interfaces. Creates 42 bit scans for 35mm and APS film. 

Canon "FARE" automatic dust and scratch removal. Fast 48 second scan 
time and 3.4 dynamic range. Includes Adobe Photoshop LE 

!!!"ll!ll!l'lll!'lmli!lllll!ll!l ...... 111111!1!1!!~ 



•• •• Formac Shop Formac! ~-~ ... .__ ...... ___... 

Visit our website for the easiest and most convenient 
way to buy the best products for your Mac. Or call us 
at 1-877-4Formac (that's 1-877-436-7622). 

g a L Le r y 1740 ADC flat panel display! 

Superior display solutions for creative professionals 
• See the big picture: 17.4" TIT display increases your workspace 

by -5% in comparison to 17" displays! 
• Full-motion digital video playback: industry-leading pixel response 

(I0-25ms) predestines Fonnac gallery for professional video work. 
Play back full-screen videos without ghosting! 

• Superior picture quality: MVA technology combined with true 
digital interface (ADC), unparalleled contrast ratio ( 400: 1) and 
brightness (220cd/m2) produce sharp and brilliant images. 

• Ultra-wide viewing angle: View crystal clear images with accurate 
colors from a viewing angle of up to 160 degrees - from sides, top 
or bottom. 

• SXGA resolution: 1,280 by 1,024 pixels 
• Apple Display Connector (ADC): one single cable carries digital 

graphics, power and USB signals. Built-in self-powered USB hub. 
• Form + Function: Slim desktop footprint and unique hinge 

design to adjust viewing angle to individual needs. 

Producers wanted! 

stud LO ov /TV Holiday Special! 

Convert analog video to high-quality DV 
• Hardware CODEC: Capture video in native DV, full-screen at 30 frames per second with 

digital audio quality (48kHz@ 16 bit) 
• Input and output for Composite Video (RCA) , S-Video, Stereo Audio and two FireWire ports 
• Built-in Stereo TV/FM Tuner (NTSC): Convert TV into DVI 
• FireWire: hot-swappable and bus-powered* 

St U d i. 0 0 V /TV A Built-in 48GB hard disk! 
All the features of Fonnac studio DV rrv plus many more: 

www.formac.com 

• FS 1042-0 

• FS 1142-48 

• Digital video recorder: create individual schedules and record your favorite movies - more than 4 hours in high-quality DV! 
• Export to monitor: Enjoy your movies on a large monitor or TV! 
• Bus-powered*: Present and watch your movies and audio files anywhere you want, at any time! 

FlreWire 

Workspace in abundance! Rip, Mix and Burn - with Style! 

proni.tron 22/800 
• 22" Diamondtron CRT monitor 
• Maximum resolution of 2,048 by 1,536 
• Brilliant and flicker-free images: 

0.24 grille pitch and industry-leading 
horizontal frequency of max. 12lkHz 

• Built-in self-powered USB-hub 

PN 2280-1 

cdrw 
• Ultra-fast FireWire CD-RW technology 
• BURN-Proof technology eliminates 

buffer underrun errors 
• 24X/IOX/40X burns complete 650MB 

disc in just 3 minutes! 
• Quiet: Hermetically sealed enclosure 

virtually eliminates noise of drive 
• Includes Roxio Toast 5 LE 

1l';,, ,- '1--'.~; ~ ~ ~;::-. -;3~ ~: ,'.i .~~/.""' 1~,~:_~l~~:;~Yf?~~r11;C.",~?'l;~~~ 1~\·::~~: 1: , 1 ~~~"'. ,~~;~=¥4fu~t,~.;ftih~~0' ""~-~" 'Atso available at the Apple Store, ClubMac. MacMall, RCS, Datav1s1on or at other Formac Certified 
~ ~""' - - • , 1 • , iT "-:·m;~ .-r-~>c :f;h"' .,., • v ~~ • ~ " \ • 

1 
'. ~:-.., • Resellers (Please visit our website for a detailed hst and locattons). Call us for Education pnces. 

~~"'-~t .:_~:,'1.,_,~~-j'l:' ~i•~', ,~, ·•<~l"; / 1~•~f~";,~r;:::; • '"",' I • 'J' ~· ·~ ••'(•-.<•;;,-i<~f."'', ~ ~ ' ; 



JQst ;,, Uf'7" for th" ho/;~eys!!! 
Various Colors available! 

AS LOW AS $599 
Firewire 3.5" Drives 
20/ 30 GB availa 
Call for best price 

PowerBook 5300cs 
FREE CARRY 
BAG! 
• Supports ext. video 
• 24MB RAM 
• 750 Hard Drive 
• 100-MHz 603e 
• Dual-scan color 
• Refurbished 

Monitor Blowout! 



all the M~c I 

!&l~l'tHtRitlt'B·tl 
No obligation! JVC 

Just call to register! JY·VS200U 
-tobeheldAJll"/l 16,2002 Pro DVCam 

•Dai~ specials & blowou1s •New, used & refurb lists •Downloadable software 

P •
... E R •Bargain Basement Deals •Digital video packages •Updates & spec sheets 
, WW" Plus: Important national Macintosh news updated daily! 

800-441-6911 

Why PowerMax? • Hundreds of Mac models to choose from 
• Knowledgeable, non-pushy salespeople • Great tech support 
•No voice mail (during office hours} •We consult on all Mac 
hardware & software • no rebate games or hidden charges 

liradeup We'll take your Mac OS 
G

4x2 computer in trade toward 
& 

"' Local: (503) 624-1827 • Fax (503) 624-1635 ~
""' - G3 the pu rchase of new 

ro~- With product. Call one of our 

P M 1 
expert Mac consultants ower ax. for lull details! email: sales@powermax.com 

Prices subject to change without notice. Prices reflect cash discount. Credit card orders , 
strict~ verified against fraudulent use. With use of credrt card as payment customer • 

acknowledges that some woducts are subject to final sale. Many prices are limned to stock .,,..£,.., 
on hand. All brand or product names are registered trademarks of their respective holders. Autlm1.cr1 Rescl~r 

Knowledge is Power 

• Personal Financing • Fast P.O. Approvals • Business Leasing • Weekly specials on our web site • Order on line or call one of our experts! 
-1 64 Towers H iMacs™ H iBooks™ H PowerBooks® H Great used values H The iPod™ H Software r-

The Mug Store: members only special deals! 
' 

~ 
.'""' 

Macintosh User Group members enjoy access to a very special Apple· sponsored web site featuring super 
deals on the latest Apple products as well as factory refurbished and discontinued Macs, and much more! 
If you are not currently a member of an Apple User Group and would like access to the MUG Store special g otters, discounts, and resources, contact an Apple User Group near you to sign up. g 

The MUG Store. A cooperative venture between Apple and PowerMax to bring MUG members exclusive deals 
on the latest Mac® products and special offers on discontinued and factory refurbished computers. 

PowerMax is a division of Computer Stores NW, Corvallis, OR. 



G4/400 
128110/CDt $799 
G4/450 

FREE " ~~\~1~~ 
with 
epson 670 J purchase! 

iMac G3/400 Indigo PowerBook G3/400t 
64/1 O/CD/56K $699 128/6/DVD $1099 

12811 OIDVD $1 099 
IMacSE G3/500 Snow• PowerBook 3400c/200t 
128/20/CDRW/56K $879 32/2/CD $399 

G4/500Dual 
128110/CD $1399 

IMacSE G3/600 Graphite' Kensington Saddlebag 
128/40/CDRW/56K $999 Carrying Case $39 

LaserWriter 12/640 
Toner Cartridge $74 

CD-ROM Drives 
SCSI 

12x Lacie Ext. $39 
12x Sony Int. $39 
12x Toshiba Int. $36 
Bx Apple Ext. $39 
4/&'24x Apple Int. $14139199 

- HardDrives 
SCSI 

540MB Quantum $7 
1GB from $14 
4.3GB Seagate $29 
4.3GB External $49 

JOE 
32x Apple Int. $59 
24x Apple Slimfine iMac.$89 
6x Apple iMac DVD $99 
Apple iMac CD-AW $129 

Mac OS 
7.6 $39 

FrameMaker Epson Blowout! 9.1 GB Seagate $99 
v6.0 $299 850NE" s169 IBM Ext. Case $19 8.0 $49 

8.5 $59 
9.0 $69 

FileMaker Pro Photo 700' $109 JOE 

10 $95 
v5 $119 670 USB $59 27GB Maxtor $79 

~
't!JL.~ 

~ 
:...~ 

~ Kensington USB 56K Modems Formac Pro V 
VideoCamt $19 from $24 Video Card $84 
Productivlt Software Misc. Hardware 

AppleWorks 6 $59 USBThrustrnasterJcystid< $17 
Business Plan Toolkit $44 Rio 500 MP3 Player• $109 
F h d 8 O $44 Iomega PCI SCSI Card $17 

ree an · Logitech Soundman X2 $34 
Flash 4 Freehand 9 $149 Ricoh SCSI CDRW $109 
Web Savant $59 
Adobe Premiere 5.1 + $99 
TechTracker Pro $19 
Microsoft Office 2001 $359 
MacTicker(tracks stocks) $19 
Omni Page Pro 7.0 $19 

1oos of Software Titles 
Over 80 for Only $9! 
Over 50 for Only $5! 

Free titles w ith all 
website orders! 

All prices rounded down WE BUY MACS! 
Credit cards accepted 

Utilit Software 
Conflict Catcher 8 $39 
NetBarrier 2.0.3 $29 
Ram Doubler 9 $24 
Norton Utilities 4.0- $7 
Norton Antivi rus 6.0 $9 
Norton Antivirus 6 $9 
Norton System Works- $49 
Norton Internet Security$49 
Maclink+Deluxe v. 11 $24 
Timbuktu2000Set- $39 

• Refurbished, t Pre-owned 
- OEM 

FAMILY HISTORY - GENEALOGY 

REUNION7 
Re uni o n 7 is t he pe rfect tool t o 
organize your fa mily history. Plenty of 
room for names, dates, places, stories, 
notes, t idbits, and 
sources. Include 
all your favori te 
pictures, sounds, 
and home movies. 
Aut o m a ti ca ll y 
build multimed ia 
web pages to 
share your family 
hi sto ry o n t he 
In te rn et! Pr int large, co lo rf ul tree 

charts, timeline charts, 
and fan charts for family 
reunions. Fun and edu
ca ti o nal fo r th e w hole 
family. Reunion 7 includes 
ove r 80 n ew fea tures 
and enhancements! 

Leister Productions 
PO Box 289, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055 
phone 717-697-1 378 fax 717-697-4373 

e-mail: info@Leiste rP ro.com 
web site/demo: www.Le isterPro.com 

To order, call ... 
MacConnection 800-800-2222 

UPGRADI YO~R MA( ~IMPlY! We've got Mac 
CPU Upgrades 

Camera Memory 

Computer Sys. 
DIM Ms 

Iomega Stuff 

Modems 

Monitors 

Networking 

Notebook Mem. 

~@NN®I . 
Jlifl'JY 11.Sl 

OMS has 
Sonnet CPU 
upgrades for 
nearly all 
Macs in stk. 

PowerBook Mem. 1--~~~:::::::::::.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Printer Memory 

SDRAM 

SIMMs 

Storage Drives 

Surge Su\)ressors 
USB Accessories 

VRAM 

DATA MEMORY SYSTEMS 
24 Keewaydin Drive 
Salem, NH 03079 
Fax: 603-898-6585 

--·-~- ---·~----- - ·-- -- -

eMedia Makes 
Guitar Easy! 

Learn from CD-ROMs with hit songs. 

eMedia 
Guitar Method 
Vol. 1 V.2 

New version of the best-selling 
CD-ROM for guitar! Includes 
an animated fretboard, 150 
in-depth lessons with over 
70 songs. Featu ring Bob Dylan, 
the Rolling Stones and more. 

A lso available: 

• Gui tar Method Vol. 2 
• Guitar Songs 
• Bass Method Vol. 1 
• Blues Guitar Legends 

(888) 363-3424 
www.emediamusic.com 

MacADDICT JAN/02 Shoppers Paradise 89 
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WWW.MACOFALLTRADES.COM 

CJ Media Festival 
Sponsored by MacAddict, Canoe & Kayak, 
\\\.~ ACE Adventure Center 

USED MACS BUY. SELL. TRADE 

"Made on Mac" division 
Select winners will be streamed on web 

Over $10,000 in prizes awarded in 
Film & Video, "Made on Mac", Audio, CD 

Multimedia, Scriptwriting 
"Made on Mac" deadline extended 

to Jan. 20, 2002 

BF.ST PRICF.S 

MAC 
OF ALL 

TRADES _...,.._ _ _.... 

For entry fees, form, info: 
www.TwinRiversMediaFestival.com 
(304) 469·4499 • outdoor@dnet.net 

404.355.5144, fax 404.355.5461 
email: sales@macofalltrades.com 

500 Bishop Street, Suite E3 
Atlanta, GA 30318 ' 

1:--::-MEDIA ARTS TRAINING1:--:r 
Learn Flash, Quick Time, DV, Final Cut Pro, Golive, 

Web Design, Mac OS X, and much more. 
Learn on line, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

Any browser, any t ime. 

Learn at home and make more money. 
Classes available right now. 

R/com11, ~ --..,,...-
Mec/iiiSchoor/ ~TP://WIJJV.• .MEDIRSCHDDL.~, 

l•02 

The memory market is extremely volalile. Please check our website for the 
mostup·to-datepricing.Prices listedarewebpricesonly, notin·slore. 

4 
Computer Model or RAM Prices listed by module MB size: 
Sacker T~~e T~ee/Descrietion 16 32 64 128 256 512 
G4 AGP 466·867 MHz PC·133168 pin CL3 - 112 113 '16 '25 '56 
PowerBook' G4 PC·100144 pin CL2 - 116 125 1129 
G3/G4/iMac" 350·600 PC-133168 pin CL3 - 112 113 '16 125 156 

-
PowerBook' G3 PC·100144 pin CL2 19 '14 117 138 169 
iBook"/iMac" 233·333 PC·100144 pin CL2 ' 9 '14 ' 17 '38 
168 pin DIMMs '9 '19 '27 '37 
72 pin SIMMs '12 '15 '49 

plus, FREE Shipping on these new Apple CPUs!• 

Free Total Optical Hard 
Model MHz RAM RAM RAM Drive Drive Price 
PowerBoo~ G4 400 128mb 256mb 384mb DVD·ROM 10gb $web! 
PowerBoo~ G4 667 512mb 256mb 768mb DVD-ROM 30gb web! 
G4 Quicksilver 733 128mb 512mb 640mb CD-RW 40gb 1,694 
G4 Quicksilver 867 256mb 1014mb 1270mb SuperDrive 60gb 2,494 
G4 Quicksilver Dual 800 128mb 512mb 640mb DVD/CD·RW 40gb 2,749 
G4 Quicksilver Dual 800 128mb 1014mb 1142mb SuperDrive 40gb 3,199 
i Boo~ G3 500 128mb 256mb 384mb CD·ROM 10gb 1,199 
iBoo~ G3 500 12Bmb 256mb 384mb DVD/CD-RW 10gb 1,499 

1·800·4·MEMORY 
!LAPTOP • DESKTOP • CAMERA! 

MEMORY 
WE CAN BEAT I 

ANY PRICE 
ON ANY MEMORY 
FROM ANYONE 

PERIOD!!! 
SHOP FIRST, THEN CALL US 
NO RE-STOCKING FEE - MAJOR BRANDS 
BRAND NEW PARTS - FREE TECH HELP 

SPECIALS ON THE WEB 

WWW.18004MEMORY.COM 

Size RPM T~~e Internal/External Price Maceos 9 + 9.1 updater $59 
40gb 5400 FireWire Oxf 911 E $179 Maceos 8.1 CD only 19 
60gb 7200 FireWire Oxf 911 E 235 Maceos 8.6 w/Free 8.5 CD 59 
80gb 5400 FireWire Ox! 911 E 249 Epson 900-Refurb 135 
80gb 7200 FireWire Ox! 911 E 299 Epson 777-New 75 
100gb 7200 FireWire Ox! 911 E 359 USB Zip1 OU-New 79 
40gb 5400 ATA/100 JOE I 99 
60gb 7200 ATA/100 JOE I 145 ~1 
80gb 5400 ATA/100 JOE I 201 

Q1_ 100gb 7200 ATA/100 JOE I 252 

iPod. 20gb 4200 IBM iBook/PwrBook I 119 
30gb 4200 Toshiba PwrBook I 209 
30gb 4200 IBM PwrBook I 219 ..... ~- -
48gb 5400 IBM PwrBook I 439 
Oxford 911 External FireWire Case • add 89 1,000 songs in your pocket. $399 

, , , 
ti Authorized Reseller ti Apple Specialist ti Authorized Service Provider 

Secure Online Orderiny or Call Toll-!t 

MacSolutions, Inc. 11933 Wilshire Boulevard, West Los An!eles, CA 90025 Fax: (310) 966-4433 
University £ School P.O.• s Welcome Note: Prices subject to chan1Je without notice. Ad Code 1031 

'Check website for details on new computer purchases Not responsible for typographic errors Limited to stock on hand Not valid m combmat1on with any other promotions 



Buy • Sell • Repair • Parts Fa/lfo.,j/je ~tl1/inp oti aU fj-OWt 4do6e• IJ Mtt!lwde/£' IU!l!.diJ,. 

1-888-622-7253 Calli El Universe 3.1 $449 Poser 4 $11 9 

www. macs4sale. com 
$99 Filemaker Pro 5.5 $149 Riverdeep Calli 

$299 Flash 5 $98 TechTool Pro 3.03 $79 

Give your G4 "SuperDrive" capability. 
Read and Write CDR. CDRW, and DVDR right from 
your computer. Includes Toast Titanium 5 full ver. 

I n ternal cd d rive upgrade. only $699 

All products nre new unless noted* 

Upgrades Used Computers * 

$79 Inspiration 6 $59 The Learning Co. Call! 
$295 Lightwave 7b $889 Veclorworks 9 $83 
$98 Microsoft Office Calli Wacom Graphire2 $84 

Painter 7 $199 Web Design Studio $239 

Vwt /Ld, onl.i.ne /flit m.o11e M.V¥.. ~
/Jll.llf!le,j,. rmd 24/vt ()~. 

J I ~/lo /JrJA A'(J.i "Jr FM' IP'§ g PO'§ TO ..-....... ,,.....~--........ -ov -;,::177-71 au Sl2-4S0-026J 

PC! USB Cards $29 PMac 6300 32/ l gb/CD $99 
Sonnet G3 for Powermac from $ 169 PMac 71 00 32 /500mb/CD $99 
Sonnet Firewire/USB $99 PMac 7200 32 /lgb/CD $ 129 
30 GB WO 7200 rpm $1 29 PMac 7300 64/2gb/CD $ 199 
60 GB WO 7200 rpm $ 149 PMac 7500 32/lgb/CD $149 1. Fastest, most successful data recovery service available. 
G3 PBook Ram 128mb $59 PMac 8500 64/2gb/CD $199 2. Recommended and certified by all drive companies to 
G3/G4 Ram 256mb $59 G3 Siege OT 64/4gb/CD $399 maintain your warnmty 

G3/G4 Ram 5 12mb $99 

'tMacs used starting at 
• G3 processor • Internet Ready 
• Ethernet and USB capability 
• B uilt in Monitor, 56K Modem 

Call or visit our website a t: www.macs4sale.com for latest prlces and specia ls . 
In Arizona 602-867-0800 Fax 602-867-8048 Mon- Fri 10:00-6:00 MST 

See our new showroom at l 02 J 0 No1th .'32nd Street. Phoenix AriZona 85028 

School PO's Wekxlme. Prices refled a 3% cash discount Prices subj<d: to chani,"'- All sales final 
Returns al managers discretion & subject to I SJ/o reSlocking fee. Used products have 90 day warranty. 

3. Advanced , proprietary recovery techniques. 
4. 24-hour, onsite, and weekend services. 
5. Retrieve recovered data instamly with 

DATAEXPRESS'M over high speed 
secured Internet lines. 

6. Featured in Mac Addict, MacWorld, 
PCWorld; also by CNN, BBC, 
Forbes, and many others. 

'W e Can Save It!" 7. Federal and State Contracts. www.d~~=:..com 1 
VISIT DRIVESAVERS AT MACWORLD SAN FRANCISCO l 
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POWIRBOOK PRODUCTS 
TECHNOLOGIES 

b:panslonBayCDRWDriveor 
ExpansJooBayCORW/DVD Drive 

• Turn your PowerBook Expansion Bay drives into External 
Bus-Powered FireWire drives you can use with any ''o• 
FireWire-equipped PowerBook, Power Mac, iBook or iMac Flre; ire 

• Built-in Connecting/Stacking Module • Hot Swappable 
• Compatible with most expansion bay drives used with the 

PowerBook G3 99 & 2000 (Lombard & Pismo) • MSRP $169 

• The BEST Internal ~ Q. 
Hard Drives for your~ 
PowerBook! 

• Comes with everything 
you need for installation 

• Conveniently lights 
up your keyboard! 

• Powered by 
USB port 

• MSRP $24 .99 

I~ 

Lu Id 
• Unique industrial design 

Portable FireWire 
CD-RW Drive 

• Slimmest and lightest CD-RW drive available 
• Bx Write, Bx Re-Write. 24x Read 
• "Just Link" Buffer Underrun Error Prevention 
• AC adapter not required on a self-powered FireWire bus 
• Compatible with Apple's iTunes and Disc Burner software 
• Compatible with Mac OS 9. Mac OS X, and Windows 9BSE or later 
• Toast CD burning software, FireWire cable and optional AC adapter included 
• MSRP $299 

XG r~t fO Expansion Bay Drives 
• Hot swappable, compact and bootable 
• For tl1e PowerBook G3 1999 & 2000 or the PowerBook G3 1998 
• Protective MCE Xbay Expansion Bay Device Carrying Case included 
• Great with the MCE FireBay RreWire Expansion Bay (Xcaret Pro-99 or Xcaret Pro-2000 only) 
Xcaret Pro Expansion Bay Hard Drives 
• High-Speed 1 OGB, 20GB, 30GB and 4BGB capacities 
Xcaret Pro Expansion Bay CDRW Drives 
• Burn CD-Rand CD-RW Discs quickly & easily 
• Toast CD burning software included 
Xcaret Pro Expansion Bay CDRW/DVD Drives 
• Burn CD-Rand CD-RW Discs AND play DVDs with ONE drivel 
• Toast CD burning software included 

INGRAM 
~. 

Find other great 
MCE products at 

www.mcetech.com 
800.500.0622 
949.458.0880 
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mac. PaL.LJer 
Sales & Service 
www. mac-powe r . com 

·Buy & Sell· 
• Parts & Accessories· 

·All Mac Models!· 
• Networking • 

·On-site Repair· 
·Consulting • 

BBB 215 POWER 
5807 Winfield 81vd. # B-3 

San9~~s2e{A 
Fax 408.227.7957 

Save -AppleWorks Training Products 
Apple Works 6 for Dummies ........ $ 15.99 Getting Started w/ AW Databases .. 19.95 

Apple Works 6: Missing Manual .... 14.99 Getting Started w/ AW Spreadsheets 19.95 

AppleWorks Journal ( LO issues) .. .. 39.95 MacAcademy AW 6 Videos .. ... .... . 39.95 

AppleWorks Templale Catalog ...... .. 5.00 Macworld AppleWorks 6 Bible .. .... 27.99 

AppleWorkS hop 6 for Teachers .... 29.95 Mac OS X for Dummies ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . 15.99 

AW 6 Button Bar Wall Chart ............ 9.95 World 's 100 Greatest Books CD .... 39.95 

AW 6 Keystroke Wall Chart .............. 9.95 200+ Updaters for OS 9 ...... ..... .... . 14.95 Play. Encode 6 Remix MP3 
• 2 tracks DJ remixing software 
• MP3 live remixing 

Both Wall Charts .... ... ................. 14.95 Macintosh Batteries ... ..... ..... .. .. .... .. .. . call 

AW 6 Reference Sheets (25) ... .. ..... 19.95 U.S. s/h first item ..... ............. .. .... ...... 5.00 

Apple Works 6 Step by Step ... ... .... 19.95 Additional items@ .. ..... .. ....... .. .. .. ... . 3.00 

- Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back. -

AppleWorks Users Group; (888) 781-AWUG; Fax: (734) 454-1965 
orders@awug.org; www.awug.org 

39.998 
• Match song tempos easily 
• lxport MP3, Quicklime, Aiff, Wav 
• live or Batch export 

a CALL TOLL FREE 866-243-1718 • WWW.El-MIXER.COM IK HU~TIHEOI~ 

PowerBook 
G3/400 
128/6gb/OVD/S6k/FW 

$119999 

PowerBook 
G3/233 
96/2gb/20xCD/56k 

$69999 

All-In-One 
PowerMac 
Bundle 
Blowout!~0 
All systems include a 15" display, 
CD-ROM drive, keyboard & mouse. 

Mac·Res·Q®li. · PowerBook 
1400cs/133 

sales@macresq.com 32/1.3gb/Floppy 

(925) 689-9488 • (925) 689-9487 fax $399
99 

5500/225 
5400/200 
5300/100 
5200/75 

$24999 

$16999 

$14999 
$9999 

Digital Video Editing 

Our new QProDV Systems include: 
PowerMac G3 or G4, up to 1 gig RAM, 60-80GB 
super-fast hard drive, Final Cut Pro 2, iMovie 2 
& Quicklime VR Authoring Studio 

starting at only $199999 

ProColor Ink Cartridges 
at Amateur Prices! 

Our new Ink store offers great prices on ink 
for popular 8J:m1g, Canon & Epson printers, 

such as the Epson Stylus 740 and 880! 

3 Black & 3 Color Inks ..••.. NEW $3799 

4 Black Inks ....••....•.••••..••.• NEW $2499 

PowerMac 
G3/266DT 
64/4gb/24xCD 

$54999 

Norton 
System Works 
w/FREE SimCitl 2000! 
NEW$79 9 

MacOSS.5 
Retail Box 
NEW $9999 

NEWMacResQ 
Affiliate Program! 
Join the MacRe5Q Online 
Affiliate Program and start 
earning referral fees! 
Simply fill out the short 
application on our web site 
and add one simple line of 
code to your own site -
we'll take care of the rest! 
<www.macresq.com> 

Parts! Parts! Parts! 
We carry thousands 
of replacement parts 
for Macs old & new! 

iBook LCD Screens $39999 

$14999 

$12999 

$8999 

iMac DVD-ROM Drives 
G4/G3 DVD-ROM Drives 
iMac CD-ROM Drives 
Mac Logic Boards 
Mac Power Supplies 

from $2999 

from $1999 

Visit our new secure online store for more specials and our most current inventory & pricing! 
Important Stuff: All items are refurbished unless noted as new. Pricing & availability subj ect to change. 15% restocking fee o n functional returns. No returns after 30 days. 
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Serial • SCSI· 10/100 Ethernet 

MORE G3 DEALS 
G3/233Mbl Beige DT 64/4/CD 399.99 
G3/266MbZ Beige OT 64/4/CD/DP w/monllor _ 499.99 
63/266Mbl Beige MT 64/4/CD/DP w/monllor . 549.99 
G3/300Mbl Beige DT 64/4/CD/DPW/monllor - 599.99 
G3/350Mbl B&W MT128/6/DVD/DP w/monnor 699.99 
G3/480MbZ B&W MT126/6/DVD/DP w/monhor 199.99 

MacOS8.5CD 
FREE WEB UPGRADE TO 8.6 

'./') 

.:.~-10 
~ !' OEM/FULL 1NSTALL 

MacOSl.& CD 
OEl.ll'FUU. INS'TAU.. 

MacOS8.0CD 
FULL INSTALL 

MacOS9.0CD 
F-uLLINstALL 

JMac 63/233MbZ toal 64/ 4/CD/561/Camera _ 449.99 
JMac DVG3/48011bl64/4/CD/561/Camera - 699.99 
JMac DV 63/500Mhz 64/20/CDRW/561/Camera 849.99 
JMac DV 63/500Mhz 128/30/DVD/561/Camera . 899.99 
JMac DV 63/60011bl 128/48/CDIW/561/Camera999.99 

1 1iw'l:~~~f1 ar~PMu~ 
~ ~ 

~ ...,-E!:J!ll.ogcf ·'!l!.1 ~no 
~lJ -...J!l!ll.og>" ~ $20 
,iJJ - !!!!,: y'£l $40 
'li_"" I: ~C111llOll ·~ l1 $60 
~ Relabelod"Nologo' 1)1:.> 
~1i_ 1 n\' · ...,Cll3600l - i\.! ~ 
~ A-"Nol.og>" illLU 
Jllac CD & DVD-TrayJoadlnu/SloUoadlou /ram _ 129.99 
32x llPPloA llPI CDROM 63/64 99.99 
8•11P Je DVD BOii llPJ.lotemaJ ___ 139.99 
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PoVlerWave 
USB AUDIO AMPLIFIER & INTERFACE 

The PowerWave USB Amplifier combines 

the highest quality audio recording and 

playback capabilities with powerful 

amplification for your stereo speakers 

or Apple Pro Speakers. Incorporating 

ground breaking class T digital audio 

technology, with the best USB codec, 

and a DSP, the PowerWave is the 

perfect addition to your home or 

professional audio . 

iMic 
USB AUDIO INTERFACE 

The iMic is the ideal audio 

interface for Macs without 

audio input capabilities. 

You can use it to connect 

virtually any audio device 

to your USB equipped Mac. 

GRIFFIN 
TECHNOLOGY 

PoV1erMate 
USB AUDIO CONTROL & INPUT DEVICE 

This programmable USB device 

provides volume adjustment capabilities 

for USB Audio and features a click 

button for endless control possibilities, 

including power-on. Cool blue LED 

works as an at-a-glance status 

indicator, and pulses hypnotically 

when the computer sleeps. 

615.399.7000 

info@griffintechnology.com 1619 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, Tennessee 37210 www.griffintechnology.com ~ . . 
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The 

T3Hub 
Thumb-sized, 3 port 

USB hub. Weighs less 
than an ounce and 

Dr.~ 
www.drbott.com 

does not require an 
external power supply. 

RESELLERS! Dr. Bott has a great reseller program. Contact us for more information. 
877.611 .2688 503.582.9944 www.drbott.com 

Sometimes, 
,.st isn't enough ... 

DVlator for ADC 

Dr. ~ottg 
With DVlator and a DVI video card you can add additional 
ADC displays to a new G4, or upgrade an older Mac with 
Apple's new flat-panels. 
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Don 't let the back cover hit you on the way out. 

_,...,_ -,.,.__.-

Games That Didn't Make Our List 

Bill Man 
Guide the greedy gobbling head of Bill Gates as he swallows up dot-com 
dots, innovative companies, competing technologies, company heads (a la 

Apple CEO Steve Jobs and Sun VP James Gosling), and anything else that 
gets in his way. While we're sure PC punks get their jollies playing this one, 
we feel nauseated every time Gates swallows Bungie. Plus, those darn dots 
give us bad Blue Dalmatian iMac flashbacks-ack! 

961 MacAddict l JAN/02 

The Simms: Apple Party 
Expansion Pack 
Rub elbows with Apple bigwigs and party on with various Apple 
visionaries and future adversaries, all in the hopes of winning 
them over so you can land a job at Apple. Unfortunately, the game 

takes place in the era of former Apple CEO John Sculley, who's 
hosting the bash at his party pad, and we're forced to watch the 
masses gather and vote Steve Jobs out of the house. 



In with the new ... 

Tech Tool Pro 3 is the super utility for your 
Macintosh. Besides repairing and recovering 
data, TechTool Pro can help you circumvent 
problems in the first place. Our new virus detect 
and repair feature, as well as our software conflict 
check feature, lets you keep your computer in 
tip-top shape. When booted from the included 
emergency CD, you can even check, repair and 
optimize your OS X computer. 

Every day, more and more Macintosh 
professionals are choosing TechTool over other 
system utilities. In fact, even Apple Computer 
includes Tech Tool Deluxe with every copy of their 
AppleCare™ Protection Plan. Simply put, 
Tech Tool Pro 3 is the most complete and powerful 
troubleshooting utility available for your computer. 
Why would you settle for anything less? 

J.&j Micromat Inc. 800-829-6227 707-566-3831 

In with the newer ... 

·.\ 

For Apple's next-generation operating system, 
you'll need a next-generation disk utility. That's 
why Micromat has introduced Drive 1 0, the first 
and final disk utility for Mac OS X. Problems 
with your drive? Drive 10 can repair almost any 
drive problem with one simple click of your 
mouse. All within OS X's native environment. 

While Drive 1 0 is a new product, it is derived 
from TechTool Pro, Micromat's world-class 
diagnostic and repair utility. Using TechTool's 
time-tested routines as well as some new routines 
developed exclusively for OS X, Drive 1 0 offers 
many tools for checking and repairing any drive 
on your system. Don't entrust your OS X drive 
to ancient utilities. Protect your data and drive 
safely with Drive 1 0. 

i nfo@micromat.com www.micromat.com 

© 2001 Micromat, Inc. All rights reserved. Tech Tool is a registered trademark of Micromat, Inc. Drive 10 is a trademark of Micromat, Inc. 
Macintosh and AppleCare are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 



enlarge a small fish: 

1) Using your pen 

for ease and control, 

draw a path around 

your small fish. Then 

copy your selection. 

2) Paste your 

fish back into 

your photo, 

creating a 

new layer. 

3) Adjust the scale of 

your new layer to 

your liking, and place 

it. 4) With the blur 

tool, blur the edges of 

the fish for realism. 

FREE CD : Still have 

0 
questions? 

Visit our . 
web sire for 

more detailed rips 

and a free "Wacom 

Photo Fun CD"''. 

visit 

www.macphotofun.com 

SHE'LL LOVE HOW YOU CAPTURED 

THE MOMENT so accurately. 

Have fun with your digital photos. Don't just take pictures. 

Re-create them. The Graphire2 gives you more control, accuracy and 

flexibility than you thought possible, at a revolutionary price of $99.95. 

Includes all the necessary software: Photoshop LE, Painter Classic and more. 

call 

800-922-2585 graph1re2 

• 

•Offer J,.'OO<l while supplies last, subject to change without notice .... \Vaoom cstimat·ed street price. 

BY 

3-BUTTDN , , )~ 

MOUSE:........, 

No ball to clean, 

no cord to tangle, 

no batteries to buy. 

PEN : Pressure 

sensitive with a 

built-in eraser -

edit your photos, 

create natural 

art strokes, and add 

realistic signatures. 

CAN 1 SPEND MORE? 

As a matter of fact, 

you can. Our popular 

Intuos2 tablets start 

at a mere $199. oo••. 

Meanwhile, our new 

pen directly to screen 

for a meager $1899. oo. 

0 2001 \'<'acorn lechnology Corporation. \Vaoom is a registered trademark and Grnphirc is a trademark of\'\laoom Company Ltd. All rights reserved. All other trademarks property of their rcspccth'c owners. 
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